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ABSTRACT
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Dr Jessica L Gordon

The aim of this thesis was to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy for ketosis (KET)
detection methods, to estimate the prevalence of KET in Ontario, Canada and identify
risk factors for increased within-herd prevalence and increased odds of KET at the
cow-level. Finally, the benefit of including a glucocorticoid with propylene glycol in
KET treatment was evaluated. A diagnostic test accuracy systematic review and metaanalysis was conducted for on-farm methods for the diagnosis of KET. The Precision
Xtra handheld device that measures blood beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA) had the highest
combined sensitivity (95%) and specificity (98%) of the methods evaluated. The ability
of the Precision Xtra to accurately detect elevated prepartum blood BHBA at
concentrations implicated in postpartum disease (0.6 to 0.8 mmol/L) was investigated.
The device was moderately well correlated (0.77) with laboratory serum BHBA values,
was in substantial agreement with laboratory NEFA identification of at-risk animals
(κ = 0.64) and was associated with 2.2 fold greater odds of KET postpartum when
prepartum BHBA ≥ 0.6 mmol/L.
The within-herd and cow-level prevalence of KET was estimated to be 21% based
on early lactation milk BHBA collected from herds participating in a dairy herd
improvement program in Ontario, Canada. A longer calving interval, a longer dry period,
being tested before 14 days in milk and having lower milk yield and fat percentages at the
last test of the previous lactation was associated with increased odds of KET in
multiparous animals. Increased odds of KET in primiparous animals were associated with
being older at first calving. Being a Jersey increased odds of KET in all parities. Other
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factors associated with increased KET risk were calving in the spring and being from a
herd with an automatic milking system.
A randomized controlled trial evaluated the use of dexamethasone as an adjunctive
therapy to propylene glycol treatment for KET. The addition of dexamethasone was
associated with lower odds of KET in the week following treatment when blood BHBA
was between 1.2 and 1.5 mmol/L at diagnosis, but the odds of KET after treatment were
increased for the dexamethasone group when blood BHBA ≥ 3.2 mmol/L at diagnosis.
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CHAPTER 1:
LITERATURE REVIEW
Dairy cattle face numerous challenges during the periparturient period. Metabolic
or infectious disease will impact 30% to 50% of all cows within the first 30 d of lactation
(LeBlanc, 2010). Interrelationships between diseases that occur in the postpartum period
mean that affected cows are often impacted by more than one postpartum disorder (Curtis
et al., 1985; Correa et al., 1993). Ketosis (KET) at the subclinical level, diagnosed by
elevations in blood or serum ß-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA ≥ 1.2 mmol/L) (Duffield et al.,
2009), is a common periparturient disorder, with an incidence of 40% on North American
herds (Duffield et al., 1998; McArt et al., 2012b). Ketosis is associated with increased
risk of displaced abomasum (DA), metritis (MET) and clinical ketosis (CK) (LeBlanc et
al., 2005; Duffield et al., 2009; Chapinal et al., 2010; Ospina et al., 2010; McArt et al.,
2012b). Reducing KET incidence and treating cases will help reduce negative
downstream consequences. To fully understand the complexity of KET it is necessary to
first explore ruminant metabolism, periparturient physiology, and the adaptation and
maladaptation to negative energy balance that can lead to KET. Although KET can be
prevented to some degree, it is a common problem on most dairy herds indicating that it
cannot be controlled solely through prevention alone and efficient and economic
treatments are needed.
Gluconeogenesis in Ruminants
Ruminants receive only 5 to 10% of their glucose requirements from dietary
absorption, as a result of fermentation of dietary starches in the rumen. The remaining
glucose is primarily produced through hepatic gluconeogenesis (Young, 1977;
Aschenbach et al., 2010). Gluconeogenesis in non-ruminants occurs mostly during a
fasted state as the majority of the glucose required is absorbed in the small intestine postprandially. Because the ruminant does not obtain the majority of its glucose directly from
the diet, but instead needs to synthesize it, gluconeogenesis occurs in both the fasted and
fed state (Young, 1977). Dietary carbohydrates are fermented in the rumen to short chain
fatty acids: propionate, acetate, valerate, and isobutyrate (Herdt 2000; Aschenbach et al.,
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2010). Fatty acids are absorbed through the ruminal epithelium by passive diffusion and
travel via the portal vein to the liver. Propionate provides the most significant
contribution to gluconeogenic precursors. Once taken up into the hepatocyte, propionate
is transported into the mitochondrion where it is converted to propionyl-CoA and then
methylmalonyl-CoA (Aschenbach et al., 2010). Methylmalonyl-CoA enters the
tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) to produce oxaloacetate. D-lactate is another byproduct of
ruminal fermentation that can be used as a substrate for gluconeogenesis but at a slower
rate than the L-lactate isoform (Aschenbach et al, 2010). To be used for gluconeogenesis,
lactate and alanine are converted to pyruvate within the cytosol of the hepatocyte, before
being transported into the mitochondrion. Once there, pyruvate can be converted to
oxaloacetate by pyruvate carboxylase or pyruvate is converted to acetyl-CoA before
entering the TCA cycle (Aschenbach et al., 2010).
Peripartum Physiology
The transition period refers to the transition in dairy cattle from late gestation to
calving and commencing (or re-commencing) lactation. Grummer (1995) defined the
transition period as the 3 wk before to the 3 wk after calving based on the corresponding
changes in hormones, metabolism and energy requirements.
Glucose utilization in dairy cattle in the periparturient period is driven by the
placental and fetal glucose requirement in late gestation and the production of milk
lactose from glucose in the mammary gland in early lactation (Bell and Bauman, 1997).
In sheep, 30-50% of the increased glucose requirements in late gestation are due to the
requirements of a growing fetus, a third of that being utilized by the placenta (Leury et
al., 1990). Although glucose requirements are high in late gestation, the increase is
modest compared to the glucose needs of early lactation for colostrum and milk
production (Goff and Horst, 1997). Approximately 60% of lactating ruminant glucose is
used by the mammary gland to produce lactose (Young, 1977). Prior to the increased
energy requirements of lactation there is a drop in dry matter intake. Intake drops 30-40%
in the 3 wk prior to calving in all cows, 39% of that decrease occurs in the last week of
gestation (Hayirli et al., 2002; Dann et al., 2006; Mann et al., 2015). A more pronounced
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drop in intake has been associated with postpartum illnesses, KET and MET (Huzzey et
al., 2007; Goldhawk et al., 2009). Although the overall need for glucose is greater in peak
lactation, the sudden increase in requirements in early lactation combined with the
decreased energy intake prepartum, make this a critical period (Hayirli et al., 2002).
Negative Energy Balance
There is a massive shift in energy and nutrient requirements with the
commencement of lactation (Esposito et al., 2014). Milk production increases energy
requirements to 3 times what was needed for late pregnancy with glucose and amino acid
requirements doubling. These needs cannot be met by dietary intake alone and a period of
negative energy, and typically protein balance, follows (Bell, 1995). The degree of
negative nutrient balance will be conditional on the degree of DMI depression prepartum,
milk production level, post partum dietary energy density and postpartum intake (Goff
and Horst, 1997; Adewuyi et al., 2005).
When dietary energy sources are insufficient to meet metabolic requirements,
fatty acids are mobilized from adipose tissue (Bell, 1995; Herdt, 2000). During lipolysis,
the ester bonds of the adipocyte triglycerides are broken to release glycerol and long
chain non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA), with 16 to 18 carbons, into circulation
(Bergman, 1971; Herdt, 2000).
NEFA Metabolism
Plasma NEFA begins to increase approximately 2 wk prior to parturition, peaks at
parturition and can remain high for 2-3 wk post-calving in both component and TMR fed
animals (Studer et al., 1993; Mann et al., 2015). The underlying controls of
lipomobilization are not fully understood however several influencing factors have been
well described. Fatty acid mobilization is increased with decreased DMI (Dann et al.,
2005; Mann et al., 2015), however, NEFA concentrations will increase prepartum even
when feed intake is maintained artificially indicating that there are other endocrine
controls (Bertics et al., 1992). The sympathetic nervous system plays an important role in
lipomobilization through the action of hormone-sensitive lipases. In an experiment
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performed on sheep in vivo, a norepinephrine venous infusion caused an increase in
plasma concentration of free fatty acids within 30 min (Bergman et al., 1968). Adipose
tissue responsiveness to norephinephrine and other ß-adrenergic agonists is dependent on
stage of pregnancy and lactation (Guesnet et al., 1987). Early in gestation the maximal
lipolytic response is blunted and increases towards late gestation with maximal response
around the time of parturition and continuing into early lactation (Guesnet et al., 1987;
McNamara et al., 1988).
Fatty acids, bound to albumin, and glycerol travel through circulation and are
taken up by hepatocytes (Herdt, 2000). Glycerol can be used to support gluconeogenesis
(de Koster and Opsomer, 2013). In the presence of ample carbohydrates, NEFA remain in
the cytosol of hepatocytes due to a suppression of the mitochondrial carnitine palmityl
transferase I transporter (Herdt, 2000). Within the cytosol of hepatocytes NEFA can be
re-esterified to form triacylglyerol (TG) that can be transported back into circulation as
very low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) when there is adequate protein supply, otherwise
TG will accumulate within hepatocytes contributing to hepatic lipidosis (Adewuyi et al.,
2005). A small amount of NEFA within the hepatocytes will also undergo peroxisomal
ß-oxidation to reduce the length of the long-chain fatty acids and produce hydrogen
peroxide as a byproduct (Adewuyi et al., 2005). Ruminants appear to have a greater
capacity to utilize peroxisomal ß-oxidation than non-ruminants and the capacity increases
with increased energy deficit, suggesting that it may be an adaptation to reduce liver TG
deposition (Drackley et al., 2005). When there is a limited supply of carbohydrates fatty
acids will be transported into mitochondria via the carnitine palmityl transferase I
transporter and can undergo mitochondrial ß-oxidation. Complete NEFA oxidation will
produce energy to support gluconeogenesis, however, partial oxidation will produce
ketone bodies: acetoacetate (AcAc), β-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA), and to a lesser extent,
acetone (Ac).
Ketogenesis
Mitochondrial ß-oxidation of NEFA produces acetoacetyl-CoA, which can be
further oxidized to acetyl-CoA, a necessary substrate for the tricarboxylic acid cycle
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(TCA) (Bergman, 1971; Herdt, 2000; Adewuyi et al., 2005). Complete oxidation through
the TCA cycle is preferable as it produces more net energy, however, if overwhelmed by
the amount of NEFA present and with a shortage of TCA precursors, such as
oxaloacetate, then fatty acids will only be partially oxidized (Adewuyi et al., 2005; Allen
and Piantoni, 2013). Acetoacetyl-CoA is an intermediate step in the formation of AcAc.
Acetoacetate is relatively unstable and is readily converted to BHBA in the cytosol of the
hepatocyte through the enzyme ß-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase or will breakdown into
acetone (Ac) and carbon dioxide (Bergman, 1971; Herdt, 2000; Adewuyi et al., 2005).
Periparturient Endocrine Changes
Approximately 3 wk prior to parturition, plasma estrogen concentrations begin to
rise, peaking at the time of parturition, prior to a drastic drop in concentration (Chew et
al., 1979). Progesterone remains high through late gestation for the maintenance of
pregnancy and then drops significantly at the time of parturition (Bell, 1995; Adewuyi et
al., 2005). Estrogen or the ratio of estrogen to progesterone may play a role in the
decrease in DMI that occurs around the time of parturition (Grummer et al., 1990).
Estrogen may also increase the mobilization of fatty acids and contribute to decreased
peripheral insulin responsiveness (Bell, 1995; Bell and Bauman, 1997).
Growth hormone (GH), or somatotropin, increases during pregnancy to peak at
parturition and then gradually decline through early lactation (Bell, 1995). The increase
in GH around parturition may be initiated by hypoglycemia from decreased DMI (Herdt,
2000). Exposure to GH increases lipolysis responsiveness, decreases insulin sensitivity,
and increases gluconeogenesis. The action on gluconeogenesis may be both direct and
indirect via alterations in insulin response (Lucy et al., 2001). Receptors for GH are
found in numerous tissue types, the most abundant locations being the liver and adipose
tissue. The affect of GH on hepatocytes has several functions including stimulating the
production and secretion of insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF1) through GH receptor 1.
Stage of lactation and dietary energy status influence the expression of GH receptors,
with low energy status exacerbating the GH receptor 1 down-regulation that occurs in
early lactation (Lucy et al., 2001; Radcliffe et al., 2006; Loor et al., 2007). Decreasing
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GH receptor 1 reduces the amount of IGF1 synthesized and secreted. Growth hormone is
released when IGF1 concentration decreases due to a feedback loop. The increased
amount of GH in early lactation and under negative energy balance increases both the
release of NEFA and gluconeogenesis (Lucy et al., 2001).
Insulin is involved in glucose uptake by tissues with GLUT4 insulin-dependent
glucose transporters. Adipose tissue and muscle glucose transport is primarily a function
of GLUT4 and GLUT1 transporters, with GLUT1 being responsible for basal glucose
uptake. Mammary, placental and fetal glucose uptake is controlled through GLUT1 and
GLUT3 transporters, both are insulin-independent. Insulin functions to increase glucose
usage and energy storage through the stimulation of hepatic glycogenesis, protein and TG
synthesis. Insulin also impacts glucose and ketone utilization in peripheral tissues,
glycogenesis and protein synthesis in muscle tissue, as well as, lipogenesis and glucose
uptake in adipose tissue. Insulin functioning within the liver may divert free fatty acid
away from oxidation towards esterification (Heitmann et al., 1987). Glucagon working in
opposition to insulin is lipolytic, increasing the supply of free fatty acids at times of
negative energy balance (Brockman, 1979; Adewuyi et al., 2005).
Ruminants undergo a period of insulin resistance in early lactation. Sensitivity of
adipose and muscle tissue to insulin decreases postpartum (Bell, 1995). GLUT4
transporter responsiveness in adipose and muscle tissue decreases during peak lactation
and increases towards the end of lactation so that glucose is available for lactose
production, especially when milk production is high (de Koster and Opsomer, 2013).
Several factors may contribute to the level of insulin resistance; one of those factors is
body condition at parturition. Obese sheep have been reported to have higher levels of
insulin resistance than normal conditioned sheep even when NEFA levels were
comparable (de Koster and Opsomer, 2013). This is supported by evidence that obese
animals produce more tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα) than lean animals, not only
because they have a larger mass of adipose tissue (Hotamisligil et al., 1993), but also
because over-conditioned animals produce more TNFα per unit fat than lean. Tumor
necrosis factor α is a pro-inflammatory cytokine that can induce insulin resistance with
prolonged exposure (Hotamisligil et al., 1993).
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Ketone Utilization
An increase in ketone bodies in circulation during periods of limited blood
glucose is an adaptive mechanism. Several tissues can utilize ketone bodies as fuel:
muscle, heart, and kidney (Bergman, 1971; Heitmann et al., 1987). Acetoacetate is
converted to acetyl-CoA that can then be used in the TCA cycle. Peripheral ketone
utilization increases during the periparturient period, proportionally to the increase in
ketone availability up to a point of tissue saturation (Bergman, 1971; Heitmann et al.,
1987). The mammary gland and fetal/placental tissues require glucose for fuel and cannot
utilize ketones. The majority of available glucose will be preferentially taken-up by these
tissues in late gestation and early lactation, as they have a large glucose demand and
insulin-independent glucose transporters (Herdt, 2000). Although the mammary gland
requires glucose for the production of lactose, it will take up BHBA and AcAc for the
formation of milk fat. Up to 40% of milk fat in early lactation animals could be due to
NEFA uptake with the remainder coming from de novo synthesis (Adewuyi et al., 2005).
Ketone Elimination
Ketones can be eliminated via 3 routes: 1) excreted in urine, 2) exhaled as Ac, and
3) excreted in milk (Bergman, 1971). Early attempts were made to correlate ketone
concentrations in blood, plasma, milk and urine. Milk AcAc (plus Ac) is 82.4%
correlated with blood AcAc (plus Ac) concentrations when sampled concurrently
(Andersson, 1984). Andersson (1984) reported that the ratio of milk to plasma BHBA
remained constant at 0.13 from < 0.4 to > 2.0 mmol/L AcAc (plus Ac) concentration in
blood. The correlation between blood BHBA and milk BHBA was r = 0.43 in a recent
study (Enjalbert et al., 2001), compared to other estimates of r=0.36 (Shultz and Myers,
1959), r = 0.45 (Kauppinen, 1983) and r= -0.01 (Anderssen, 1984). There may be more
variation in the correlation between milk and blood BHBA due to the incorporation of
BHBA into milk fat in early lactation (Shultz and Myers, 1959).
The urinary excretion of ketones follows a log-log pattern with the amount of
plasma or whole blood ketones present (Menahan et al., 1967). Once the amount of
ketone in the plasma or blood exceeds 0.34 mmol/L the logarithm of urinary excretion is
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approximately 1.5 times the logarithm of the concentration in the blood (Menahan et al.,
1967). In a state of HK, the amount of AcAc (plus Ac) found in urine is greater than the
blood plasma concentration of BHBA by approximately 4 times (Schultz, 1971). There
are comparisons between blood and urine AcAc, blood and urine BHBA but not between
blood BHBA and urine AcAc. Further work is necessary to track the increase of blood
BHBA simultaneously with urine AcAc (plus Ac) and milk BHBA using currently
available testing methods over continuous days during early lactation. It is important to
not only examine the correlation but also to compare the time each reaches clinically
relevant thresholds.
Ketone Detection Methods
A comprehensive review of the diagnostic test accuracy of various ketone
detection methods can be found in Chapter 2. A brief explanation of test methodology
can be found here.
Laboratory Measurement of Blood BHBA. Laboratory measurement of serum or blood
BHBA is the gold standard detection method. A common laboratory method for
measuring the concentration of BHBA in plasma or blood is the spectrophotometric
assay. The assay measures the ability of the enzyme β-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase to
catalyze the oxidation of BHBA to AcAc. The process causes the reduction of NAD+ to
NADH. Spectrophotometry measures the amount of NADH in the sample, which is
proportional to the amount of BHBA present (eclinpath, 2013).
Measurement of Blood BHBA Using a Handheld Device. There are several point-ofcare meters available for measuring the concentration of ketones in blood, however the
Precision Xtra handheld meter has the best supporting evidence of its diagnostic
accuracy. The meter strips exploit the same reaction as the laboratory method, but instead
of using spectrophotometry to measure the amount of NADH in the sample, the NADH
present is oxidized to NAD+ using test strip chemicals and the meter measures the
change in the electrical charge proportional to the amount of BHBA in the sample
(Weingart et al., 2012).
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Cow-side Measurement of Milk BHBA. KetoTest strips (Sanwa Kagaku Kenkyusho Co.,
Nagoya, Japan) are a semi-quantitative method to detect BHBA in milk. Milk is placed
on the reagent portion of the strip. The BHBA present is converted to AcAc through the
action of β-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase. The process produces NADH from NAD+
and reduces the chemical reagent nitrotetrazolium blue. The amount of color change is
proportional to the amount of BHBA in the milk (Elanco, 2010).
Cow-side Measurement of Urine AcAc (plus Ac). Ketostix (Bayer Incorporated,
Missassauga, ON) are a semi-quantitate method to detect AcAc (plus Ac) in urine.
Ketostix were developed for human use and have been adopted by veterinarians for use in
small animals and cattle. The test strip contains reagents to perform a simplified
nitroprusside test including sodium nitroprusside, glycine and buffers to provide the
optimal pH of 9. Sodium nitroprusside in the presence of acetoacetate will change color
(Fraser et al., 1965).
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry. Some milking technologies and Dairy Herd
Improvement Association (DHIA) programs utilize Fourier transform infrared
spectrometry (FTIR) to detect ketones and to measure fat and protein content of milk
samples. The technique consists of passing an infrared beam through the sample. The
pattern of infrared absorption and transmission creates a unique fingerprint. It is possible
to identify compounds present based on the absorption pattern and it is also possible to
quantify the amount of the compound present (Thermo Nicolet, 2001).
Estimating NEB Based on Milk Fat and Protein Ratio
Milk fat content increases with increased mobilization of NEFA, while milk
protein will either remain constant or decrease due to decreased feed intake and increased
protein requirements for gluconeogenesis (McNamara and Hillers, 1986; Mottram et al.,
2002). The milk fat-to-protein ratio (FPR) is routinely measured and reported on DHIA
test-day reports and may be a reasonable indicator of energy status early in lactation
(Grieve et al., 1986; Toni et al., 2011). Suggested thresholds for using FPR to indicate a
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maladaptation to NEB vary depending on the study population, but range between 1.3
and 1.5 (Duffield et al., 1997; Heuer et al., 1999).
Hyperketonemia and Ketosis
Although all periparturient animals undergo a period of NEB and there is often an
increase in ketone concentration within body fluids, the degree of increase dictates the
risk for downstream negative consequences. The level of ketonemia is dependent on
several herd-level and cow-level factors that determine the ability of the animal to adapt
to NEB and, therefore, ketones are produced to a lesser or greater degree (Herdt, 2000).
Serum NEFA concentrations pre- and postpartum are a good indicator of degree of NEB,
whereas serum BHBA post-calving is commonly used to identify individuals with KET
(Ospina et al., 2013). Hyperketonemia (HK) by definition is an elevation in ketone
concentration in blood regardless of whether there are clinical signs, however ketone
elevations can also be measured in milk and urine indicating ketosis (KET). All cows
exhibit some increase in blood BHBA concentration in early postpartum, but as
concentrations reach a threshold there is an increased risk for: metritis (MET), displaced
abomasum (DA), clinical ketosis (CK), decreased milk production, decreased
reproductive performance, and risk of early removal from the herd. Thresholds of HK
based on blood or serum BHBA have been suggested to be between 1.0 and 1.4 mmol/L
based on the risk of consequences and can change based on the outcome of interest and
timing relative to parturition (LeBlanc et al., 2005; Walsh et al., 2007; Duffield et al.,
2009; Chapinal et al., 2010; Ospina et al., 2010). For consistency with previous research
(McArt et al., 2011; Gordon, 2013) and the ability to provide practical applications, our
definition for HK is blood BHBA ≥ 1.2 mmol/L (Duffield et al., 2009).
Prevalence and Incidence of Ketosis
Several large-scale studies have estimated the prevalence of KET in early
lactation. Because herd management, genetics, diet, and level of milk production can
impact the risk for KET, it is necessary to separate prevalence estimates by geographical
area, as well as by management style (ie. grazing vs. confinement). It can be difficult to
compare studies as researchers have employed different KET thresholds, diagnostic
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methods, and sampling techniques. The prevalence of KET in a European study, based on
the first DHIA test-day Ac concentration, was 8.9% (Andersson and Emanuelson, 1985),
however more recent European prevalence estimates were 39% using a semi-quantitative
milk test (Berge and Vertenten, 2014); and 58.8% and 21.8%, based on blood BHBA in
the Netherlands and across 10 countries throughout Europe, respectively (Suthar et al.,
2013; Vanholder et al., 2015). The reason for the large difference in prevalence estimates
is unclear. Andersson and Emanuelson (1985) included all herds that participated in a
DHIA in Sweden, whereas the more recent studies included convenience samples of
herds from a number of European countries (Suthar er al., 2013; Berge and Vertenten,
2014; Vanholder et al., 2015). A Slovakian study (Krempaský et al., 2014), estimated
KET prevalence < 21 DIM to be 18.9% on a convenience sample of 51 herds.
The prevalence of KET on North American herds is largely unknown, as most
estimates have come from a small number of convenience-sampled herds. A larger study
of 92, mostly tie-stall and component-fed herds across Ontario, Canada, found the
prevalence of KET using serum BHBA to be ~20% in the first 30 DIM (Duffield et al.,
1997). Chapinal et al. (2012) conducted a multi-region study across North America to
identify critical thresholds for post-partum disease and milk loss. Fifty-five conveniencesampled herds were included. A 20% cow-level prevalence was reported for HK, based
on BHBA ≥ 1.2 mmol/L, but was only available for cows tested in the second wk in
lactation. Prevalence estimates from Europe and North America contained mostly
confinement herds with varying access to pasture.
Two recent prevalence studies have been conducted on grazing herds in New
Zealand (Compton et al., 2015) and Argentina (Garro et al., 2014). Even though they
were both conducted on seasonal calving, grazing herds there was a large difference in
KET prevalence estimates. The KET prevalence on New Zealand herds was 8.5%,
whereas the estimate was 10.3% in Argentina using a handheld meter to detect cows with
blood BHBA ≥ 1.2 mmol/L (Garro et al., 2014; Compton et al., 2015). The estimate from
New Zealand was based on following 565 cows from a convenience sample of 15 herds.
The cows enrolled were based on systematic selection and followed through early
lactation. A smaller subset of cows from each herd were followed weekly to determine
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the prevalence over the first 5 wk of lactation. The timing and prevalence of KET was
well described for the subset group of cows, but may not be representative of the entire
population (Compton et al., 2015). By following a single group of postpartum animals it
isn’t possible to capture the fluctuation in KET prevalence that might be expected with
changing environment and management factors.
The incidence of KET on a small number of North American herds has been
estimated from herds participating in research trials. In 3 studies, the reported incidence,
based on blood BHBA ≥ 1.2 mmol/L, ranged from 40-59% in the first 2 wk of lactation
(Duffield et al., 1998; McArt et al., 2012a; Gordon, 2013). Sampling ≤ 1x/wk will
underestimate the incidence, however it may not be practical for herds to sample multiple
times a week (McArt et al., 2012a). Incidence can be approximated from prevalence
estimates (Duffield et al., 1998). Prevalence is equal to the incidence multiplied by
duration of disease. If the average case of KET is 5 d in duration (McArt et al., 2012a)
and sampling is being done once a week, then the incidence is equal to the prevalence
multiplied by 1.4. If only sampling 1x/wk for the first 2 wk postpartum then the
prevalence will be roughly ½ the incidence (McArt et al., 2013).
Monitoring and Managing Ketosis at Herd-Level
Monitoring KET incidence or prevalence at the herd-level can be important to
detect changes in disease pattern and to monitor the impact of changes in management.
Ospina et al. (2010) determined that when herd HK prevalence of early postpartum (3-14
DIM) animals was > 15%, the incidence of DA or CK increased by 1.8%, pregnancy rate
decreased by 1.2%, and ME305 milk decreased by 282 kg. Thus, herds with KET
prevalence above 15% should be assessing management factors to identify areas of
improvement.
Season of calving, herd size and feeding management have all been associated
with increased herd-level prevalence of KET (Andersson and Emanuelson, 1985; Berge
and Vertenten, 2014). Animals that calve in the spring, animals from herds with partially
mixed rations (PMR), and those from smaller herds had a numerically higher KET
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prevalence in one study, however no formal statistical evaluation on the difference in
prevalence was performed (Berge and Vertenten, 2014).
Cow-level Ketosis Detection, Consequences and Risk Factors
It is well established that having blood BHBA ≥ 1.2 mmol/L in the early
postpartum period (3-16 DIM) increases the risk of negative downstream consequences.
The incidence of DA increased by odds of 2.8 to 9.5 times for animals with BHBA ≥ 1.2
mmol/L (Geishauser et al., 1997; LeBlanc et al., 2005; Seifi et al., 2011; Suthar et al.,
2013). At the same threshold, the odds of MET increased by 2.6 times (Duffield et al.,
2009), and the odds of early culling increased by 1.8 times (Roberts et al., 2012.
Hyperketonemia is also associated with a decreased milk production of ~ 1.2 kg/d
(Duffield et al., 2009; McArt et al., 2012a).
Recent work has suggested that increased serum BHBA in the 3 to 14 days before
calving was associated with negative consequences in early lactation. Roberts et al.
(2012) reported that cows with a prepartum serum BHBA ≥ 0.7 mmol/L had 1.8 fold
greater odds of being culled within the first 60 DIM and Chapinal et al. (2012) reported
that cows with serum BHBA ≥ 0.6 mmol/L had lower milk production during early
lactation. No study has evaluated the risk of elevated prepartum BHBA concentration on
HK postpartum and both of the previous studies were conducted using laboratory samples
rather than a cowside test.
Several cow-level risk factors, including body condition score (BCS) at calving,
have been associated with an increased risk of KET in the early postpartum period
(Duffield et al., 1999; Gillund et al., 2001). The threshold between ideal and overconditioned varied between studies, but a BCS of ≥ 3.5 increased the odds of HK 2.4
times compared to BCS < 3.5 (Gillund et al., 2001). Another recent study saw a 2.4 fold
greater odds of KET in animals with BCS ≥ 4.0 compared to animals with a moderate
BCS (3.25-3.75) (Vanholder et al., 2015). Over-conditioning may be associated with
increased risk of KET for multiple reasons. Multiparous cows with a BCS ≥ 4.0 had
higher leptin concentrations prepartum, and elevated NEFA post-calving when compared
to cows with lower BCS (Pires et al., 2013). Leptin is involved in lipolysis and control of
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DMI (Bewley and Shutz, 2008). A higher BCS also suggests a larger mass of adipose
tissue available for mobilization (Bewley and Shutz, 2008). Obese animals produce more
TNFα (Hotamisligil et al., 1993) increasing insulin resistance and the degree of NEFA
mobilization (de Koster and Opsomer, 2013). Prepartum DMI also decreases linearly
with increasing BCS (Hayirli et al., 2002).
Both age and parity are associated with increased risk for KET (Dohoo and
Martin, 1984). When age is considered in a model for heifers, a higher age at disease
diagnosis increased the risk of CK, which likely indicated a higher age at first calving
(Dohoo and Martin, 1984). Increased risk of KET with higher age at first calving was
attributed to increased BCS at calving (van Dam et al., 1988; Gordon, 2013), however no
study has confirmed the hypothesis. Early studies reported a lower prevalence of KET in
primiparous animals (Andersson and Emanuelson, 1985) and recent studies have since
confirmed the parity effect (Suthar et al., 2013; Berge and Vertenten, 2014). One estimate
of increased odds of KET with higher parity suggested that the odds of KET was 1.2
times greater for parity = 2 than parity = 1 and the odds of KET increased further to 2.0
and 2.4 for parity =3 and parity ≥ 4 (Suthar et al., 2013). The increased risk of KET at
greater parity is, in part, due to an increased milk production and a greater decrease in
dietary intake prepartum, leading to larger negative energy balance (Hayirli et al., 2002).
Season of calving or season of sampling is another factor associated with an
increased risk of KET. Calving or sampling in the spring has been associated with higher
individual odds of KET and higher KET prevalence in 2 studies (Duffield et al., 1999;
Berge and Vertenten, 2014), whereas another study reported that being tested in the
summer was associated with lower odds of KET (Vanholder et al., 2015). Although
season of sampling and calving have been implicated in KET at both the individual and
herd level, little work has been done to explain the variation based on season.
Treatment
Gordon et al. (2013) conducted a thorough systematic review on KET treatments.
The focus of the following sections will be to highlight advancements made since
publication of that previous review and to further explore the potential role of
!
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glucocorticoids in the treatment of KET. Gordon et al. (2013) illustrated the paucity of
evidence for current treatments for KET.
Propylene Glycol. Propylene glycol (PG) has been suggested as a treatment for KET
since the 1950’s (Maplesden, 1954), but until a recent large-scale randomized controlled
trial (McArt et al., 2011) the evidence was limited due to a large variation in study
design, dosage and method of administration of PG, and study population (Nielsen and
Ingvartsen, 2004; Gordon et al., 2013). Propylene glycol treatment for KET is the best
evidence-based treatment available. Oral PG is fermented by rumen microbes or directly
absorbed from the rumen. A dose of 450 g was detected in the blood within 10 min and
50% was absorbed by 1 h after administration (Emery et al., 1964). After the
administration of an oral PG bolus, blood glucose and insulin increased rapidly and blood
BHBA and NEFA decreased. Blood glucose and insulin peaked within 90 min of dosing
and indicated that absorption and consequential gluconeogenesis are rapid (Studer et al.,
1993; Christensen et al., 1997). McArt et al. (2011; 2012b) conducted a randomized
controlled trial comparing a 312 g oral PG drench to no treatment for animals with blood
BHBA 1.2-2.9 mmol/L. Animals enrolled in the treatment group received PG once daily
until blood BHBA tested below 1.2 mmol/L. The treated group was 1.5 times more likely
to have resolution of HK, had improved milk production on 2 out of 3 participating herds,
were 0.63 times less likely to have a DA and 0.48 times less likely to be removed from
the herd within the first 30 DIM (McArt et al., 2011, McArt et al., 2012b).
The median time to HK resolution was after 5 d of PG treatment. Gordon et al.
(2013), compared the resolution of HK with 3 d of PG treatment to an extended therapy
of 5 d. Extending therapy to 5 d of PG was beneficial to HK resolution for cows that had
a BHBA at diagnosis ≥ 2.4 mmol/L (Gordon, 2013).
Glucocorticoids. Glucocorticoids were first implicated in KET treatment in the 1950’s
(Hatziolos and Shaw, 1950). Glucocorticoids are involved in promoting gluconeogenesis
through a change in energy partitioning (Hartmann and Kronfeld, 1973; Vernon and
Taylor, 1988). Various glucocorticoids and formulations have been investigated in
isolation or in combination with insulin and the results have been equally as variable
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(Gordon et al., 2013; McArt et al., 2013). An early trial by Robertson et al. (1966)
compared dexamethasone (DEX) and flumethasone alone and in combination with
insulin on the rate of recovery of clinical ketosis. Treatment with intramuscular (IM)
glucocorticoid and insulin, glucocorticoid alone, or placebo resulted in the resolution of
68%, 56%, and 23% of cases, respectively. Milk yields were improved in both
glucocorticoid groups in comparison to the placebo group, but there was no difference
between glucocorticoids alone or with insulin (Robertson, 1966). More recent
randomized controlled studies evaluating the use of glucocorticoids for the treatment or
prevention of KET have found negative implications to its use (Seifi et al., 2007; Carrier
et al., 2011). Postpartum cows, with unknown KET status, were randomly assigned to
receive isoflupredone, isoflupredone and insulin or placebo injection IM between 1 to 8
DIM. Cows that received isoflupredone with or without insulin had higher NEFA and
BHBA concentrations and lower blood glucose concentrations 1 wk following treatment
compared to the placebo-treated group (Seifi et al., 2007). Carrier et al. (2011) enrolled
cows with hyperketonuria in early postpartum and randomly assigned them to receive no
treatment or DEX in combination with intravenous dextrose and vitamin B12 and oral
PG. The treated group was 40% more likely to be removed from the herd in the first 60
DIM than the untreated group. It is important to note that there are 2 formulations of
DEX described in the literature, a short acting (dexamethasone solution) and a long
acting (dexamethasone 21-isonicotinate) product. Dexamethasone 21-isonicotinate given
to early lactation heifers increased blood glucose concentrations for 48 h (Jorritsma et al.,
2004), whereas 20 mg dexamethasone solution IM increased blood glucose to peak
values within 24 hr and then returned to baseline levels within 48 h (Coffer et al., 2006).
To determine the effects of treating KET with DEX, it is necessary to conduct a
randomized controlled trial treating cows diagnosed with KET prior to enrolment, and to
simplify the treatment protocol to other treatments with proven efficacy, for example PG.
B Vitamins. Entry of propionate into the TCA cycle is under the control of B vitamin
dependent enzyme methyl-malonyl-CoA mutase. Supplementation of vitamin B12
(cobalamin) may be beneficial in transition cows (Aschenbach et al., 2010). Rollin et al.
(2010), reported a reduced prevalence of HK when supplementing cows of parity ≥ 3
early post-calving with butaphosphan and cyanocobalamin (B+C; Catosal, Bayer,
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Shawnee Mission, KS). In a multi-arm randomized controlled trial treating cows
diagnosed with HK, B+C was not associated with cure, but when treating animals with
HK and blood glucose < 2.2 mmol/L there was a positive effect on milk production
(Gordon, 2013). Based on these two studies including B+C in the treatment for KET is
not detrimental, but may only provide a benefit to a subset of postpartum animals. The
two studies differed as one was examining B+C as a preventive treatment for all
postpartum cows and included only B+C (Rollin et al., 2010), whereas Gordon (2013)
was including B+C as a treatment along with PG. It is possible that with the addition of
PG, the benefit of including B+C for parity ≥ 3 is reduced. The Rollin et al. (2010) study
did not measure blood glucose and so the impact of blood glucose concentration at
treatment on the effect of B+C cannot be compared. Based on the available information,
the addition of B+C to a HK treatment protocol could help support milk yield in a small
group of animals, however, an analysis of the cost-benefit analysis should be completed
to determine if it is economical.
Somatotropin. Somatotropin (GH) is an important regulator of peripartum metabolism.
Recombinant bovine somatotropin (rbST) is also known to repartition energy (Lean et al.,
2013). In a recent study, rbST at 2 different doses: 87.5 mg and 125 mg were compared
to no treatment in the immune and metabolic status of periparturient cows (Silva et al.,
2015). There was a tendency for treatment with the higher concentration (125 mg) to
decrease blood BHBA, but treatment had no impact on liver TG concentration (Silva et
al., 2015). In a randomized and blinded study treating HK with 2 injections of 325 mg
rbST 14 d apart, there was no difference in HK resolution, nor was there a difference in
serum glucose and BHBA between treatment and placebo groups after 4 wk (Gohary et
al., 2015).
Dextrose. Intravenous dextrose is a common KET treatment. There is no evidence to
support or refute the use of dextrose in the KET treatment protocol (Gordon et al., 2013).
Based on our current knowledge of KET treatment, PG is beneficial; B+C may be
beneficial for multiparous animals and those with low blood glucose. Based on current
knowledge, the use of rbST for the prevention or treatment of KET is not recommended
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and the use of glucocorticoids remains uncertain.
Conclusions
The literature on KET prevalence, detection and treatment is vast, however many
questions remain. More work is required to improve our understanding of the amount of
KET present on North American herds. Several cow-level risk factors have been
established, however very little work has been done to identify herd-level factors
associated with increased risk of HK. Diagnosis of KET on-farm is convenient with many
available testing options, but no study has compared all of the available options in a
single population and there is variation in the published diagnostic accuracy for each test
making direct comparisons difficult. There is evidence that detecting elevated serum
BHBA prepartum can be an early indicator of metabolic issues postpartum for some
cattle. It remains unclear if prepartum BHBA can be accurately detected using a cowside
test for blood BHBA and also if elevations in blood BHBA prepartum can be used to
predict HK in the postpartum period. Finally, recent work has begun to build an
evidence-based approach for treating HK diagnosed in the first 2 wk postpartum. It is
clear that oral PG is beneficial and that B Vitamins may be beneficial for some animals,
however, the impact of including a glucocorticoid in that treatment regime has not been
evaluated.
The objectives of this thesis are to 1) Perform a systematic review and metaanalysis of available on-farm methods for KET diagnosis, 2) Determine the test accuracy
of a handheld meter for measuring blood BHBA in the prepartum period compared to
laboratory serum concentration and to determine if elevated blood BHBA prepartum is
associated with HK in the postpartum period, 3) Determine the within-herd and cow-level
prevalence of KET on dairy herds in Ontario using a convenient test-day milk BHBA test
and utilize the test results to identify cow-level and herd-level factors associated with
increased odds of HK at first milk test, and 4) To evaluate the impact of the addition of
DEX to oral PG therapy for HK on HK resolution, milk yield, disease incidence and
success at first insemination.
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CHAPTER 2:
A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS OF THE DIAGNOSTIC
ACCURACY OF POINT-OF-CARE TESTS FOR THE DETECTION OF
KETOSIS IN DAIRY COWS
ABSTRACT
Several rapid tests for use on farm have been validated for the detection of ketosis
(KET) in dairy cattle, however the reported sensitivity and specificity of each method
varies and no single study has compared them all. Meta-analysis of diagnostic test
accuracy is becoming more common in human medical literature but there are few
veterinary examples. The objectives of this work were to perform a systematic review
and meta-analysis to determine the point-of-care testing method with the highest
combined sensitivity and specificity, the optimal threshold for each method, and to
identify gaps in the literature.
A comprehensive literature search resulted in 5,196 references. After removing
duplicates and performing relevance screening, 23 studies were included for the
qualitative synthesis and 18 for the meta-analysis. The three index tests evaluated in the
meta-analysis were: the Precision Xtra handheld device measuring beta-hydroxybutyrate
(BHBA) concentration in whole blood, and Ketostix and KetoTest semi-quantitative
strips measuring the concentration of acetoacetate in urine and BHBA in milk,
respectively.
The diagnostic accuracy of the 3 index tests relative to the reference standard
measurement of BHBA in serum or whole blood between 1.0 to 1.4 mmol/L was
compared using the hierarchical summary receiver operator characteristic (HSROC)
method. Subgroup analysis was conducted for each index test to examine the accuracy at
different thresholds. The impact of the reference standard threshold, the reference
standard method, the prevalence of KET in the population, the primary study source and
risk of bias of the primary study was explored using meta-regression.
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The Precision Xtra device had the highest summary sensitivity in whole blood
BHBA at 1.2 mmol/L, 94.8% (CI95%: 92.6 to 97.0), and a specificity of 97.5%
(CI95%: 96.9 to 98.1). The threshold employed (1.2 to 1.4 mmol/L) did not impact the
diagnostic accuracy of the test. The Ketostix and KetoTest strips had the highest
summary sensitivity and specificity when the trace and weak positive thresholds were
used, respectively.
Controlling for the primary study source, KET prevalence and reference standard
employed did not impact the estimated sensitivity and specificity of the tests. Including
only peer-reviewed studies reduced the number of primary studies evaluating the
Precision Xtra by 43% and Ketostix by 33%. Diagnosing KET with blood, urine or milk
are valid options, however, the diagnostic inaccuracy of urine and milk should be
considered when making economic and treatment decisions.
INTRODUCTION
Ketosis (KET) is a common and costly problem for the dairy industry. When
systematically tested 1 to 3 times per week in the first 2 to 3 wk of lactation, over 40% of
cows on North American dairy farms experience blood beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA) of
1.2 mmol/L or greater, concentrations associated with impaired health or performance
(McArt et al., 2012b; Gordon, 2013). Subclinical hyperketonemia (HK) costs ~$300 US
per case when accounting for the cost of treatment, decreased milk production, increased
risk of disease and increased risk of early removal from the herd compared to cows
whose blood BHBA concentrations remain below the threshold (McArt et al., 2015).
Treatment of cows with KET improves milk production and decreases the downstream
risks associated with elevations in blood ketone concentrations (McArt et al., 2011;
McArt et al., 2012a). Laboratory evaluation of serum or whole blood BHBA
concentration is the gold standard for the diagnosis of KET (Duffield et al., 2009). The
ability to identify individual animals at increased risk of developing KET or to treat
affected individuals requires an accurate, rapid, and convenient cow-side diagnostic test.
A number of cow-side tests exist for the diagnosis of KET including quantitative
and semi-quantitative methods and using blood, urine, or milk samples (Geishauser et al.,
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2000; Carrier et al., 2004; Iwersen et al., 2009). Beta-hydroxybutyrate is the main
circulating ketone body, however, acetone (Ac) and acetoacetate (AcAc) may also be
used for the detection of KET (Duffield et al., 2009). A high-throughput infrared
technology to measure milk BHBA concentrations has been introduced for samples
collected for milk recording with Dairy Herd Improvement (DHIA) organizations and as
part of in-line milking technology (van Knegsel et al., 2010; van der Drift et al., 2012).
The sensitivity and specificity of the various test types have been reported in many
studies, however, there is variation in the values and no single study evaluates all of the
available methods. Diagnostic test accuracy (DTA) systematic reviews (SR) and metaanalyses (MA) are performed to provide a summary of diagnostic accuracy that accounts
for the variation within and between studies. Sensitivity and specificity are negatively
correlated and determining the optimal threshold depends on the need to minimize false
positives or false negatives. Hierarchical summary receiver operator characteristic
(HSROC) analyses control for the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity by
providing a summary curve when positive thresholds vary, as well as, a summary value
for sensitivity and specificity when limited to a single cut point (Rutter and Gatsonis,
2001). The variation between studies in positivity threshold and accuracy is controlled for
as a random effect. Other factors, such as test and study population characteristics, and
symmetry of the curve are adjusted for with covariates in the model (Macaskill et al.,
2010).
Diagnostic test accuracy SR and MA have become more common in the human
medical literature over the last 15 years (Arrends et al., 2008), however there are few
studies of its kind in the veterinary literature. The objective of this work was to perform a
SR and MA of the diagnostic accuracy of available point-of-care methods for diagnosis
of KET to 1) determine the method with the highest combined sensitivity and specificity,
2) determine the optimal cut points for each method, and 3) identify gaps in knowledge
on the subject in the literature.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protocol Development
A protocol for gathering and assessing data (Appendix 2.1) was developed in
February of 2014, including eligibility criteria, search strategy, initial relevance screening
tool, final relevance screening tool with data extraction, and risk of bias assessments. A
statistical plan was constructed to assess overall diagnostic accuracy, for a subgroup
analysis for index test thresholds and for sensitivity analysis. An index test was defined
as any cow-side method used to diagnose KET. All index tests were included in the
review provided validation studies existed, in which sensitivity and specificity were
reported when compared to a gold standard.
Literature Search
A comprehensive literature search was conducted in February 2014 and updated
in May 2014 to identify relevant literature pertaining to the validation of diagnostic tests
for KET in dairy cattle. The second search was amended to include the proper name of
common tests at the advice of an information specialist to increase sensitivity of the
search. Search terms included: (dairy OR cattle OR “dairy cow” OR cow) AND
(postpartum OR postparturient OR post-partum OR post-parturient OR post-calving OR
postcalving OR fresh OR freshen OR “transition period” OR peri-parturient OR peripartum OR periparturient OR peripartum) AND (detect OR detection OR measure OR
measurement OR determine OR determination OR diagnose OR diagnosis OR diagnostic
OR Rothera test OR Keto-Test OR ketotest OR keto test OR KetoStix OR keto stix OR
keto-stix OR in-line milk OR on-line milk OR Herd Navigator OR Afi OR AfiLab OR
Afi-lab OR nitroprusside) AND (ketosis OR ketotic OR ketone OR ketonemic OR
ketonuric OR acetonemia OR acetonaemia) AND (acetoacetate OR betahydroxybutyrate
OR BHBA OR acetone OR ketone). The listed search terms were entered into 4 search
databases: Pubmed (1950-present), CABdirect (1900-present), Agricola (1970-present)
and Biosis (1969-present). Grey literature was searched using similar search terms in
ProQuest Theses & Dissertations (1861-present), Google, and Searchable Proceedings of
Animal Conferences (S-PAC, available dates vary by conference). Grey literature
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includes scientific publications that are not found in peer-reviewed journals or books and
may include conference proceedings, dissertations and government publications
(Lefebvre et al., 2011). The top 600 results from Google based on relevance, with
duplicates excluded, were assessed for relevance.
Ten articles (Carrier et al., 2004; Geishauser et al., 2000; Voyvoda et al., 2010;
Iwersen et al., 2009; Denis-Robichaud et al., 2011; Nielen et al., 1994; Krogh et al.,
2011; van Knegsel et al., 2010), including 1 review (Oetzel, 2004) and 1 conference
proceeding (Konkol et al., 2009), were chosen for a manual search of the reference list to
identify any potentially relevant articles that had not been highlighted by the database or
grey literature searches. In addition, companies were contacted via email requesting any
additional information that may not be available in a published format. Corresponding
authors were contacted if a publication was relevant but missing crucial information.
Eligibility Criteria
The study population of interest included dairy cattle ≥ 2 years of age, between 0
and 60 d postpartum that were tested on-farm for KET, as they represent the at-risk
population (McArt et al., 2012b). Index test methods were included if performed cowside with immediate results, but also if included in routine testing procedures such as
with milk tests from DHIA services or a similar program. All study designs were
included and no date or language restriction was placed on the initial search. Studies were
excluded if KET was induced experimentally, if detecting clinical ketosis only or if the
study did not report sensitivity, specificity or the prevalence of KET in the population.
Initial Relevance Screening
Initial relevance screening of the title and abstract was conducted only by the
primary investigator (ET) due to time constraints, however the initial relevance
screening tool was pre-tested with another investigator (JG) and deemed acceptable if the
individuals had a Kappa statistic for agreement of study inclusion greater than 0.75
(Higgins and Deeks, 2011). The pre-test consisted of evaluating 45 titles and abstracts
from a variety of source types. The screening tool can be found in Appendix 2.1.
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All duplicate studies were removed and the full text articles that were deemed
relevant or potentially relevant were obtained for final relevance screening and data
extraction. Only English language articles were considered for the final relevance
screening.
Data Extraction and Risk of Bias
The final relevance screening and data extraction tool was developed by the
primary investigator and pre-tested on a subsample of 10 articles with another team
member (JH). Both team members (ET, JH) applied the final relevance screening and
data extraction tool to the full text articles. All discrepancies were resolved by consensus.
If the full text article was deemed to be relevant by both investigators, the data extraction
tool (Appendix 2.1) was applied and the risk of bias assessed. The risk of bias was
conducted using the Quadas-2 (Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies) Risk
of Bias form developed for human DTA and MA (Whiting et al., 2011).
The data extraction tool collected information about the year of study, location,
breed and parity tested, number of days in milk (DIM) at sampling, reference standard
and index tests with respective thresholds, prevalence of KET and index test sensitivity
and specificity. All information was collated in an Excel Spreadsheet (Excel, Microsoft
Redmond, WA) and entered into RevMan software for DTA SR and MA (Review
Manager 5.2.7, Copenhagen: The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration,
2012).
Descriptive Synthesis
Forest plots of the sensitivity and specificity of the individual studies were
constructed in RevMan. The Youden’s Index was calculated for each study, as a measure
of the combined sensitivity and specificity. The Youden’s Index was calculated for each
test by adding the sensitivity and specificity, and then subtracting 1 (Macaskill et al.,
2010).
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Meta-analysis
Index Tests with 3 or more contributing studies were summarized in a metaanalysis (MA) using HSROC curves, simplified HSROC curves and fixed effect ROC
curves, as required to satisfy convergence criteria. All models were constructed using the
NLMIXED procedure in SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). The HSROC
model includes variables to account for the difference in positivity threshold, differences
in the symmetry of the HSROC curve at varying thresholds, and random effects variables
to account for heterogeneity due to differences in study population and design (Rutter and
Gatsonis, 2001). In meta-analyses of diagnostic tests some amount of heterogeneity is
assumed to be present (Macaskill, 2004; Macaskill et al., 2010).
The statistical model was built following the method illustrated by Macaskill et al.
(2010):
logit(π )= (θi + αidisij)exp(-βdisij)
Where π is the probability of being test positive and accuracy (α) is the diagnostic odds
ratio (the odds of being correctly classified as positive or negative divided by the odds of
being falsely classified), θi approximates the positivity threshold of the index test, β is the
shape parameter of the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve, allowing the curve
to change shape based on the change in sensitivity and specificity at changing thresholds
and disij indicates the true disease status (Macaskill et al, 2010, Takwoingi and Deeks,
2012). It is assumed that reference standards will vary between studies, due to differences
in laboratory calibration, small differences in positivity threshold or the sample type
tested (Macaskill et al., 2010). Random effects terms will account for some of the
variation. Meta-regression can be used to explore factors, such as reference test
positivity, to determine the relevance to the accuracy estimates. Random effects were
fitted for individual study threshold and accuracy (Macaskill et al., 2010; Rutter and
Gatsonis, 2001). A covariate was included for test type. To examine the change in
sensitivity and specificity across a range of thresholds, each study contributed 1 value at a
single threshold (Macaskill et al., 2010). Where a study provided multiple estimates for
sensitivity and specificity at varying days in lactation, the test day closest to 7 DIM was
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selected to approximate what is recommended for on-farm monitoring (Oetzel, 2004).
Each study’s contributing threshold was chosen at random to evenly distribute data across
all thresholds evaluated. The assumption of equal variance was assessed by visually
assessing the amount of heterogeneity in each index test based on the forest plot. If
heterogeneity was markedly different equal variance could not be assumed (Macaskill et
al., 2010). Convergence criteria were met only if the model converged, the Hessian
matrix was positive definitive and the standard error of all parameters could be estimated
(Takwoingi et al., 2015). Full HSROC models were constructed. If convergence criteria
were unmet, simplified models were constructed, first by removing the shape (β)
parameter to assume a symmetrical curve, and then by individually removing the random
effects terms for threshold and accuracy, if necessary. The significance of variables on
the model was assessed with a likelihood ratio test with an alpha of 5%. Variables were
removed if the likelihood ratio test was non-significant. Empirical Bayes estimates of the
random effects are calculated and extracted from the NLMIXED procedure in SAS using
a PREDICT statement (Macaskill, 2004). The assumption of normality of the empirical
Bayes estimates of included random effects, the level 2 residuals, was tested by visual
inspection of histograms and normality plots, as well as the Anderson-Darling test for
normality. The estimates resulting from the models were transferred into RevMan to plot
HSROC curves.
Subgroup Analysis
The summary sensitivity and specificity was estimated for each index test
included in the MA where 3 or more data points were available. Separate HSROC models
were built for each test threshold. Full models were built initially, using the same criteria
and simplifying procedure explained above. Each study contributed only 1 data point per
threshold evaluated.
Heterogeneity Analysis
The impact of inclusion criteria and primary study population characteristics on
MA results was investigated through meta-regression when at least 1 random effects term
was retained in the model. The factors of interest were risk of bias status (low, unclear),
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study source (peer-reviewed, non peer-reviewed), prevalence of KET in study
populations (≤ 15%, > 15%), the reference test employed (laboratory, Precision Xtra) and
the reference positive threshold for each primary study. Any studies that had an unclear
risk of bias in 2 or more categories or a high risk of bias in 1 category on the Quadas-2
risk of bias tool were placed in the unclear category, compared to the low risk of bias
category. Primary study prevalence of KET was categorized as low prevalence (≤ 15%)
or high prevalence (> 15%) based on the median prevalence of the primary studies. Two
KetoTest primary studies used the Precision Xtra as the reference test. The impact on
results by use of the meter as a reference standard was evaluated by including reference
test as a covariate in a KetoTest HSROC model. The impact of reference test threshold
was evaluated in 2 ways, first by comparing a reference test positive within the range
outlined in the SR protocol, blood or serum BHBA ≥ 1.2 mmol/L compared to ≥ 1.4
mmol/L. The second evaluation included comparing studies (Jorritsma et al., 1998;
Melendez et al., 2006) whose reference test thresholds were below the range outlined in
the SR protocol (1.0 and 1.1 mmol/L) and those within the range (1.2 to 1.4 mmol/L).
The variable of interest was modeled individually for each index test, where the primary
studies exhibited variation in the factor of interest (2 or more studies). The impact of
including the covariate in model fit was assessed using the likelihood ratio test.
Comparing the summary sensitivity and specificity at each level of the covariate assessed
its influence on DTA.
Sensitivity Analysis
Primary studies contributed 1 sensitivity and specificity estimate at a single index
test threshold to the summary HSROC curves. Where multiple studies could have
contributed estimates at a variety of thresholds, separate curves were constructed to
compare the different study combinations. Although summary sensitivity and specificity
from the curve, with multiple positivity thresholds, is of no clinical relevance, it was used
to evaluate the impact of changing the primary study combination on the results.
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Language and Publication Bias
Language bias was qualitatively assessed based on the number of non-English
language articles that were excluded at the initial relevance screening.
Publication bias in DTA MA cannot be assessed as easily as with an intervention SR and
MA. In an intervention MA the population is often balanced between treatment and
control and there may be a bias towards non-publication of small studies or studies with
no significant difference between treatment groups. The entire population is included in
test validation regardless of test result, making the population unbalanced. Both
sensitivity and specificity have importance, but are often negatively correlated and
therefore the traditional methods of investigating publication bias statistically were not
appropriate (Deeks et al., 2005). Deeks et al. (2005) have proposed an alternative method
for the assessment of publication bias in DTA MA, however, it remains unclear how
studies that present DTA results at a variety of thresholds should be evaluated. Metaregression examining the impact of including grey literature provides insight into the
potential for publication bias based on effect size.
RESULTS
Study Selection
The search revealed a total of 5,197 references. The number of studies removed
and reasons for removal at each stage are shown in Figure 2.1. A large portion of the
studies resulting from the initial search was excluded through title and abstract screening
alone, from 4,478 results to 4,327. Three thousand and fifty-seven of the initial search
results were from the ProQuest Thesis and Dissertation database. Of those, only 3 were
obtained for further evaluation. The search was more sensitive in the thesis database and
returned many unrelated titles. The exclusions included wrong species, unrelated research
and lack of test validation. In the end, 23 studies were included in the descriptive
synthesis (Nielen et al., 1994; Jorritsma et al., 1998; Geishauser et al., 2000; Enjalbert et
al., 2001; Osborne 2003; Carrier et al., 2004; Melendez et al., 2006; Kupczyński and
Cupok, 2007; Iwersen et al., 2009; Konkol et al., 2009; Oetzel 2010; Samiei et al., 2010;
van Knegsel et al., 2010; Voyvoda and Erdogen 2010; Denis-Robichaud et al., 2011;
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Panousis et al., 2011; van der Drift et al., 2012; Galvão et al., 2013; Gordon et al., 2013;
Iwersen et al., 2013; Shire et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2013; Denis-Robichaud et al., 2014)
and 18 studies were included in the MA (Jorritsma et al., 1998; Geishauser et al., 2000;
Enjalbert et al., 2001; Osborne 2003; Carrier et al., 2004; Melendez et al., 2006;
Kupczyński and Cupok, 2007; Iwersen et al., 2009; Konkol et al., 2009; Oetzel 2010;
Samiei et al., 2010; Voyvoda and Erdogen 2010; Panousis et al., 2011; Galvão et al.,
2013; Gordon et al., 2013; Shire et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2013).
Language Bias
Of the 151 full articles retrieved for final relevance screening 43 were excluded
for being in a language other than English.
Included Study Characteristics
All studies were conducted between 1990 and 2012. Of the 23 references
included, 7 were conducted in the United States, 5 in Canada, 8 in Europe, 1 in Turkey
and 1 in Iran. One study did not indicate a location (Table 2.1). Other characteristics of
the studies are summarized in Table 2.1.
The risk of bias assessment for each study examined the applicability of the study
to the research question, as well as the risk of bias due to study methodology (Reitsma et
al., 2009). No study was classified as having a high risk of bias for any category,
however, 9 studies had an unclear risk of bias in 2 or more categories (Figure 2.2). The
combined risk of bias of all studies (Figure 2.3), illustrated that patient selection is often
an area with unclear risk of bias for both applicability concerns and for methodology. The
amount of time between sampling and testing of samples and whether all animals in a
population were tested for each test were areas of potential concern for test validation
methodology (Figure 2.3). Index test interpretation also produced an unclear risk of bias
for several studies (Figure 2.3), especially when multiple index tests were run on 1
individual.
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Index Tests
Index tests evaluated included those testing milk, urine and blood. Milk tests
included semi-quantitative strips: Ketolac (Hoechst Roussel Vet, F-93695 Pantin Cedex,
France), KetoTest (Sanwa Kagaku Kenkyusho Co., Nagoya, Japan) and PortaBHB strips
(PortaCheck Inc., Moorestown, NJ), semi-quantitative powder and liquid: nitroprusside
powder (KetoCheck, Great States Animal Health, St. Joseph, MO), Pink test (profsproducts.com, Germany) respectively. KetoTest and Ketolac were combined for analysis
as they are the same test, and are referred to as KetoTest in the text. Milking technologies
included Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR) (MilkoScan FT600, Foss
Analytical A/S, Hillerød, Denmark) and flow injection analysis (FIA) (San++, Skalar,
Breda, the Netherlands) for the detection of acetone (Ac) and/or BHBA, as well as, milk
fat to protein ratio (FPR) measurements using FTIR and AfiLab (S.A.E. Afikim, Kibbutz
Afikim, 15148, Israel). Blood index tests included handheld glucometers with the
capability of measuring BHBA in whole blood. Glucometers included were Precision
Xtra (Abbott, Mississauga, ON, Canada) (Also presented as Precision Optium, Optium
Xceed), Freestyle Precision (Abbott GmbH & Co. KG, Wiesbaden, Germany) and the
GlucomenLX Plus (A. Menarini GmbH, Vienna, Austria). Index tests utilizing urine were
Ketostix (Bayer, Germany) and Acetest tablet (Bayer, Germany) both detecting
acetoacetate (AcAc) and acetone (Ac) together.
Ten studies examined more than 1 index test (Jorritsma et al., 1998; Geishauser et
al., 2000; Osborne 2003; Carrier et al., 2004; Kupczyński and Cupok, 2007; Iwersen et
al., 2009; van Knegsel et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2013; Denis-Robichaud et al., 2014).
Samiei et al. (2010) evaluated only 1 index test, KetoTest strips, but cattle were sampled
at 8 different time points: 3, 7, 10, 14, 17, 21, 24 and 28 d postpartum. Twelve studies
evaluated at least 1 index test at multiple thresholds (Jorritsma et al., 1998; Geishauser et
al., 2000; Carrier et al., 2004; Kupczyński and Cupok, 2007; Iwersen et al., 2009; Samiei
et al., 2010; Voyvoyda et al., 2010; Panousis et al., 2011; Denis-Robichaud et al., 2011;
Galvao et al., 2013; Iwersen et al., 2013; Denis-Robichaud et al., 2014). Of the 12, 4
studies also varied the reference standard positivity threshold (Iwersen et al., 2009;
Iwersen et al., 2013; Panousis et al., 2011; Voyvoyda et al., 2010).
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Sensitivity, Specificity and Youden’s Index
The variation in sensitivity and specificity is best viewed with forest plots of
individual studies, arranged by index test and positivity threshold (Figures 2.4 to 2.8).
Often where specificity is homogeneous across studies, for example, the nitroprusside
powder (Figure 2.8), the sensitivity shows a large amount of variation. The opposite is
seen with the KetoTest strips at low BHBA concentrations, 0.05 to 0.1 mmol/L, where
the sensitivity is homogeneous and the specificity is variable (Figure 2.4).
Youden’s index was used as a general indication of overall diagnostic test
accuracy. There is a large variation within and among index tests and positivity
thresholds (Table 2.2). The smallest variation in Youden’s index was found in 1 study
(Osborne 2003) that sampled 3 tests at 2 different time points. Although the sensitivity
and specificity of each test varied between the 2 samplings, the Youden’s Index was
identical. The variation in the Precision Xtra at a blood BHBA of 1.3 mmol/L also had
very little variation in combined test accuracy across 2 studies. The largest variations in
Youden’s index were with the KetoTest at the large positive threshold, 0.5 mmol/L, and
the KetoTest at the trace positive threshold, 0.05 mmol/L.
Meta-analysis of 3 Index Tests
Of the 12 index tests, only 3 had a sufficient number of studies (3 or more) to
contribute data to a MA: The KetoTest, Ketostix semi-quantitative strips and the
handheld device Precision Xtra (Table 2.3). Combining all 3 tests into a single HSROC
model using test type as a covariate created issues with convergence and with the
assumptions of equal variance of random effects. Excluding the Ketostix strips from the
analysis, allowed convergence criteria to be satisfied and the Empirical Bayes Estimates
of the random effects to follow a normal distribution. A simplified HSROC model (fixed
effect for accuracy) including a covariate for test type of Precision Xtra and KetoTest
strips was built with the resulting curve illustrated in Figure 2.9 and model estimates
presented in Table 2.4. The summary curve for the Precision Xtra shows a higher
combined accuracy across the index test thresholds evaluated (1.2 to 1.4 mmol/L) than
the KetoTest strips. The KetoTest strips included a much larger range of positivity
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thresholds (0.05 to 1.0 mmol/L) and the data points are more spread out across the
HSROC space. However, no KetoTest estimate of sensitivity and specificity approaches
the Precision Xtra curve. A separate HSROC summary curve was constructed for the
Ketostix semi-quantitative urine strips. Due to the small number of data points (3 studies)
a much simpler model was needed to meet convergence criteria and a fixed effects
symmetric ROC model was constructed. Because the urine test could not be included in
the same model as the Precision Xtra and KetoTest, the tests cannot be directly
compared. The subgroup analysis for the urine test at individual positivity thresholds was
prioritized. A single data point was used for each of the trace (0.5 mmol/L), weak
(1.5 mmol/L) and small positive (4.0 mmol/L) thresholds. With a small number of
contributing studies, the results should be interpreted with caution.
Subgroup Analysis of Positivity Thresholds for each Index Test
The diagnostic accuracy of an index test will depend on the threshold at which a
test is classified positive (Littenberg and Moses, 1993). Based on the small number of
studies available for each index test, a subgroup analysis was conducted with a separate
HSROC curve for each positive threshold, instead of including the threshold as a
covariate in the model.
The Precision Xtra handheld meter was tested at 2 thresholds: 1.2 and 1.4 mmol/L
BHBA in whole blood. Konkel et al. (2009) and Oetzel et al. (2010) evaluated a test
positive threshold of 1.3 mmol/L, however, 2 studies were insufficient to build a model
that would meet convergence criteria. The specificity of the Precision Xtra across studies
and thresholds remained very stable and sensitivity was even higher in some studies at
the upper threshold (1.4 mmol/L) (Fig. 2.5). The model for a threshold of 1.2 mmol/L
was simplified to a symmetric fixed effects model, a symmetrical HSROC model with a
fixed effect for accuracy was constructed for the 1.4 mmol/L threshold (Table 2.5). The
summary specificities were high at both the 1.2 and 1.4 mmol/L thresholds at 97.5%
(95% confidence interval (CI95%): 83.4 to 94.2) and 98.5% (CI95%: 97.6 to 99.3),
respectively. The summary sensitivities were lower, but still good at 94.8%
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(CI95%: 92.6 to 97.0) and 88.8% (CI95%: 83.4 to 94.2) for 1.2 and 1.4 mmol/L,
respectively (Table 2.5).
The KetoTest semi-quantitative milk strips were evaluated at trace (0.05 mmol/L),
weak (0.1 mmol/L) and small positive (0.2 mmol/L) thresholds. The HSROC models for
all cut points were simplified by assuming symmetry (removing the shape parameter).
The weak positive model included random effects for both threshold and accuracy (Table
2.5), whereas the trace and small positive thresholds were simplified to include only
random effects for threshold. The weak positive threshold had the best-combined
summary sensitivity and specificity at 81.5% (CI95%: 73.3 to 90.5) and 81.9%
(CI95%: 71.4 to 91.0), respectively. Increasing the positive threshold to the small positive
(0.2 mmol/L) increased the summary specificity to 94.9%, but decreased the summary
sensitivity greatly (39.7%).
The Ketostix semi-quantitative urine strips were also evaluated at trace
(0.5 mmol/L), weak (1.5 mmol/L) and small (4.0 mmol/L) positive thresholds. The
results are based on 3 studies at each threshold and HSROC models were simplified
greatly to meet convergence criteria with a small number of studies (Table 2.5). The
highest combined summary sensitivity and specificity were achieved at the trace
(0.5 mmol/L) threshold at 87.6% (CI95%: 80.0 to 95.2) and 89.2% (CI95%: 85.0 to 93.4),
respectively. With increasing positivity threshold, specificity increases, as would be
expected, however at a large expense of sensitivity. At the small positive threshold the
summary sensitivity falls below 50% (Table 2.5).
Heterogeneity
Due to the small number of Ketostix primary studies and inability to model
random effects, meta-regression investigating study and population characteristics was
not attempted. Meta-regression assessing the impact of the source of primary literature
was only performed for the Precision Xtra test as there was only one KetoTest primary
study from a grey literature source. Three of the 8 primary studies evaluating the
Precision Xtra were from a non peer-reviewed source. Based on the available studies,
there was no difference in in sensitivity (P = 0.52) or specificity (P = 0.12) between grey
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literature and peer-reviewed sources. Including study source in the model did not
improve model fit (P = 0.42).
The risk of bias category only varied for the KetoTest index test primary studies.
The KetoTest included 5 primary studies that received an unclear risk of bias rating
overall. Including a covariate for risk of bias in a summary curve HSROC model for
KetoTest did not improve model fit (P = 0.28). Specificity was no different between risk
of bias categories (P = 0.20), however sensitivity had a tendency to be higher (P = 0.06)
in studies with an unclear risk of bias, compared to studies with a low risk of bias.
Another potential source of heterogeneity across studies is due to the reference
standard employed. The Precision Xtra was the reference standard in 2 KetoTest primary
studies. The use of the Precision Xtra meter, as a reference standard, did not impact the
model fit (P = 0.75), sensitivity (P = 0.78) or specificity (P = 0.14).
The majority of studies used 1 of 2 thresholds for the reference standard, either
1.2 or 1.4 mmol/L BHBA in blood or serum. The difference in reference test threshold
could be a source of heterogeneity between studies. The reference positive thresholds for
the Precision Xtra studies varied directly with the index test positive threshold and
therefore could not be assessed independently. The KetoTest model fit (P = 0.99),
sensitivity (P = 0.86) and specificity (P = 0.72) did not change with the addition of a
covariate for the reference positive threshold. Although the protocol study inclusion
criteria included reference positives of 1.2 to 1.4 mmol/L BHBA, 2 studies used a
reference standard just below the protocol range and were included for completeness.
Studies with a reference standard within the 1.2 to 1.4 mmol/L range were compared with
those that were below the range (1.0, 1.1 mmol/L). Having a reference positive threshold
below the range outlined in the SR protocol also did not impact model fit (P = 0.83),
estimates of sensitivity (P = 0.77) or specificity (P = 0.96).
The prevalence of HK in the primary study did not impact results of the KetoTest
curve (P = 0.8). Although prevalence appeared to impact model fit for the Precision Xtra
curve (P = 0.02), the prevalence categorization directly reflected the index test positive
threshold.
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Sensitivity Analysis
HSROC curves require a single estimate of sensitivity and specificity at one
threshold for each index study. The shape and position of the overall accuracy curve may
be impacted by which threshold is chosen from each study, where more than one positive
threshold is presented in the primary study. Where more than one combination of
primary study results is possible based on primary study thresholds and results provided,
separate models should be constructed to compare the impact of the included primary
study results. The Precision Xtra and KetoTest curves were limited by the thresholds
presented by each study. The 3 Ketostix primary studies provided 3 different test
accuracy estimates at each of the 3 thresholds considered (trace, weak, small positive).
The resulting ROC curve could have 3 different manifestations based on which threshold
was chosen from each study. The summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity of each
model were compared. Summary estimates of sensitivity (72.2%, CI95%: 44.8 to 99.6%)
and specificity (96.6%, CI95%: 91.6-100.0%) across all combinations were not different.
DISCUSSION
The ability to make decisions on individual animal treatment and detect changes
in herd health status relies on having an accurate point-of-care method for the diagnosis
of KET. Several DTA studies have been conducted to evaluate on-farm detection
methods, however, none so far has combined the results in a SR and MA.
Two changes in the inclusion criteria from the initial SR protocol (Appendix 2.1)
described in the materials and methods were made in this study. The inclusion criteria for
time of sampling postpartum and reference standard positive threshold were adjusted to
include pertinent studies. Studies were included if sampling occurred between 0 and 90 d
postpartum, rather than limiting days postpartum to 60, to include 2 studies in the
descriptive summary (Iwersen et al., 2013; Dénis-Robichaud et al., 2013). The studies
were included to encompass a more complete synthesis of available tests, as they
described index tests not studied elsewhere. They were not included in the MA and
therefore did not impact the quantitative results. The second adjustment was that the
reference standard BHBA concentration was extended from the initial range of 1.2 to
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1.4 mmol/L, to between 1.0 to 1.4 mmol/L to include 2 studies (Jorritsma et al., 1998;
Melendez et al., 2006) that used reference standards of 1.1 and 1.0 mmol/L BHBA. Both
studies evaluated milk strips and were included in the MA. However, there was no
detectable difference in results between studies that were within the initial range and
those at the lower reference standard.
Examining primary study results demonstrated a variation in individual estimates
for sensitivity or specificity especially for the semi-quantitative index tests, emphasizing
the importance of synthesizing results through MA to avoid over- or underestimating test
performance on the basis of a single result. The Precision Xtra had very little variation in
both sensitivity and specificity, regardless of threshold evaluated and had the highest
DTA of the 3 index tests included in the MA (Precision Xtra, Ketostix and KetoTest).
One reason for the lack of variation in test accuracy is that the index test positive
thresholds evaluated are a narrower range (1.2 to 1.4 mmol/L) than the semi-quantitative
strip results. Of the 3 tests included in the MA, the Precision Xtra is the only fully
quantitative test and has less potential for misclassification bias due to test methodology.
The semi-quantitative strips (Ketostix and KetoTest) are based on a colour-change with
the application of fluid sample. Both tests are time-dependent and require some
subjective interpretation from the person administering the test, allowing for more
variation in interpretation of test results and more potential for false positives and false
negatives due to the time between sample application and test interpretation. The gold
standard is based on BHBA concentration in whole blood or serum. It is not fully
understood how closely the concentration of ketones in urine and milk will follow the
concentration of BHBA in blood during the course of a KET event, and therefore
variation in the sensitivity and specificity of testing ketones in urine and milk, compared
to in blood, may reflect the physiology of ketone production and elimination, among
other factors. It is important to recognize that although the lower overall test accuracy
may be due to disease and physiology related factors, they are practical concerns that will
impact disease detection on-farm regardless of the cause and a summary sensitivity and
specificity at various thresholds should provide a more accurate assessment of test
performance.
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The DTA of Ketostix and KetoTest semi-quantitative strips was lower than that of
the Precision Xtra at all of the tested thresholds. Although all 3 tests could not be
assessed using a single summary HSROC curve due to unequal variance of random
effects, based on the summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity, the Ketostix strips
had higher sensitivity and specificity at the trace positive (1.5 mmol/L) threshold, than
the best KetoTest threshold of a weak positive (0.1 mmol/L). Practitioners and producers
that use Ketostix for the detection of HK should be aware of the drop in sensitivity, from
87.6% to 70.5%, when using a weak positive rather than a trace positive threshold. The
summary sensitivity and specificity of the Precision Xtra meter at common positivity
thresholds (1.2 and 1.4 mmol/L) were excellent, regardless of threshold employed. The
positivity thresholds for the Ketostix and KetoTest strips had better summary sensitivity
and specificity at trace (0.5 mmol/L) and weak positive (0.1 mmol/L) thresholds,
respectively. There was a large decrease in overall diagnostic accuracy at higher
thresholds due to large decreases in sensitivity, with modest improvements in specificity.
The trade-off between sensitivity and specificity at the different thresholds indicates that
a decision about which test characteristic is the most important should be made before
determining which threshold to adopt for diagnostic or screening purposes.
The utility of an SR and MA depends on the quality of the individual studies
included (Bossuyt et al., 2013). Although the KetoTest summary specificity did not
change when controlling for studies with 2 or more ratings of unclear risk of bias, there
was a trend towards higher sensitivity. This may reflect an increased certainty of a
positive subjective test when multiple index tests were interpreted simultaneously, in
essence testing in parallel. The lack of change in specificity may reflect an overall low
risk of bias in the studies included.
The detection of publication bias in diagnostic test accuracy SR and MA is
controversial (Deeks et al., 2005), especially when multiple positive thresholds are
evaluated. Controlling for source of study in the HSROC model did not change estimates
of test accuracy, suggesting that publication bias due to effect size is not a factor.
However the proportion of studies including only peer-reviewed sources may serve as a
surrogate for publication bias due to novelty. Although only 1 of 11 of the KetoTest
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studies were from grey literature, 1 of 3 and 3 of 7 of the Ketostix and Precision Xtra
studies, respectively, came from conference proceedings and extension publications. The
variation in primary study sensitivity and specificity is evidence that replication is
necessary in scientific literature. Often importance is placed on novelty for scientific
publication and repetition discouraged. Publication in grey literature may be necessary
for results to be disseminated. For this synthesis, ignoring grey literature sources would
reduce valuable information available on the index tests of interest and its inclusion did
not alter the ranking of DTA.
There is a lack of studies validating the use of automated milk testing
technologies for the detection of KET in dairy cattle. Two studies examined the use of
FTIR Ac (van Knegsel et al., 2010; van der Drift et al., 2012) and 3 studies examined
FTIR BHBA on milk samples (van Knegsel et al., 2010; van der Drift et al., 2012; DenisRobichaud et al., 2014). FTIR can be incorporated into on-farm systems or provided by
DHIA companies, however, because the published studies had very different positive
index test thresholds and reference test types, it was impossible to combine data in a MA.
The large variation in study design made qualitative assessment difficult, as well. A
greater number of standardized studies utilizing automated milk testing technologies are
required to fully evaluate the usefulness in KET detection.
A large limitation to the current SR and MA is the exclusion of all non-English
articles. The number of studies excluded due to language was high (43), however, they
were excluded before final relevance screening and therefore it was impossible to
determine how many relevant studies were excluded. The decision to include English
only articles was made a priori due to practical and financial constraints. Some authors
were common between English and non-English studies and may indicate some
duplication of studies.
The number of original studies available to combine for MA limits the results of
this study. Although convergence criteria and model assumptions were met by
simplifying the HSROC models, the resulting estimates of sensitivity and specificity may
lack precision due to the small number of data points. The results for the Ketostix semi-
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quantitative urine strips should be interpreted with caution due to having only 3
contributing studies. With such a small number of points, there is a danger of model
over-fitting (Takwoingi et al., 2015).
Where the primary study conducted repeated sampling, the test day closest to 7
DIM was chosen for the MA. More work is required to investigate the influence of time
postpartum on estimates of sensitivity and specificity, as only 2 studies (Osborne 2003;
Samiei et al., 2010) conducted repeated sampling and days of sampling between the 2
studies were different.
The adoption of a test at farm level should include considerations about test
accuracy, ease of use and economics. Based on the DTA of the 3 index tests compared in
the MA, the Precision Xtra has the best overall test accuracy and would be the best option
for individual cow diagnosis and treatment of KET. However, not all dairy producers are
comfortable taking blood samples. The KetoTest and Ketostix have moderate test
accuracy and can be employed at the individual cow level. Currently, the cost per test of
the Precision Xtra and KetoTest are similar, while KetoStix are considerably less
expensive. However, using non-invasive methods, it is not possible to collect urine
samples in a timely way from all cows in a group, reducing the overall usefulness of the
test. Some consideration should be made to threshold adopted and the number of false
positives and therefore unnecessary treatments that may result. All 3 tests are appropriate
for detecting changes in herd KET prevalence and therefore making adjustments to
management protocols.
CONCLUSIONS
The Precision Xtra measurement of whole blood BHBA had the highest overall
diagnostic test accuracy of the available on-farm methods for the detection of KET at a
cut point of 1.2 to 1.4 mmol/L. Further studies validating automated milk testing
technologies and the Ketostix semi-quantitative strips for the measurement of AcAc in
urine are needed for a better estimation of test sensitivity and specificity. Future work
should also include a more thorough examination of the dynamics of milk and urine
ketone concentrations, in relation to fluctuations in blood BHBA concentrations.
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Table 2.1. Study characteristics of the included studies in the qualitative review of on-farm methods for the diagnosis of ketosis (KET). Characteristics include primary author and year of publication,
publication source, study location, breed included, whether primiparous or multiparous animals were included, prevalence of hyperketonemia in the population, reference sample and standard used for
comparison, index tests included and sample type

KET
Reference
Prevalence Test
7.6
Serum

Reference
Threshold
(mmol/L)
1.4

Study
Carrier et al., 2004

Source
Peer-review

Location
USA

Breed

Age
all

DIM at
Test
2-15

Denis-Robichaud et al.,
2014

Peer-review

Canada

Holstein

all

2-90

21.0

Precision Xtra

1.4

Denis-Robichaud et al.,
2011
Enjalbert et al., 2001
Galvao et al., 2013
Geishauser et al., 2000
Gordon et al., 2013

Peer-review

Canada

Holstein

0-60

24.6

Precision Xtra

Europe
USA
Canada
Canada

Holstein
Holstein
Holstein

0-42
14-40
2-5
3-16

19.2
43.2
12.0
23.0

Iwersen et al., 2013

Peer-review
Extension
Peer-review
Conference
proceeding
Peer-review

Europe

Simmental,
Holstein

1-90

Iwersen et al., 2009a
Iwersen et al., 2009b

Peer-review
Peer-review

Europe
Europe

Holstein
Holstein

Jorritsma et al., 1998
Konkol et al., 2009

Peer-review
Conference
proceeding
Peer-review

Europe
USA

Peer-review
Peer-review

USA
Europe

Kupczynski and Cupok,
2007
Melendez et al., 2006
Nielen et al., 1994

Sample
milk, urine

1.4

Index Test
Ketocheck;
Ketolac;
Ketostix
Ac, FPR;
FTIR fat%,
FPR
PortaBHB

whole blood
Precision Xtra
Serum
Serum

1.2
1.2
1.4
1.2

Ketolac Strips
KetoStix
Ketolac, Pink
Precision Xtra

milk
urine
milk
blood

12.0

Serum

1.2, 1.4

blood

4-40
4-40

15.7
5.1

Serum
Serum

1.4
1.2, 1.4

multiparous

38-50
4-10

20.5
14.1

Blood
Serum

1.1
1.4

Freestyle
Precision;
GlucomenLx
Precision Xtra
Ketolac;
Ketostix;
Precision Xtra
Ketolac Strips
Precision Xtra

multiparous

14-49

15.4

Plasma

1.4

milk, blood

all
all

14
0-60

20.4
14.0

Serum
Serum

1
1.2

KetoTest,
Precision Xtra
Ketolac
Acetest
Tablet;
Nitroprusside
Powder

multiparous
all

FTIR Fourier-transform infrared spectrometry, FPR Fat to protein ratio, fat% milk fat percentage, BHB beta-hydroxybutyrate, AcAc Acetoacetate, Ac Acetone
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milk
milk

blood
milk, urine,
blood
milk
blood

milk
urine, milk

Table 2.1 (continued). Study characteristics of the included studies in the qualitative review of on-farm methods for the diagnosis of ketosis (KET). Characteristics include primary author and year of
publication, publication source, study location, breed included, whether primiparous or multiparous animals were included, prevalence of hyperketonemia in the population, reference sample and
standard used for comparison, index tests included and sample type
Study
Oetzel, 2010

Age

DIM at Test
5-25

KET Prevalence
10.0

Reference Test
Serum

Reference Threshold
(mmol/L)
1.4

all

0-14

15.9

Serum

1.4

all
multiparous
all

8-50
3-28
5-17
5-60

9.7
42.0
33.1
11.2

Serum
Plasma
Precision Xtra
Plasma

1.2, 1.4
1.4
1.4
1.2

Holstein

all

7-63

7.1

Plasma

1.2

Holstein
Holstein

all

5-60
1-14

25.0-33.0
12.0

Plasma
Precision Xtra

1.2, 1.4
1.2

Location
USA

Osborne, 2003

Source
Conference
proceeding
Thesis

Breed

Panousis et al., 2011
Samiei et al., 2010
Shire et al., 2013
van der Drift et al., 2012

Peer-review
Peer-review
Peer-review
Peer-review

Europe
Iran
USA
Europe

Holstein
Holstein
Holstein

van Knegsel et al., 2010

Peer-review

Europe

Voyvoda et al., 2010
Wilson et al., 2013

Peer-review
Peer-review

Turkey
USA

Canada

FTIR Fourier-transform infrared spectrometry, FPR Fat to protein ratio, fat% milk fat percentage, BHB beta-hydroxybutyrate, AcAc Acetoacetate, Ac Acetone
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Index Test
Precision Xtra

Sample
blood

Acetest Tablet;
KetoTest; Pink
Test
Precision Xtra
KetoTest
KetoTest
FTIR Ac; FTIR
BHB; FTIR BHB
& model; FTIR
Ac & model
FTIR Ac; FTIR
BHB; FTIR FPR
Precision Xtra
FTIR BHB;
KetoTest

urine,
milk
blood
milk
milk
milk

milk
blood
milk

Table 2.2. Sensitivity and Specificity ranges for each index test included in the descriptive synthesis of available on-farm
methods for the diagnosis of ketosis The overall diagnostic accuracy of the tests is indicated by Youden's Index and the range
in values demonstrates the amount of variability in individual studies of diagnostic accuracy

Reference
Index Test
Index Test
Threshold
Threshold
Acetest Tab
1.2
Positive
Acetest Tab
1.4
Positive
Freestyle
1.2
1.2
Freestyle
1.4
1.4
FTIR Ac
1.2
0.07
FTIR Ac
1.2
0.1315
FTIR BHB
1.2
0.023
FTIR BHB
1.2
0.0763
FTIR BHB
1.2
0.2
FTIR FPR
1.4
1.3
FTIR FPR
1.2
1.5
GlucoMenLX
1.2
1.1
GlucoMenLX
1.4
1.3
KetoTest
1.4
0.05
KetoTest
1.1
0.1
KetoTest
1.2
0.1
KetoTest
1.4
0.1
KetoTest
1
0.2
KetoTest
1.1
0.2
KetoTest
1.2
0.2
KetoTest
1.4
0.2
KetoTest
1.4
0.5
KetoTest
1.4
1
Ketostix
1.2
0.5
Ketostix
1.4
0.5
Ketostix
1.2
1.5
Ketostix
1.4
1.5
Ketostix
1.2
4
Ketostix
1.4
4
Ketostix
1.2
8
Ketostix
1.4
8
Ketostix
1.4
16
Nitroprusside
1.4
0.05
Powder
Nitroprusside
1.4
0.2
Powder
Nitroprusside
1.4
0.5
Powder
Nitroprusside
1.2
Positive
Powder
Pink
1.4
0.1
Pink
1.4
0.3
Pink
1.4
positive
PortaBHB
1.4
0.1
PortaBHB
1.4
0.2
Precision Xtra
1.2
1.2
Precision Xtra
1.4
1.2
Precision Xtra
1.4
1.3
Precision Xtra
1.4
1.4
Ac Acetone, BHB Beta-hydroxybutyrate
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Number
of Studies
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
6
1
1
1
5
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1

Sensitivity (%)
90.0
100.0
98.0
100.0
80.0
71.0
80.0
83.0
19.0-24.0
68.0
66.0
80.0
86.0
88.0-100.0
62.0
96.0
69.0-95.0
50.0
41.0
28.0
25.0-67.0
3.0-100.0
1.5
88.0
78.0-91.0
59.0
67.0-78.0
47.0
48.0-67.0
31.0
11.0-36.0
4.0-22.0
44.0

Specificity (%)
61.0
45.0-66.0
90.0
97.0
70.0
89.0
71.0
76.0
90.0-95.0
66.0
71.0
87.0
96.0
16.0-90.0
86.0
64.0
62.0-96.0
86.0
94.0
95.0
79.0-100.0
97.0-100.0
100.0
93.0
86.0-92.0
95.0
96.0
98.0
99.0-100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
99.0

Youden's
Index
Across
Studies
51.0
45.0-66.0
88.0
97.0
50.0
60.0
51.0
59.0
14.0
34.0
37.0
67.0
82.0
16.0-78.0
48.0
60.0
40.0-84.0
36.0
35.0
23.0
20.0-61.0
3.0-100.0
1.5
80.0
70.0-77.0
54.0
63.0-74.0
0.4
47.0-67.0
31.0
11.0-36.0
4.0-22.0
43.0

1

9.0

100.0

9.0

1

2.0

100.0

2.0

1

73.0

98.0

71.0

1
1
1
1
1
4
2
2
6

75.0
38.0
59.0-67.0
89.0-92.0
40.0-51.0
85.0-96.0
75.0-96.3
96.3-98.7
85.2-100.0

93.0
98.0
88.0-96.0
78.0-80.0
100.0
94.0-97.0
90.5-98.2
98.4-98.8
96.0-100.0

68.0
36.0
55.0
69.0-70.0
40.0-51.0
79.0-93.0
65.5-94.5
95.1-97.1
85.2-100.0
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Youden's
Index
Range
Across
Studies
21.0

0.0

62.0
44.0

41.0
97.0
7.0
11.0
20.0
25.0
18.0

0.0
1.0
11.0
14.0
28.0
2.0
14.8

Table 2.3. Studies included in the MA of the Precision Xtra meter, Ketostix urine strips and KetoTest milk strips.
Thresholds indicated with the asterisk (*) were used to construct summary HSROC curves of each index test at varying
thresholds

Index Test
KetoTest (Ketolac)

Reference
Positive
(mmol/L)
1.4

Ketostix

1.4

Enjalbert et al., 2001
Galvao et al., 2013

KetoTest (Ketolac)
Ketostix

1.2

Geishauser et al., 2000

KetoTest (Ketolac)

1.4

Gordon et al., 2013
Iwersen et al., 2009a
Iwersen et al., 2009b

Precision Xtra
Precision Xtra
Precision Xtra
KetoTest (Ketolac)

1.2
1.4
1.2
1.4
1.4

Ketostix

1.4

Jorritsma et al., 1998

KetoTest (Ketolac)

1.1

Konkol et al., 2009

Precision Xtra

1.4

Kupczynski and Cupok, 2007

KetoTest

1.4

Precision Xtra

1.4

Melendez et al., 2006
Oetzel, 2010
Osborne, 2003
Panousis et al., 2011

KetoTest (Ketolac)
Precision Xtra
KetoTest
Precision Xtra

Samiei et al., 2010

KetoTest

1.0
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.4
1.4

Shire et al., 2013
Voyvoda et al., 2010

KetoTest
Precision Xtra

Study
Carrier et al., 2004

Index Test
Threshold
(mmol/L)
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5*
0.5*
1.5
4.0
8.0
0.1*
0.5
1.5
4.0
8.0
0.05*
0.1
0.2
1.2*
1.4*
1.2*
1.4
0.1
0.2*
0.5
1.5
4.0
8.0
0.1
0.2*
1.2
1.3
1.4*
0.05*
0.1
0.2
1.2
1.4*
0.2*
1.3*
0.1*
1.2*
1.4
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5*
0.1*
1.2*
1.4
0.2*

Sensitivity
(%)
88
73
27
3
90
78
49
12
96
88
59
47
31
91
80
59
93
100
96
88
90
30
78
67
67
44
62
40
96
96
85
100
67
33
75
100
50
99
95
91
100
100
90
62
21
69
85
90
29

Specificity
(%)
90
96
99
100
86
96
99
100
63
93
95
98
100
56
76
90
96
100
97
96
94
98
92
97
100
100
86
94
98
99
99
50
71
96
91
100
86
98
66
95
100
14
62
95
100
84
94
98
95

1.4
1.2
1.4
Wilson et al., 2013
KetoTest
1.2
a,b Represent two different populations within one original research study
KetoTest and Ketolac are the same test marketed under 2 different names, the name in brackets indicates what was
presented in the primary study
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Table 2.4. HSROC model parameter estimates comparing the diagnostic accuracy of Precision Xtra
handheld glucometer and the KetoTest semi-quantitative milk strips in the on-farm diagnosis of ketosis in
dairy cattle. The completed model is a symmetrical HSROC with random effects for threshold
Parameter
Precision Xtra α

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

CI95%

6.83

0.25

<0.0001

6.33 to 7.33

Precision Xtra θ

0.062

0.44

0.89

-0.80 to 0.93

σ2 ut

2.34

0.90

0.009

0.58 to 4.11

KetoTest α

-4.40

0.31

<0.0001

-5.00 to - 3.79

KetoTest θ

-1.36

0.32

<0.0001

-1.99 to 0.73

α indicates parameter for test accuracy, θ indicates parameter for test threshold, ut is the random effect for test threshold
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Table 2.5. Summary Table of the three index tests (Precision Xtra, KetoTest, Ketostix) included in the meta-analysis of on-farm methods
for the detection of ketosis. The positive thresholds of each test, most commonly used to diagnose ketosis on-farm are presented with the
summary estimate of Sensitivity and Specificity, the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals and the final model type constructed.
Symmetric curves have the shape (β) parameter removed, where random effects for accuracy and threshold are removed the fixed effect
for accuracy and threshold remain in the model.

Index Test

Threshold
(mmol/L)

Sensitivity
(%)

PrecisionXtra

1.2

94.8

1.4
KetoTest

Ketostix

!

!

Specificity
(%)

CI95 (%)

Model

92.6 to 97.0

97.5

96.9 to 98.1

Symmetric fixed effects SROC

88.8

83.4 to 94.2

98.5

97.6 to 99.3

0.05

97.1

92.9 to 100.0

55.4

21.8 to 88.9

0.1

83.4

73.8 to 92.9

81.3

72.2 to 90.4

0.2

39.7

26.9 to 52.5

94.9

92.4 to 97.4

0.5

87.6

80.0 to 95.2

89.2

85.0 to 93.4

1.5

70.5

61.4 to 79.7

96.2

95.0 to 97.5

Symmetric fixed effects SROC

4.0

49.5

39.4 to 59.5

99.1

98.5 to 99.7

Symmetric fixed effects SROC

CI95 (%)
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Symmetric HSROC with fixed effects for
accuracy and random effects for threshold
Symmetric HSROC with fixed effects for
accuracy and random effects for threshold
Symmetric HSROC with random effects
for accuracy and threshold
Symmetric HSROC with fixed effects for
accuracy and random effects for threshold
Symmetric HSROC with fixed effects for
accuracy and random effects for threshold
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Figure 2.1. On-farm detection methods to diagnose ketosis search results of 4 databases
(Agricola, Biosis, CABdirect, Pubmed), conference proceedings (SPAC), dissertations
(ProQuest), Google and hand searching references. Reasons for exclusion are presented,
along with the number of studies included in the qualitative synthesis (23) and combined

Identification(

in the meta-analysis (16). PRISMA flow chart template (Moher et al., 2009).

Additional(records(identified(
through(dissertations,(hand(search,(
conference(proceedings,(Google(
(n(=(4054)(

Records(identified(through(
database(searching(
(n(=(1143)
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Records(after(duplicates(removed(
(n(=(4479)(
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Initial(Relevance(
(n(=(4479)(

Records(excluded(
(n(=(4327)(

Eligibility(

FullGtext(articles(excluded((n(=(129)(

FullGtext(articles(assessed(
for(eligibility(
(n(=(151)(

Included(

Studies(included(in(
descriptive(synthesis(
(n(=(24)(

Studies(included(in(
quantitative(synthesis(
(metaGanalysis)(
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NonGEnglish((43)(
Irretrievable((1)(
Duplicate(studies((15)(
Induced(ketosis((3)(
Not(test(validation((27)(
Not(cowGside((14)(
Insufficient(data((15)(
Review((6)(
Clinical(ketosis((3)(
Not(early(lactation((2)(

Figure 2.2. Individual study risk of bias and applicability assessments from the Quadas2
form are illustrated for studies validating on-farm methods for the diagnosis of ketosis. A
study is only listed once if for all tests and positivity thresholds, the same score was given
for each category. No study received a high risk of bias (circle with a minus sign), many
had unclear risks of bias for 1 or more categories (circle with question mark), and the
remainder had a low risk of bias (circle with plus sign). vanKnegsel 2010 included FTIR
Ac (vanKnegsel 2010a), vanKnegsel 2010b studied FTIR BHB and FPR. The FTIR Ac
(vanKnegsel 2010a) had an unclear risk of bias, whereas the other two index tests had a
low risk of bias. Plot from RevMan 5.!
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Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.3. Risk of bias and study applicability assessments from the Quadas2 form are combined to illustrate the overall study risk of
bias of all on-farm methods for the detection of ketosis. The combined plot illustrates common areas for applicability issues or risk of
bias. Common concerns were the testing of multiple cow-side index tests at one time, which may bias the interpretation of semiquantitative tests. The other common applicability concern was in the timing of sampling. Several studies included samples up to 90
DIM, which is outside the high risk period for ketosis. Plot from RevMan 5.
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Figure 2.4. Raw study result forest plots of the sensitivity and specificity of the KetoTest
semi-quantitative milk strip for the detection of BHB in milk. Each study is named with
the first author’s last name and the year of publication. The index test positive threshold
(mmol/L) is included beside the study name. Where sampling occurs at multiple time
points the days in milk at sampling is indicated in brackets. A square indicates individual
study and threshold sensitivity and specificity. The horizontal line depicts the
corresponding confidence intervals. The number of samples falling in the true positive
(TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) categories are listed,
as are the reference positive thresholds, as they vary between 1.0 and 1.4 mmol/L BHB in
blood, plasma or serum. Plot from RevMan 5.
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Figure 2.4
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Figure 2.5. Raw study result forest plots of the sensitivity and specificity of the handheld
glucometers that detect in whole blood: Precision Xtra, Freestyle Precision and
GlucomenLX. The index test positive threshold (mmol/L) is included beside the study
name. Each study is named with the first author’s last name and the year of publication.
The index test positive threshold (mmol/L) is included beside the study name. Where
sampling occurs at multiple time points the days in milk at sampling is indicated in
brackets. A square indicates individual study and threshold sensitivity and specificity.
The horizontal line depicts the corresponding confidence intervals. The number of
samples falling in the true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false
negative (FN) categories are listed, as are the reference positive thresholds, as are the
reference positive thresholds of 1.2 and 1.4 mmol/L in serum, plasma or blood. Plot from
RevMan 5.
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Figure 2.5
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Figure 2.6. Raw study result forest plots of the sensitivity and specificity of semi-quantitative tests for the detection of Ac and AcAc
in urine: semi-quantitative tests for the detection of Ac and AcAc in urine, the Ketostix strip and Acetest tablet. Each study is named
with the first author’s last name and the year of publication. The index test positive threshold (mmol/L) is included beside the study
name. Where sampling occurs at multiple time points the days in milk at sampling is indicated in brackets. A square indicates
individual study and threshold sensitivity and specificity. The horizontal line depicts the corresponding confidence intervals. The
number of samples falling in the true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) categories are
listed, as are the reference positive thresholds of 1.2 and 1.4 mmol/L in serum, plasma or blood. Plot from RevMan 5.
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Figure 2.7. Raw study result forest plots of the sensitivity and specificity of milking technologies using FTIR for the detection of: Ac,
FPR and BHB. Each study is named with the first author’s last name and the year of publication. The index test positive threshold
(mmol/L), and outcome of interest is included beside the study name. A square indicates individual study and threshold sensitivity and
specificity. The horizontal line depicts the corresponding confidence intervals. The number of samples falling in the true positive (TP),
false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) categories are listed, as are the reference positive thresholds, as are the
reference positive thresholds of 1.2 and 1.4 mmol/L in serum, plasma or blood. Plot from RevMan 5
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Figure 2.8. Raw study result forest plots of the sensitivity and specificity of semi-quantitative milk tests for the detection of BHB:
PortaBHB, and Pink Test, as well as, nitroprusside powder for the detection of Ac and AcAc in milk. Each study is named with the
first author’s last name and the year of publication. The index test positive threshold (mmol/L) is included beside the study name.
Where sampling occurs at multiple time points the days in milk at sampling is indicated in brackets. A square indicates individual
study and threshold sensitivity and specificity. The horizontal line depicts the corresponding confidence intervals. The number of
samples falling in the true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) categories are listed, as are the
reference positive thresholds, as are the reference positive thresholds of 1.2 and 1.4 mmol/L in serum, plasma or blood. Plot from
RevMan 5.
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Figure 2.9. HSROC curves depicting the diagnostic accuracy across positivity thresholds
for the detection of hyperketonemia in dairy cattle using the Precision Xtra (light grey
line) and KetoTest (black line). Primary studies are indicated with diamonds (Precision
Xtra) and ellipses (KetoTest). Sample size of the primary study is represented by the size
of the symbol. Analysis from SAS 9.3, plots from RevMan 5.
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APPENDIX 2.1.:
DIAGNOSTIC TEST ACCURACY PROTOCOL
ON-FARM KETOSIS DETECTION METHODS VERSUS LABORATORY
SERUM BHBA FOR KETOSIS DIAGNOSIS IN DAIRY CATTLE
AUTHORS
Elise H Tatone1, Jessica Gordon1, Jessie Hubbs1, Stephen J LeBlanc1, Trevor J DeVries2,
Todd Duffield1
1
2

Department of Population Medicine, University of Guelph, Guelph, Canada
Department of Animal and Poultry Science, University of Guelph, Guelph

CONTACT PERSON
Todd Duffield
Department of Population Medicine
University of Guelph
50 Stone Road East
Guelph ON N1G 2W1
Canada
email: tduffiel@uoguelph.ca
519-824-4120 ext. 54057
BACKGROUND
Dairy cattle face a number of challenges as they transition from pregnant, dry
cows to lactating members of the milking herd. A sudden decrease in dry matter intake in
late gestation, coupled with the high energy requirements of lactation leave animals in a
state of negative energy balance (Herdt, 2000, Hayirli et al., 2002). The homeorhetic
drive to produce milk and compensate for a state of negative energy balance leads to the
mobilization of fatty acids from body stores, as non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA). The
liver metabolizes NEFA into energy for gluconeogenesis, re-esterifies the fats for recirculation or partially metabolizes NEFA and produces ketones: beta-hydroxybutyrate
(BHBA), acetone, and acetoacetate (Herdt, 2000). A small amount of ketones can be used
for energy in body tissues, however as levels of circulating ketones increases, negative
sequelae can be seen (Duffield et al., 2009). BHBA is the main circulating ketone body
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and can be detected in blood, milk and urine in the early postpartum period as a measure
of the level of ketosis. BHBA in blood in the ranges of 1.0-1.4 mmol/L are associated
with a decrease in production, an increased risk of displaced abomasum (DA), metritis,
and clinical ketosis. At these levels, cows are at a higher risk for early removal from the
herd and poorer reproductive performance (LeBlanc, 2005, Duffield et al., 2009,
Chapinal et al., 2011, N. Chapinal, 2012). More severe clinical disease can be seen at
higher levels of blood BHBA and is often diagnosed by a sudden drop in milk
production, decreased appetite, scant, dry feces and, in some cases, neurological signs.
Recent research has demonstrated a benefit of treating cows with a blood BHBA
concentration of 1.2 mmol/L and above with an oral drench of propylene glycol (McArt
et al., 2011, McArt et al., 2012). The known negative effects of ketosis and the existence
of a beneficial intervention make early detection of disease critical to the prevention of
disease and maintenance of optimal production levels. The gold standard test for ketosis
is the laboratory evaluation of serum BHBA (Oetzel, 2004). However, sending samples
to a laboratory for evaluation is neither convenient, nor cost effective. Several on-farm
ketosis detection methods have been developed for use with blood, urine and milk. From
cow-side semi-quantitative strips to sophisticated on-line and in-line milking detection
systems have been developed and evaluated.
The objective of this systematic review and meta-analysis is to compile
information from all studies conducted to validate on-farm ketosis detection methods to
determine the most accurate and convenient method for on-farm ketosis detection when
compared to laboratory evaluation of serum BHBA concentration.
REFERENCES
Chapinal, N., M. Carson, T. Duffield, M. Capel, S. Godden, M. Overton, J. Santos, and S.
LeBlanc. 2011. The association of serum metabolites with clinical disease during
the transition period. J. Dairy Sci. 94(10): 4897-4903.
Duffield, T. F., K. D. Lissemore, B. W. McBride, and K. E. Leslie. 2009. Impact of
hyperketonemia in early lactation dairy cows on health and production. J. Dairy
Sci. 92(2): 571-580.
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Hayirli, A., R. R. Grummer, E. V. Nordheim, and P. M. Crump. 2002. Animal and
dietary factors affecting feed intake during the prefresh transition period in
Holsteins. J. Dairy Sci. 85(12): 3430.
Herdt, T. H. 2000. Ruminant adaptation to negative energy balance. Influences on the
etiology of ketosis and fatty liver. The Veterinary clinics of North America.Food
animal practice 16(2): 215-230.
LeBlanc, S. J., Leslie, K.E., Duffield, T.F. 2005. Metabolic predictors of displaced
abomasum in dairy cattle. J. Dairy Sci. 88(1): 159-170.
McArt, J., D. Nydam, and G. Oetzel. 2012. A field trial on the effect of propylene glycol
on displaced abomasum, removal from herd, and reproduction in fresh cows
diagnosed with subclinical ketosis. J. Dairy Sci. 95(5): 2505-2512.
McArt, J., D. Nydam, P. Ospina, and G. Oetzel. 2011. A field trial on the effect of
propylene glycol on milk yield and resolution of ketosis in fresh cows diagnosed
with subclinical ketosis. J. Dairy Sci. 94(12): 6011-6020.
N. Chapinal, M. E. C., S. J. LeBlanc, K. E. Leslie, S. Godden, M. Capel, J. E. P. Santos.
2012. The association of serum metabolites in the transition period with milk
production and early-lactation reproductive performance. J. Dairy Sci. 95:13011309.
Oetzel, G. R. 2004. Monitoring and testing dairy herds for metabolic disease. Veterinary
clinics of North America: Food animal practice 20(3):651-674.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this systematic review and meta-analysis is synthesize all of the
available research relating to on-farm methods for the identification of hyperketonemia in
dairy cattle and provide diagnostic test accuracy information for common methods across
a variety of populations in early lactation.
SECONDARY OBJECTIVES
The secondary objective is to identify knowledge gaps in the literature pertaining to the
diagnostic accuracy of ketosis detection.
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METHODS
Criteria for Considering Studies for this Review
Types of Studies
All study designs will be considered, but most will be cross-sectional in design. Casecontrol studies will be considered on a case-by-case basis and will be the subject of
sensitivity analysis. Studies with experimentally induced ketosis or diagnosis based on
clinical signs alone will be excluded.
Participants
Dairy Cattle, >2 years old in the postpartum period
Index Tests
KetoCheck Powder for acetoacetate in urine, milk or plasma
KetoTest/Ketolac milk strips detecting BHBA
KetoStix urine strips detecting Acetoacetate
Rothera nitroprusside test - urine
Acetest Reagent tablet
Precision Xtra glucometer BHBA in whole blood
PortaBHB strip in milk
In-line milking systems (Afimilk) Fat to protein ratio
On-line milking systems (Herd Navigator) BHBA in milk
Target Condition
Ketosis at the subclinical level
Reference Standard
Laboratory Serum BHBA > 1.2 mmol/L (Range 1.0 to 1.4 mmol/L will be considered)
Search Methods for Identification of Studies
No language or date restrictions for initial search.
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First search will be conducted in February 2014.
Search will be re-done in 3 months to find more recent and relevant articles or
publications.
Private companies will be contacted to determine if there are unpublished studies that
should be included. They will be contacted by email 3 times and given 3 months, if there
is no response, then no unpublished study will be included.
One individual will complete title and abstract relevance screening, however, the
screening tool will be validated by another individual by choosing 45 titles and abstracts
from several databases and will include dissertations, conference proceedings and journal
articles. The tool would be deemed acceptable if the 2 reviewers can agree with a kappa >
0.75.
After removing duplicates and performing a title and abstract relevance screening, prior
to data extraction, a subset of 10 relevant articles, including some review articles, will be
chosen for reference list screening for other potentially relevant publications that were
not uncovered with the electronic search.
Articles will be screened first, followed by dissertations and conference proceedings.
Based on title only, a thesis will be placed in the "Unsure, requires full text to determine
relevance" if it includes dairy cattle or ruminant in the title and includes a topic related to
metabolism or ketosis.
Dissertations may only have a title available, and will be screened with an abstract
whenever one is available, but more full dissertations may need to be retained for full
access due to lack of abstract availability.
A Google search will be completed after relevance screening of all other sources, in order
to catch any missed references from company publications (not peer reviewed) or
research summaries. Google search results will be searched up to 1000 citations or until
there are no relevant results on the page when listed by relevance.
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Electronic searches
Databases for peer-reviewed journal articles
Medline (Pubmed)
CABdirect (CABI)
Agricola (ProQuest)
Biosis (Web of Knowledge)
Searching other resources
Searching reference list of 20 most relevant articles
Grey literature search
Search for disserations and Conference proceedings:
ProQuest theses and Dissertations
S-Pac
Google – last search
Contact with company for unpublished results
Data Collection and Analysis
All articles that are deemed relevant from the titles and abstract relevance screening will
have full articles obtained. A final relevance screening will be completed prior to
continuing with data extraction. 2 separate reviewers will complete data extraction, and
the Quadas-2 tool for quality and risk of bias assessment. The data extraction and
Quadas-2 tools will be validated by selecting 10 full articles that were deemed relevant
by the title and abstract relevance screening. The tools will be considered valid if a kappa
> 0.8 can be reached. Discrepancies will be resolved through discussion and when a
consensus cannot be reached a third person will resolve the dispute.
Selection of Studies
With full articles obtained, 2 reviewers will conduct a final relevance screening. If
deemed eligible, the article will be included in the data extraction phase. Non-english
language articles will be excluded at the selection stage.
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Data Extraction and Management
Data extraction will be completed using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Data will be
collected, and combined on a separate Excel spreadsheet. If a different laboratory cut
point is used, the study will be included if there is sufficient information to determine
sensitivity and specificity or if the corresponding author can provide raw data.
Assessment of Methodological Quality
Methodological quality, suitability to the research question and risk of bias will be
assessed using the Quadas2 tool for diagnostic test accuracy.
Statistical Analysis and Data Synthesis
A meta-analysis will be conducted on each index test given there are 3 or more studies
including the test. Each test, or all tests with sufficient information, will be included in a
separate meta-analysis. Meta-analysis will be conducted by hierarchical summary
receiver operator characteristic (HSROC) method using the PROC NLMIXED procedure
in SAS combined with RevMan to graph HSROC curves. All relevant studies will be
included regardless of risk of bias or quality assessment; however, all high risk of bias or
low quality studies will be described separately in a narrative synthesis. If possible, a
subset analysis will be conducted based on quality of methods and risk of bias.
Investigations of Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity will be explored through examination of forest plots. Days in milk at
testing, year of study, differences in methodology, different barn types or cattle breeds
will be considered as possible variables for meta-regression if the study information and
number allow.
Sensitivity Analyses
Separate analyses will be run including only those studies with low risk of bias and
compared to the results of all studies combined. Another sensitivity analyses will be run
using only those studies from peer-reviewed sources and compared to studies from all
sources.
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Search Strategy
CAB direct Search Strategy (Feb 1, 2014)
All Fields:(((dairy OR cattle OR “dairy cow” OR cow) AND (postpartum OR
postparturient OR post-partum OR post-parturient OR post-calving OR postcalving OR
fresh OR freshen OR “transition period” OR peri-parturient OR peri-partum OR
periparturient OR peripartum)) AND (detect OR detection OR measure OR measurement
OR determine OR determination OR diagnose OR diagnosis OR diagnostic) AND
(ketosis OR ketotic OR ketone OR ketonemic OR ketonuric OR acetonemia OR
acetonaemia) AND (acetoacetate OR betahydroxybutyrate OR BHBA OR acetone OR
ketone))
Results: 251

CAB direct Search Strategy (May 15, 2014)
((dairy OR cattle OR “dairy cow” OR cow)) AND ((postpartum OR post parturient OR
post-partum OR post-parturient OR post-calving OR post calving OR fresh OR freshen
OR “transition period” OR peri-parturient OR peri-partum OR periparturient OR
peripartum)) AND ((detect OR detection OR measure OR measurement OR determine
OR determination OR diagnose OR diagnosis OR diagnostic) OR (Rothera test OR KetoTest OR ketotest OR leto test OR KetoStix OR keto stix OR keto-stix OR in-line milk
OR on-line milk OR Herd Navigator OR Afi OR AfiLab OR Afi-lab OR nitroprusside))
AND ((ketosis OR ketotic OR ketone OR ketonemic OR ketonuric OR acetonemia OR
acetonaemia)) AND ((acetoacetate OR betahydroxybutyrate OR BHBA OR acetone OR
ketone))
Results: 311
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MEDLINE Search Strategy (February 1, 2014)
All Fields: ((ketosis OR acetonemia OR acetonaemia OR hyperketonemia) AND (dairy
cattle OR cow OR cows) AND (determination OR determine OR diagnostic OR
diagnosis OR measure OR measurement) AND (acetoacetate OR beta-hydroxybutyrate
OR BHBA OR fourier OR acetone OR ketone ))
Results: 246
MEDLINE Search Strategy (May 15, 2014)
All Fields: ((((ketosis OR acetonemia OR acetonaemia OR hyperketonemia) AND (dairy
cattle OR cow OR cows) AND ((determination OR determine OR diagnostic OR
diagnosis OR measure OR measurement)OR (Rothera test OR leto test OR keto-test OR
ketotest OR ketostix OR keto-stix OR leto stix OR on-line milk OR in-line milk OR Afi
OR AfiLab OR Afi lab OR Herd Navigator)) AND (acetoacetate OR betahydroxybutyrate OR BHBA OR fourier OR acetone OR ketone ))))
Results: 253
BIOSIS Search Strategy (February 1, 2014)
Coverage: 1969 to present
TS=(ketosis OR aceton*mia OR hyperketonemia) AND TS=(dairy cattle OR cow*)
AND TS=(determin* OR diagnos* OR measur*) AND TS=(acetoacetate OR betahydroxybutyrate OR BHBA OR fourier OR aceton* OR keton* )
Results: 178
BIOSIS Search Strategy (May 15, 2014)
TS=(ketosis OR aceton*mia OR hyperketonemia) AND TS=(dairy cattle OR cow*)
AND TS=(determin* OR diagnos* OR measur* OR Rothera test OR Keto-test OR
KetoTest OR Keto test OR Keto Stix OR keto-stix OR ketostix OR in-line milking OR
on-line milking OR Herd Navigator OR Afi*) AND TS=(acetoacetate OR betahydroxybutyrate OR BHBA OR fourier OR aceton* OR keton* ) Indexes=BIOSIS
Previews Timespan=All years
Results: 186
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Agricola Search Strategy (February 1, 2014)
Coverage: 1970-present
Anywhere: (dairy OR cattle OR "dairy cow" OR cow) AND (detect OR detection OR
measure OR measurement OR determine OR determination OR diagnose OR diagnosis
OR diagnostic) AND (ketosis OR ketotic OR ketone OR ketonemic OR ketonuric OR
acetonemia OR acetonaemia)
Results: 158

Agricola Search Strategy (May 15, 2014)
Coverage: 1970-present
Anywhere: (dairy OR cattle OR "dairy cow" OR cow) AND ((detect OR detection OR
measure OR measurement OR determine OR determination OR diagnose OR diagnosis
OR diagnostic) OR (Rothera test OR nitroprusside OR KetoTest OR Keto Test OR ketotest OR ketostix OR keto-stix OR on-line milk OR in-line milk OR Herd Navigator OR
Afi OR AfiLab OR Afi lab)) AND (ketosis OR ketotic OR ketone OR ketonemic OR
ketonuric OR acetonemia OR acetonaemia)
Results: 160
ProQuest Theses and Dissertations Search Strategy (February 1, 2014)
Indexing from 1861-present
Anywhere: (((dairy OR cattle OR “dairy cow” OR cow) AND (postpartum OR
postparturient OR post-partum OR post-parturient OR post-calving OR postcalving OR
fresh OR freshen OR “transition period” OR peri-parturient OR peri-partum OR
periparturient OR peripartum)) AND (detect OR detection OR measure OR measurement
OR determine OR determination OR diagnose OR diagnosis OR diagnostic) AND
(ketosis OR ketotic OR ketone OR ketonemic OR ketonuric OR acetonemia OR
acetonaemia) AND (acetoacetate OR betahydroxybutyrate OR BHBA OR acetone OR
ketone))
Results: 2577
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ProQuest Theses and Dissertations Search Strategy (May 15, 2014)
Indexing from 1861-present
Anywhere: (((dairy OR cattle OR "dairy cow" OR cow) AND (postpartum OR post
parturient OR post-partum OR post-parturient OR post-calving OR post calving OR fresh
OR freshen OR "transition period" OR peri-parturient OR peri-partum OR periparturient
OR peripartum)) AND ((detect OR detection OR measure OR measurement OR
determine OR determination OR diagnose OR diagnosis OR diagnostic) OR (Rothera test
OR nitroprusside OR Keto-test OR KetoTest OR keto test OR KetoStix OR keto-stix OR
on-line milk OR in-line milk OR AfiLab OR Afi lab OR Afi OR Herd Navigator)) AND
(ketosis OR ketotic OR ketone OR ketonemic OR ketonuric OR acetonemia OR
acetonaemia) AND (acetoacetate OR betahydroxybutyrate OR BHBA OR acetone OR
ketone))
Results: 3057

S-PAC Conference Proceedings Search Strategy (February 1, 2014)
All conferences and Books: (((dairy OR cattle OR “dairy cow” OR cow) AND
(postpartum OR postparturient OR post-partum OR post-parturient OR post-calving OR
postcalving OR fresh OR freshen OR “transition period” OR peri-parturient OR peripartum OR periparturient OR peripartum)) AND (detect OR detection OR measure OR
measurement OR determine OR determination OR diagnose OR diagnosis OR
diagnostic) AND (ketosis OR ketotic OR ketone OR ketonemic OR ketonuric OR
acetonemia OR acetonaemia) AND (acetoacetate OR betahydroxybutyrate OR BHBA
OR acetone OR ketone))
Results: 384
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S-PAC Conference Proceedings Search Strategy (May 22, 2014)
All conferences and Books: (((dairy OR cattle OR “dairy cow” OR cow) AND
(postpartum OR postparturient OR post-partum OR post-parturient OR post-calving OR
postcalving OR fresh OR freshen OR “transition period” OR peri-parturient OR peripartum OR periparturient OR peripartum)) AND (detect OR detection OR measure OR
measurement OR determine OR determination OR diagnose OR diagnosis OR
diagnostic) AND (ketosis OR ketotic OR ketone OR ketonemic OR ketonuric OR
acetonemia OR acetonaemia) AND (acetoacetate OR betahydroxybutyrate OR BHBA
OR acetone OR ketone))
Results: 391
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RELEVANCE SCREENING TOOL FOR TITLES AND ABSTRACTS
Relevance Screening Form:
Titles and Abstracts
(Titles only for Dissertations)
Is this a primary research study for (or including) the evaluation of the diagnostic
accuracy of one (or more) on-farm ketosis test(s) in peri-partum dairy cattle?
Yes
No
No, review article
Unsure, full article required to determine relevance
Primary research: A study where the authors collected and analyzed their own data
Diagnostic accuracy: Evaluation of index test against another objective measure of
ketosis, including sensitivity and specificity of test
On-Farm: Test capable of being conducted on the farm, including cow-side, in-line or
on-line milking equipment. Determination of diagnostic accuracy does not have to have
occurred on a commercial farm.
Ketosis: Naturally occurring elevation of ketones in body fluids: including milk, urine,
and blood. Include elevations at the subclinical level ie. > 1.2 mmol/L BHB in blood, >
100 µmol/L BHB in milk, >1.5 mmol/L acetoacetate in urine
Postpartum dairy Cattle: >2 year old cattle in milking herd, during postpartum risk
period, from calving up to 60 DIM
*No breed exclusion
*No date exclusion
*No language exclusion
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STUDY REFERENCES INCLUDED IN FINAL RELEVANCE SCREENING
Included Studies
Carrier, J., S. Godden, J. Fetrow , and P. Rapnicki. 2004. Evaluation and use of three
cowside tests for detection of subclinical ketosis in early postpartum cows. J.
Dairy Sci. 87(11): 3725-3735.
Enjalbert, F., M. C. Nicot, C. Bayourthe, R. Moncoulon. 2001. Ketone bodies in milk and
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detection of subclinical ketosis. J. Dairy Sci. 84(3): 583-9.
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lactation dairy cows. University of Florida Extension.
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83(2): 296-9.
Gordon, J. L., S. LeBlanc, and T. Duffield. 2013. Evaluation of the accuracy of an
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Iwersen, M., U. Falkenberg, R. Voigtsberger, D. Forderung, and W. Heuwieser. 2009.
Evaluation of an electronic cowside test to detect subclinical ketosis in dairy
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controlled-release capsule in Holstein cattle, Florida, USA. Prev. Vet. Med. 73(1):
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Appendix 2.2. HSROC model parameter estimates comparing the
diagnostic accuracy of Ketostix semi-quantitative urine strips in the onfarm diagnosis of hyperketonemia in dairy cattle across various positivity
thresholds. The completed model is a symmetrical HSROC with random
effects for threshold
Parameter
Ketostix α

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

CI95%

4.23

0.41

<0.001

3.43 to 5.03

Ketostix θ

-1.16

0.66

0.081

-2.46 to 0.14

σ2ut

1.20

1.08

0.27

-0.92 to 3.32

α indicates the index test accuracy parameter, θ indicates the index test threshold
parameter, σ2ut indicates the variance parameter of the random effect for threshold
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Appendix 2.3. HSROC model parameter estimates for Precision Xtra
handheld glucometer at an index test positive of 1.2 mmol/L. The completed
model is a symmetrical fixed effects ROC model
Parameter
Precision Xtra α

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

CI95%

6.56

0.26

<0.001

6.06 to 7.10

Precision Xtra θ

-0.38

0.13

0.003

-0.63 to -0.13

α indicates the index test accuracy parameter, θ indicates the index test threshold parameter
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Appendix 2.4. HSROC model parameter estimates for Precision Xtra
handheld glucometer at an index test positive of 1.4 mmol/L. The completed
model is a symmetrical HSROC with random effects for threshold
Parameter
Precision Xtra α

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

CI95%

6.22

0.23

<0.001

5.76 to 6.68

Precision Xtra θ

-1.04

0.25

<0.001

-1.54 to -0.55

σ2ut

0.15

0.14

0.28

-0.13 to 0.43

α indicates the index test accuracy parameter, θ indicates the index test threshold
parameter, σ2 ut indicates the variance parameter of the random effect for threshold
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Appendix 2.5. HSROC model parameter estimates for KetoTest
semi-quantitative milk strips at a threshold of 0.05 mmol/L. The completed
model was a symmetric HSROC with random effects for threshold
Parameter
KetoTest α

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

CI95%

3.73

0.32

<0.001

3.11 to 4.35

KetoTest θ

1.65

0.71

0.02

0.26 to 3.04

σ2ut

1.81

1.36

0.18

-0.86 to 4.47

α indicates the index test accuracy parameter, θ indicates the index test threshold
parameter, σ2 ut indicates the variance parameter of the random effect for threshold
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Appendix 2.6. HSROC model parameter estimates for KetoTest
semi-quantitative milk strips at a threshold of 0.1 mmol/L. The completed
model was a symmetric HSROC with random effects for threshold and
accuracy
Parameter
KetoTest α

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

CI95%

3.08

0.31

<0.001

2.47 to 3.70

KetoTest θ

0.072

0.29

0.80

-0.50 to 0.64

σ2ua

0.46

0.36

0.20

-0.24 to 1.17

σ2ut

0.64

0.34

0.06

-0.04 to 1.31

α indicates the index test accuracy parameter, θ indicates the index test threshold
parameter, σ2ua indicates the variance parameter of the random effect for accuracy, σ2ut
indicates the variance parameter of the random effect for threshold
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Appendix 2.7. HSROC model parameter estimates for KetoTest semiquantitative milk strips at a threshold of 0.2 mmol/L. The completed model
was a symmetric HSROC with random effects for threshold
Parameter
KetoTest α

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

CI95%

2.51

0.18

<0.001

2.16 to 2.85

KetoTest θ

-1.67

0.25

<0.001

-2.17 to -1.18

σ2ut

0.41

0.25

0.10

-0.07 to 0.89

α indicates the index test accuracy parameter, θ indicates the index test threshold parameter,
σ2 ut indicates the variance parameter of the random effect for threshold
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Appendix 2.8. HSROC model parameter estimates for Ketostix
semi-quantitative urine strips at a threshold of 0.5 mmol/L. The completed
model was a symmetric HSROC with random effects for threshold
Parameter
Ketostix α

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

CI95%

4.06

0.35

<0.001

3.37 to 4.76

Ketostix θ

-0.08

0.24

0.74

-0.54 to 0.39

σ2ut

0.06

0.09

0.49

-0.11 to 0.23

α indicates the index test accuracy parameter, θ indicates the index test threshold parameter,
σ2 ut indicates the variance parameter of the random effect for threshold
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Appendix 2.9. HSROC model parameter estimates for Ketostix
semi-quantitative urine strips at a threshold of 1.5 mmol/L. The completed
model was a symmetric fixed effects ROC model
Parameter
Ketostix α

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

CI95%

4.11

0.29

<0.001

3.55 to 4.67

Ketostix θ

-1.18

0.14

0.74

-1.46 to -0.90

α indicates the index test accuracy parameter, θ indicates the index test threshold parameter
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Appendix 2.10. HSROC model parameter estimates for Ketostix
semi-quantitative urine strips at a threshold of 4.0 mmol/L. The completed model was a
symmetric fixed effects ROC model
Parameter
Ketostix α

Estimate

Standard Error

P-Value

CI95%

4.66

0.41

<0.001

3.86 to 5.47

Ketostix θ

-2.35

0.21

0.74

-2.76 to -1.95

α indicates the index test accuracy parameter, θ indicates the index test threshold parameter
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CHAPTER 3:
As previously published
Tatone, E. H., J. L. Gordon, S. J. LeBlanc, T. F. Duffield. 2015. Evaluation of a
handheld device for measurement of ß-hydroxybutyrate concentration to identify
prepartum dairy cattle at risk of developing postpartum hyperketonemia. J. Am.
Vet. Med. Assoc. 246 (10): 1112-1117
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EVALUATION OF A HANDHELD DEVICE FOR MEASURMENT OF
ß-HYDROXYBUTYRATE CONCENTRATION TO IDENTIFY
PREPARTUM DAIRY CATTLE AT RISK OF DEVELOPING
POSTPARTUM HYPERKETONEMIA
ABSTRACT
A cross-sectional study was performed to evaluate the use of a handheld device
for measurement of ß-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA) concentration to identify prepartum dairy
cattle at risk of developing hyperketonemia during the first wk postpartum. Two hundred
and ten prepartum cows from 6 Ontario dairy herds had a blood sample collected from
each cow 3 to 9 d before its expected calving date. Beta-Hydroxybutyrate concentration
was immediately measured with a handheld device. Serum was harvested from the
remaining sample and submitted to a laboratory for measurement of BHBA and nonesterified fatty acid (NEFA) concentrations. Beta-hydroxybutyrate concentration as
determined with the handheld device was compared with that determined by laboratory
methods. The association between prepartum BHBA concentration and the development
of hyperketonemia (BHBA concentration, ≥ 1.2 mmol/L) during the first wk postpartum
was determined, and the agreement between prepartum BHBA and NEFA concentrations
for identification of cows at risk of developing postpartum hyperketonemia was
evaluated.
Beta-Hydroxybutyrate concentration determined by the handheld device was
moderately correlated with that determined by the laboratory. Cows with a prepartum
BHBA concentration ≥ 0.6 mmol/L had 2.2 times greater odds of developing
hyperketonemia within 1 wk postpartum than cows with a prepartum BHBA
concentration < 0.6 mmol/L. There was substantial agreement between prepartum BHBA
and NEFA concentrations for identification of cows in negative energy balance. Results
indicated the handheld device was a valid tool for measurement of BHBA concentration
in prepartum dairy cattle, and measurement of prepartum BHBA concentration may be
helpful for identifying cows at risk of developing postpartum hyperketonemia.
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INTRODUCTION
The transition period, 3 wk prior to parturition to 3 wk after parturition, is
arguably the time of greatest metabolic challenge for adult dairy cows (Grummer, 1995).
Dairy cows frequently undergo periods of negative energy balance during the latter stages
of gestation and the early stages of lactation because their dry matter consumption
decreases in the days just prior to parturition and, immediately after parturition, they
frequently cannot consume enough feed to meet the energy and protein requirements for
initiation of lactation (Herdt, 2000; Hayirli et al., 2002). Negative energy balance results
in the mobilization of fatty acids, some of which are metabolized into ketones such as
acetone, acetoacetate, and ß-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA) by the liver. It is normal to have
small concentrations of blood ketones during the early stages of lactation. A maladaptive
response to negative energy balance can cause abnormally high concentrations of ketones
in the circulation, and that response can begin before parturition in some cows (Herdt,
2000). Several methods for ketone detection are commercially available and include tests
that use milk, urine, and whole-blood samples; however, the gold standard for detection
of abnormally increased concentrations of ketones, or ketosis (KET), remains
measurement of serum BHBA concentration by standard laboratory methods.
Cows with serum BHBA concentrations > 1.0 to 1.4 mmol/L during the early
postpartum period have lower milk production and are at an increased risk of developing
clinical ketosis (CK), displaced abomasum (DA), and metritis (MET), compared with
similar cows with serum BHBA concentrations < 1.0 mmol/L (LeBlanc et al., 2005;
Duffield et al., 2009; Ospina et al., 2010). Results of 1 study indicate that the risk of
clinical disease is greater for cows in which subclinical KET (BHBA concentration, 1.2
to 2.9 mmol/L) is diagnosed during the first wk postpartum, compared with cows in
which subclinical KET is diagnosed during the second wk postpartum (McArt et al.,
2012). The time at which KET is diagnosed also affects how well affected cows will
respond to treatment. Cows in which KET is diagnosed between 3 and 9 d postpartum
have a lower cure rate following treatment with propylene glycol, compared with cows in
which KET is diagnosed > 9 d postpartum (Gordon, 2013). An abnormal increase in the
concentration of circulating ketones in dairy cattle during the first wk postpartum may be
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an indication of metabolic problems during the late gestation period, and detection of
those metabolic problems prior to parturition may be beneficial for the management of
affected cows during the transition period.
Cows with serum NEFA concentrations between 0.29 and 0.50 mEq/L during the
week prior to parturition are at an increased risk of developing DA, MET, and KET and
having lower milk production, compared with cows with serum NEFA concentrations
< 0.29 mEq/L (Ospina et al., 2010a; Ospina et al., 2010b; Chapinal et al., 2011).
Although evaluation of prepartum serum NEFA concentration is useful, it is inconvenient
because blood samples should be collected only at certain times after feeding and must be
kept chilled until processing and analysis, which can only be performed in a laboratory.
The association of prepartum serum BHBA concentration with various
postpartum diseases and production variables has been investigated in multiple studies
(Chapinal et al., 2011; Ospina et al., 2010; Roberts et al., 2012). Ospina et al. (2010a)
reported that cows with a serum BHBA concentration ≥ 0.6 mmol/L during the last 10 d
of gestation had a lower milk yield on the first test-day postpartum than did cows with a
prepartum serum BHBA concentration < 0.6 mmol/L. In other studies, cows with a
BHBA concentration ≥ 0.7 mmol/L 1 wk prior to parturition were at increased risk of
being culled within 60 d postpartum and cows with a BHBA concentration ≥ 0.8 mmol/L
10 d prior to parturition were at an increased risk of developing a DA within 60 d
postpartum, compared with cows with prepartum BHBA concentrations below the
threshold (Chapinal et al., 2011; Roberts et al., 2012).
A commercially available handheld device can be used for cow-side measurement
of BHBA concentration in whole-blood samples. Results of a study performed to validate
the device for measurement of postpartum BHBA concentration indicated that BHBA
measurements were highly correlated (r = 0.95) with BHBA measurements obtained by
standard laboratory methods, and the sensitivity and specificity of BHBA concentration
as determined by the handheld device for identification of cows with hyperketonemia
(HK) were 88% and 96%, respectively, when the cutoff for diagnosis was a BHBA
concentration ≥ 1.2 mmol/L and 96% and 97%, respectively, when the cutoff for
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diagnosis was a BHBA concentration ≥ 1.4 mmol/L, compared with that determined by
standard laboratory methods (Iwersen et al., 2009). The sensitivity and specificity of
postpartum BHBA concentrations as determined by the handheld device for identification
of cows with HK are positively associated with the blood BHBA concentration used as
the cutoff for diagnosis of the disease (Iwersen et al., 2009). The decrease in test
performance as the cutoff concentration of BHBA for diagnosis of HK decreased in the
study by Iwersen et al. (2009) has raised concern about use of the device for
identification of prepartum cows that are at risk of developing postpartum KET because
prepartum BHBA concentration is generally lower than postpartum BHBA concentration.
The primary objective of the study reported here was to evaluate the use of a
handheld device for measurement of BHBA concentration for identification of prepartum
dairy cattle at risk of developing HK during the first wk after parturition. To achieve this
objective, we first had to validate the accuracy of BHBA concentration as determined by
the handheld device when compared with the BHBA concentration determined by
standard laboratory methods in prepartum dairy cattle. Then we had to evaluate the
association between prepartum BHBA concentration as determined by the handheld
device and the incidence of HK within 1 wk after parturition. Finally, we assessed the
agreement between prepartum BHBA and NEFA concentrations for the identification of
cows at risk of developing HK within the first wk postpartum.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
The study protocol was approved by the Animal Care Committee of the
University of Guelph and herd owners consented to having blood samples obtained from
the cows enrolled in the study. A convenience sample of 6 commercial, free stall–housed
dairy herds that were part of a larger ongoing field trial to investigate KET treatments
were selected for the study reported here. The herds were chosen on the basis of their
close proximity to the University of Guelph and were clients of a veterinary clinic that
was interested in participating in the study. The herds varied in size from 100 to 400
lactating cows, and all cows were fed a total mixed ration. Each herd was visited once
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weekly from May through August 2012. All cows that were between 3 and 9 d prior to
their expected calving date at each visit were enrolled in the study; thus, the size of the
study population was dictated by the number of cows that were eligible for enrolment
during the 4-month sampling period.
Sample Collection and Processing
Blood samples (approx 10 mL) were collected by coccygeal venipuncture into
evacuated serum-separator tubes (Vaccutainer, BD Diagnostics, Mississauga, ON,
Canada) from all cows at study enrolment and at weekly intervals thereafter until 30 d
postpartum. Immediately after collection of each blood sample, the blood tube was
inverted to pool a small amount of whole blood into the cap for use for determination of
BHBA concentration by a handheld device (Precision Xtra, Abbott Laboratories Ltd,
Saint-Laurent, QC, Canada). Once the blood sample was applied to the ketone strip used
for the handheld device, the cap was placed back on the tube, and the remainder of the
sample was placed on ice and transported back to the research facility.
Blood samples were centrifuged at the research facility. The serum was harvested
from each sample, and the extent of hemolysis was qualitatively scored on the basis of
the color of the sample on a scale of 0 (no color) to 3 (dark red). The serum samples were
then frozen and stored at –20 0C until analysis. Because hemolysis can falsely increase
BHBA concentration (Duffield et al., 1998), it was decided a priori to exclude all samples
with a hemolysis score ≥ 2 from the analysis. None of the serum samples had a hemolysis
score > 1, and all samples were included in the analysis. The prepartum serum samples
were submitted to the University of Guelph Animal Health Laboratory, and serum BHBA
and NEFA concentrations were determined by use of standard laboratory methods with
an automated biochemistry analyzer (Cobas 6000 c501 biochemistry analyzer, Roche
Diagnostics, Laval, QC, Canada).
Statistical Analysis
All analyses were performed with commercially available statistical software
(SAS, version 9.2, SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC). The correlation between the BHBA
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concentration, as determined by the handheld device (device BHBA concentration) and
that as determined by standard laboratory methods (laboratory BHBA concentration) was
evaluated by use of the Lin Condordance correlation coefficient (CCC) and a
Bland-Altman plot as described (Bland and Altman, 1986; Lin et al., 1989). Three cutoffs
(0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 mmol/L) for prepartum laboratory BHBA concentration were selected
on the basis of previously identified prepartum BHBA concentrations associated with
postpartum disease and impaired performance (Chapinal et al., 2011; Chapinal et al.,
2012; Roberts et al., 2012). Each cutoff was used to model the outcome in a logistic
regression equation that included prepartum device BHBA concentration, month of
parturition, and herd; however, when the level of significance was set at P ≤ 0.05, only
device BHBA concentration was retained in the model. A ROC curve was then generated
for each cutoff to determine the corresponding device BHBA concentration cutoff that
optimized both sensitivity and specificity for the device measurement when the given
cutoff was used as the gold standard for the diagnosis of HK (Zweig and Cambell, 1993).
Logistic regression was used to assess the association between HK (BHBA
concentration, ≥ 1.2 mmol/L) during the first wk postpartum and prepartum BHBA
concentration, both of which were measured with the handheld device. Fixed effects
assessed in the model were prepartum BHBA concentration, month of parturition,
prepartum NEFA concentration, and herd. Only variables with values of P ≤ 0.05 were
retained in the final model.
The κ statistic was used to evaluate the level of agreement beyond chance
between prepartum serum NEFA concentrations and prepartum BHBA concentrations for
identification of cows at risk of developing postpartum HK. The level of agreement was
determined between each of 2 cutoffs for prepartum serum NEFA concentration (≥ 0.4
and ≥ 0.5 mEq/L) commonly associated with an increased risk of postpartum disease and
recommended for use in prepartum monitoring programs and each of 3 cutoffs for
prepartum BHBA concentration (≥ 0.6, ≥ 0.7, and ≥ 0.8 mmol/L) as determined by both
standard laboratory methods and the handheld device (Oetzel, 2004; Chapinal et al.,
2012). The level of agreement between prepartum NEFA and BHBA concentrations was
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classified as slight (κ, 0 to 0.2), fair (κ, > 0.2 to 0.4), moderate (κ, > 0.4 to 0.6),
substantial (κ, > 0.6 to 0.8), or almost perfect (κ, > 0.8 to 1.0) (McGinn et al., 2004).
RESULTS
Descriptive Results
The number of cows sampled from each of the 6 herds ranged from 18 to 49
cows. Blood samples were obtained from 211 cows. The prepartum BHBA concentration
for 1 cow was below the lower limit of detection for the handheld device; therefore, the
data for that cow were excluded from all analyses. For the 210 cows that were included in
the analyses, the mean ± SD number of days between collection of the prepartum blood
sample and parturition was 5.54 ± 2.23 d.
Correlation Between Device BHBA Concentration and Laboratory BHBA
Concentration
The mean ± SD prepartum laboratory BHBA concentration was 0.53 ± 0.25
mmol/L, and the mean ± SD prepartum device BHBA was 0.54 ± 0.27 mmol/L. Of the
210 cows evaluated, 55 (26%) and 88 (42%) had prepartum BHBA concentrations ≥ 0.6
mmol/L as determined by laboratory methods and the handheld device, respectively.
Only 8 (4%) cows had a prepartum BHBA concentration ≥ 1 mmol/L, regardless of the
analytic method used for measurement. The proportion cows with a prepartum BHBA
concentration ≥ 0.8 mmol/L varied among the 6 herds and ranged between 2% and 32%
(Figure 3.1).
The prepartum device BHBA concentration was moderately correlated with the
prepartum laboratory BHBA concentration (mean ± SD Lin CCC, 0.77 ± 0.03
[CI95%: 0.72 to 0.83]). The difference between the mean prepartum device BHBA
concentration and the mean prepartum laboratory BHBA concentration was small (0.004
mmol/L) and insignificant (P = 0.72). Evaluation of the Bland-Altman plot did not reveal
any evidence of bias because the difference between the prepartum device and laboratory
BHBA concentrations did not change significantly as the mean for the prepartum device
and laboratory BHBA concentration changed (Figure 3.2). However, there were 2
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outliers that may have influenced the overall correlation between the 2 concentrations.
The cow with the largest discrepancy between the 2 tests had a prepartum device BHBA
concentration of 0.4 mmol/L and a laboratory BHBA concentration of 2.1 mmol/L.
When laboratory BHBA concentration cutoffs of 0.6 mmol/L, 0.7 mmol/L, and 0.8
mmol/L were used as the standard against which the device BHBA concentrations were
compared, the corresponding areas under the ROC curve for the optimum device BHBA
concentration cutoff (ie, the cutoff that maximized the sensitivity and specificity of the
device BHBA concentration) were very high (ie, > 0.90; Table 3.1). The optimum device
BHBA concentration cutoff was equivalent to the laboratory BHBA concentration cutoffs
of 0.6 and 0.7 mmol/L; however, for the laboratory BHBA concentration cutoff of 0.8
mmol/L, a device BHBA concentration cutoff of 0.7 mmol/L had better sensitivity and
specificity than did a device BHBA concentration cutoff of 0.8 mmol/L. A device BHBA
concentration cutoff 0.8 mmol/L had a specificity of 94% for detection of a laboratory
BHBA concentration cutoff of 0.8 mmol/L.
Association Between Hyperketonemia During the First wk Postpartum and Prepartum
BHBA Concentration
The final multivariable model for HK during the first wk postpartum included
prepartum BHBA concentration, prepartum serum NEFA concentration, and herd. When
herd and prepartum serum NEFA concentration were controlled, cows with a prepartum
device BHBA concentration ≥ 0.6 mmol/L had 2.2 times greater odds (OR, 2.2; CI95%:
1.0 to 4.8; P = 0.04) of developing HK within the first wk after parturition, compared
with cows with a prepartum device BHBA concentration < 0.6 mmol/L. Interestingly,
HK within the first wk after parturition was not significantly associated with prepartum
device BHBA concentration cutoffs of ≥ 0.7 mmol/L and ≥ 0.8 mmol/L.
Agreement Beyond Chance Between Prepartum Serum NEFA Concentration and
Prepartum BHBA Concentration
The κ statistics calculated for each combination of 2 cutoffs for prepartum NEFA
concentration and 3 cutoffs for prepartum BHBA concentration as determined by
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standard laboratory methods and the handheld device were summarized (Table 3.2). For
identification of cows that developed HK within 1 wk after parturition, there was
substantial agreement between prepartum NEFA concentration ≥ 0.5 mEq/L and both
prepartum laboratory (κ, 0.62) and device (κ, 0.64) BHBA concentration ≥ 0.8 mmol/L.
DISCUSSION
Results of the present study indicated moderate agreement (Lin CCC, 0.77)
between the BHBA concentration as determined by standard laboratory methods (ie,
laboratory BHBA concentration) and the BHBA concentration as determined by use of a
handheld device (ie, device BHBA concentration). In another study, the BHBA
concentration as determined by the same handheld device as that used in the present
study was highly correlated (Pearson correlation coefficient, 0.95) with the BHBA
concentration as determined by standard laboratory methods (Iwersen et al., 2009).
However, in that study, a larger population of cows was evaluated, compared with that in
the present study, and all blood samples were collected from cows during the immediate
postpartum period when blood BHBA concentration is expected to be higher than that
during the prepartum period. The Pearson correlation coefficient does not account for
accuracy and may slightly overestimate the correlation, compared with the Lin CCC
(King and Chinchilli, 2001). Also, the BHBA concentration dataset for the present study
included 2 outliers that might have affected the Lin CCC because they were well outside
of the 95% limits of agreement on the Bland-Altman plot and occurred at fairly high
BHBA concentrations (Lin, 1989). The largest difference between the device BHBA
concentration and laboratory BHBA concentration for an individual cow was
approximately 2.0 mmol/L, which was unusual for the study population and may have
represented a reporting or sample-handling error.
The optimum cutoff for the prepartum device BHBA concentration for
identification of cows at risk of developing metabolic disturbance within 1 wk after
parturition was equivalent to that for prepartum laboratory BHBA concentration except
when the cutoff for the prepartum laboratory BHBA concentration was ≥ 0.8 mmol/L, at
which the optimum cutoff for the prepartum device BHBA concentration was
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≥ 0.7 mmol/L. When a prepartum laboratory BHBA concentration ≥ 0.8 mmol/L was
used as the gold standard for identification of cows that developed postpartum issues, a
device BHBA concentration ≥ 0.7 mmol/L had a sensitivity of 93%, whereas a device
BHBA concentration ≥ 0.8 mmol/L had a sensitivity of 79%; however, the specificity for
a device BHBA concentration ≥ 0.7 mmol/L (83%) was lower than the specificity for a
device BHBA concentration ≥ 0.8 mmol/L (93%). Generally, the cutoff used for
identification of cows at risk of developing postpartum consequences for the prepartum
device BHBA concentration can be interchanged with that for the prepartum laboratory
BHBA concentration. Although results of the present study suggested that a prepartum
device BHBA concentration cutoff of ≥ 0.7 mmol/L should be used when a prepartum
laboratory BHBA concentration ≥ 0.8 mmol/L is the chosen threshold, the cutoff chosen
for the prepartum device BHBA concentration should be made on the basis of whether
maximal sensitivity or specificity is desired. In the present study, only 23 of 210 (11%)
cows had prepartum BHBA concentrations ≥ 0.8 mmol/L, so small discrepancies
between the device and laboratory BHBA concentrations might be overrepresented. The
2 outlier prepartum BHBA concentrations were both > 0.8 mmol/L. Additional prepartum
blood samples with BHBA concentrations ≥ 0.8 mmol/L would need to be evaluated to
assess the extent of agreement between the device and laboratory BHBA concentrations
at high concentrations with greater precision.
For each laboratory BHBA concentration cutoff assessed (≥ 0.6, ≥ 0.7, and ≥ 0.8
mmol/L), the optimum cutoff for device BHBA concentration for the same purpose had a
sensitivity that ranged between 85% and 93% and specificity that ranged between 76%
and 87%. As the laboratory BHBA concentration increased, the specificity for the
optimum cutoff for the device BHBA concentration likewise increased, whereas the
sensitivity remained fairly stable. Results of the Bland-Altman analysis of the present
study indicated no bias between the device and laboratory BHBA concentrations; thus,
the application of a correction factor to the prepartum device BHBA concentration is not
necessary for interpretation. However, some consideration of the desired sensitivity and
specificity for the device BHBA concentration in conjunction with the purpose of testing
may be required.
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A novel finding of the present study was the fact that cows with a prepartum
device BHBA concentration ≥ 0.6 mmol/L had 2.2 times greater odds of developing HK
within 1 wk after parturition, compared with cows with a prepartum device BHBA
concentration < 0.6 mmol/L. The lack of a significant association between the
development of postpartum HK and prepartum device BHBA concentration cutoffs ≥ 0.7
or ≥ 0.8 mmol/L was likely caused by a lack of power because of the small number of
samples with BHBA concentrations that exceeded those cutoffs. A study in which the
proportion of cows with a prepartum device BHBA concentration ≥ 0.7 mmol/L is greater
than that of the present study is necessary to determine whether prepartum device BHBA
concentration cutoffs ≥ 0.7 and ≥ 0.8 mmol/L are associated with the development of
postpartum HK.
The substantial agreement between prepartum serum NEFA concentration and
prepartum BHBA concentration for identification of cows that develop HK within 1 wk
after parturition was surprising because NEFA and BHBA result from 2 separate biologic
processes. However, the prepartum NEFA and BHBA concentration cutoffs compared
are associated with postpartum disease and impaired performance (Chapinal et al., 2012).
Regardless, the results of the present study suggested that determination of prepartum
BHBA concentration by use of the handheld device is a convenient alternative to
determination of prepartum serum NEFA concentration by means of standard laboratory
methods for identification of dairy cows at risk of developing postpartum HK.
In the present study, prepartum device BHBA concentration was moderately
correlated with prepartum laboratory BHBA concentration, and the sensitivity and
specificity of prepartum device BHBA concentration cutoffs ≥ 0.6 mmol/L for
identification of cows at risk of developing HK during the first wk postpartum were good
when the gold standard was similar cutoffs for laboratory BHBA concentration. Thus, use
of the handheld device evaluated in this study is a valid method for the measurement of
BHBA concentration in prepartum dairy cows, and we recommend that a prepartum
BHBA concentration ≥ 0.7 mmol/L as determined by the handheld device be used as a
cutoff for identification of cows at risk of developing postpartum issues. The use of this
valid and cost-effective tool for identification of cows at risk of developing postpartum
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HK should aid in the development and monitoring of health management programs and
improve the timeliness of interventions such as the initiation of propylene glycol
administration at the time of parturition.
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Table 3.1. Area under the ROC curve, sensitivity, specificity, and associated 95% CIs for the optimum
cutoff of prepartum BHBA concentration determined by use of a handheld device (device BHBA
concentration) when compared with various cutoffs of prepartum BHBA concentration determined by
use of standard laboratory methods (laboratory BHBA concentration; gold standard) to identify dairy
cows at risk of developing hyperketonemia (BHBA concentration ≥ 1.2 mmol/L) during the first wk
postpartum.!
Laboratory
BHBA threshold
(mmol/L)
0.6

Optimum device
BHBA threshold
(mmol/L)
0.6

Area under the
ROC curve (CI95%) Sensitivity (CI95%)
0.90 (0.86 to 0.95) 0.91 (0.80 to 0.97)

Specificity (CI95%)
0.76 (0.68 to 0.82)

0.7

0.7

0.93 (0.88 to 0.99)

0.85 (0.65 to 0.96)

0.87 0.81 to 0.92)

0.8

0.7

0.93 (0.84 to 1.00)

0.93 (0.66 to 0.99)

0.83 (0.77 to 0.89)

Blood samples were obtained from 210 dairy cows from 6 herds in Ontario, Canada between 3 and 9 d prior to their expected calving date.
The χ2-square for each BHBA cut point comparison was significant using a Wald’s test (P < 0.001).
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Table 3.2 Level of agreement beyond chance (κ statistic) between various cutoffs for
prepartum serum NEFA concentration and prepartum BHBA concentration as determined by
either standard laboratory methods or a handheld device for identification of cows at risk of
developing postpartum hyperketonemia.
Serum NEFA
concentration cutoff
(mEq/L)
0.4
0.5

κ
BHBA concentration
cutoff (mmol/L)
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.6
0.7
0.8

Laboratory

Handheld device

0.40
0.26
0.39
0.39
0.56
0.62

0.27
0.36
0.49
0.18
0.40
0.64

A κ between 0 and 0.2 indicates slight agreement, between > 0.2 and 0.4 indicates fair agreement, between > 0.4 and 0.6 indicates moderate
agreement, between > 0.6 and 0.8 indicates substantial agreement, and between > 0.8 and 1.0 indicates almost perfect agreement. See Table
1 for remainder of key.!
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Figure 3.1. Proportion of cows with prepartum BHBA concentrations as determined by use
of a handheld device < 0.6 mmol/L (white bars), between 0.6 and < 0.7 mmol/L (light gray
bars), between 0.7 and < 0.8 mmol/L (dark gray bars), and ≥ 0.8 mmol/L (black bars) for
each of 6 free stall–housed dairy herds in Ontario, Canada and for the total study population.
For each herd from May through August, 2013, a blood sample was obtained from each cow
between 3 and 9 d before its predicted calving date. Blood samples were obtained from 210
cows (46 cows from herd A, 39 cows from herd B, 28 cows from herd C, 30 cows from herd
D, 49 cows from herd E, and 18 cows from herd F).
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Figure 3.2. Bland-Altman plot of prepartum BHBA concentration as determined by a
handheld device and standard laboratory methods for the cows of Figure 1. Each circle
represents the results for 1 cow. The mean and 95% limits of agreement for the difference
between the BHBA concentration as determined by the handheld device and the BHBA
concentration as determined by standard laboratory methods are represented by the middle
and outer horizontal lines, respectively. Each circle outlined with a square indicates an outlier
measurement. See Figure 1 for remainder of key.
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CHAPTER 4:
INVESTIGATING THE WITHIN-HERD PREVALENCE AND RISK FACTORS
FOR KETOSIS IN DAIRY CATTLE IN ONTARIO AS DIAGNOSED BY THE
TEST-DAY CONCENTRATION OF ß-HYDROXYBUTYRATE IN MILK
ABSTRACT
A large-scale observational study was conducted to estimate the within-herd
prevalence and cow-level risk factors for ketosis in dairy cattle in herds that participate in
a dairy herd improvement association (DHIA) program. Ketosis (KET) was diagnosed as
milk ß-hydroxybutyrate ≥ 0.15 mmol/L at first DHIA test when tested within the first 30
days in milk (DIM). Seven hundred and ninety-one herds providing at least 61 first milk
tests from June 2014 to December 2015 were used to estimate the provincial within-herd
prevalence of KET. All herds on DHIA in Ontario (n=3042) were used to construct cowlevel multi-level logistic regression models to investigate the association of DHIA
collected variables with the odds of KET at first DHIA milk test. Primiparous (PP) and
multiparous (MP) animals were modeled independently. The cow-level KET prevalence
in Ontario was 21%, with an average within-herd prevalence of 21% (SD = 10.6) for
dairy herds enrolled in a DHIA program. The prevalence of KET had a distinct
seasonality with the lowest prevalence occurring from July to November. Automatic
milking systems (AMS) were associated with increased within-herd prevalence, as well
as increased odds of KET in MP animals at first test (OR: 1.46;
CI95: 1.30 to 1.63). Jersey cattle had 1.4 times higher odds of KET than Holstein cattle.
Milk yield > 26 kg/d and milk fat > 4.8% at the last test of the previous lactation were
associated with decreased odds of KET in the current lactation (ORyield: 0.55;
CI95: 0.52 to 0.57; ORfat%: 0.83; CI95: 0.79 to 0.87). Increased days dry and longer calving
intervals, for MP animals, and older age at first calving for PP animals increased the odds
of KET at first test. This study confirms previous findings that increased days dry, longer
calving intervals and increased age at first calving are associated with increased odds of
KET and is the first report of increased KET in herds with AMS and in relation to milk
yield and fat percent at the final test of the previous lactation. Feeding management on
AMS herds likely contributes to the increased prevalence of KET and further work is
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required to investigate modifications to current management to minimize risk. Milk yield
and fat during the previous lactation may be representative of energy partitioning.
INTRODUCTION
Ketosis (KET), diagnosed by ketones in blood, milk or urine, has been established
as a costly disease for the dairy industry even at subclinical levels (McArt et al., 2015).
Ketosis prevention and disease management require knowledge of within-herd
prevalence and management factors that contribute to the risk of disease. Several crosssectional prevalence studies of KET have been conducted in Europe (Berge and
Vertenten, 2014; Suther et al., 2013; Vanholder et al., 2015), in grazing herds in New
Zealand (Compton et al., 2014) and Argentina (Garro et al., 2014), in Iran (Asl et al.,
2011) and in Jordon (Al-Rawashdeh, 1999). Recent North American KET prevalence and
incidence estimates are based on few herds, often convenience samples, obtained during
clinical trials of treatment of KET (McArt, et al., 2012; Gordon, 2013). A study of 92
convenience-sampled dairy herds across Ontario, Canada was completed in 1992
(Duffield et al., 1997), however the herds at the time were mostly component-fed, tiestall herds. The landscape of the dairy industry in Ontario has changed in the last 24 y to
include over 26% free-stall herds and 7% herds with Automated Milking Systems (AMS;
Canadian Dairy Commision, 2015). The Dairy Herd Improvement Association (DHIA;
CanWest DHI, Guelph ON) introduced the Ketoscreen milk BHBA test (MilkoScan
FT600, Foss Analytical A/S, Hillerød, Denmark) in June 2014. The KET or
hyperketolactia threshold in use by DHIA was milk BHBA
≥ 0.15 mmol/L. The optimal threshold based on association with clinically relevant
outcomes has not been established. Test-day BHBA and milk production measurements
were available for 80% of all herds across the province. The province of Ontario accounts
for one third of the dairy herds in Canada. The herds on DHIA encompass a range in herd
sizes, breeds, barn types and milking systems, which provide an opportunity to explore
the association of these variables to herd-level and cow-level KET prevalence.
Over-conditioned cows, body condition score (BCS) ≥ 3.5, or being above the
median for BCS, at calving, is associated with an increased risk of KET in early lactation
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(Gillund et al, 2001; McArt et al., 2015). Recording BCS routinely pre-calving can be
used to identify animals at a higher risk for KET in the next lactation. Not only is BCS
measurement subjective, it requires consistent recording to be useful, which has not been
adopted on many herds. It has been suggested that milk fat production in late lactation
could be a surrogate measure for conditioning (Locke, personal communication). Cattle
that partition fat into milk may be less likely to deposit fat in body stores. It may be
possible to utilize measures other than BCS in late lactation, such as milk fat percentage,
to identify cows at-risk for KET in the next lactation.
The objectives of this work were to: 1) define a milk BHBA threshold for use
with the DHIA milk BHBA test based on the effect on first test milk production, 2)
estimate the population level and within-herd prevalence of KET for dairy herds in
Ontario, 3) investigate herd-level variables associated with the within-herd KET
prevalence, and 4) investigate herd-level and cow-level variables associated with having
KET for PP and MP cows independently. We hypothesized that higher milk fat
percentage or fat yield in the previous lactation would be associated with decreased odds
of KET in MP animals.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A dataset of test-day information from all Ontario herds enrolled in a DHIA
program (Canwest DHI, Guelph, ON Canada) from June 2014 to December 2015 was
compiled. Ketosis was determined based on milk BHBA (Ketoscreen test, MilkoScan
FT600, Foss Analytical A/S, Hillerød, Denmark) at first DHIA test when the first test
occurred before 30 DIM. Milk samples were collected through routine DHIA testing,
preserved with bronopol tablets (Brotab, Systems Plus, Baden, ON, Canada), and
transported to the CanWest DHI laboratory in Guelph, ON. The number of KET positive
tests were compared with all tests performed before 30 DIM to determine the KET
prevalence on Ontario dairy herds enrolled in a DHIA program. Subgroups were formed
to explore the variation in prevalence by DIM and season at first test. The most recent
test was retained if animals had multiple first tests over the 19 mo test period to avoid
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violating the model assumption of independence. Samples that were recorded as
abnormal by the DHIA laboratory were excluded from analysis (n = 2200).
Different variables and risk factors were relevant for primiparous (PP) compared
with multiparous (MP) cows. Prepartum management factors of interest for MP cows
included dry period length and calving interval, whereas age at first calving was of
interest for PP animals. Multiparous cows also had milk production data from previous
lactations that could be included as possible risk factors for KET in the current lactation.
Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were conducted in SAS (SAS 9.3, SAS Institute, Cary
NC). For all models univariable associations were offered to the multivariable models if
P ≥ 0.05. All variables with a significant univariable association with the outcome were
examined for collinearity. A single variable was selected based on biological plausibility
if two variables had correlation ≥ 0.6 on Spearman Rank (categorical) or Pearson
(continuous) correlation coefficients. Quadratic terms were examined for all continuous
predictor variables and retained if significant to fulfill the assumption of linearity. The
final multivariable models were constructed using backwards stepwise elimination.
Variables were retained in the multivariable model if P < 0.01 or if removal of the
variable changed other variables’ estimates by 20% or more indicating evidence of
confounding. The amount of unexplained variation at the herd level, the intra-class
correlation coefficient (ICC), was calculated using a latent-variable approach (Dohoo et
al., 2009). All variables of interest are described in Table 4.1.
Milk BHBA Threshold. In order to establish a threshold for KET based on the
DHIA milk BHBA test, a multi-level linear regression model was constructed using first
test milk yield (kg/d) as the outcome of interest and different thresholds of milk BHBA at
first test as the dichotomous explanatory variable of interest, similar to Duffield et al.,
(2009). The thresholds of milk BHBA evaluated were: 0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, 0.2,
0.22, 0.25 and 0.28 mmol/L based on the commonly recommended cut points ≥ 0.1 and ≥
0.2 mmol/L milk BHBA using semi-quantitative milk strips (Geishauser et al., 2000;
Samiei et al., 2010). The potential confounding effect of DIM at first test, season of test,
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parity and breed were evaluated. Herd was included as a random effect. The lowest
threshold with a negative estimate for milk yield and a P ≤ 0.05 was chosen as the
threshold for KET.
Within-herd Prevalence. A linear regression model was constructed to explore
factors associated with within-herd KET prevalence, including herds with ≥ 61 tests over
the sampling period (n=791). The required number of tests was determined using a
proportion estimation sample size calculation assuming a within-herd prevalence of 20%
(Duffield et al., 1997), with 95% confidence, 80% power and a precision of 10% around
the estimate. To investigate the association of herd-level factors with the within-herd
KET prevalence a linear regression model was constructed with the within-herd KET
prevalence as the outcome, using PROC GLM. Residuals were examined for normality
and the assumption of homoscedasticity. Homoscedasticity was confirmed with the
Cook-Weisberg test. To satisfy the assumption of normality, the outcome of within-herd
KET prevalence was transformed by taking the square root.
Risk Factors for Ketosis in Primiparous and Multiparous Animals. All herds
were eligible to be included in the cow-level models (n=3042). Two multi-level logistic
regression models were constructed to determine factors associated with having KET at
first DHIA test for PP (n = 57,966) and MP animals (n = 107,231) independently, with
herd included as a random effect. Primiparous animals were excluded if age at first
calving was < 550 d or > 1000 d to avoid including animals with incorrect calving age or
incorrectly classified as PP (n = 2433). Multiparous animals were excluded if last test fat
percentage < 1.5, previous lactation yield < 2000 kg, days dry > 365 d, or calving interval
< 330 d to exclude those with unrepresentative or erroneous values (n = 7093).
RESULTS
Milk BHBA Threshold
The lowest milk BHBA threshold that was associated with decreased milk
production was BHBA ≥ 0.15 mmol/L. After controlling for parity, breed, season and
DIM at first test, having milk BHBA ≥ 0.15 mmol/L was associated with 1.0 kg/d lower
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milk production (P ≤ 0.001). The threshold associated with lower production is
equivalent to the threshold currently employed by DHIA for KET diagnosis.

Descriptive
The overall prevalence of KET in Ontario based on 165,197 observations was
21%. The majority (93%) of the milk BHBA tests came from Holstein cows with 5%
from Jerseys and the remaining 2% from Guernsey, Ayrshire, Brown Swiss, Milking
Shorthorn and other cattle (Table 4.1). The prevalence was the highest (27%;
95% Confidence Interval (CI95): 26% to 28%) for cattle tested on 6 and 7 DIM.
Prevalence decreased with increasing DIM, to 16% for cattle tested at 27 and 30 DIM
(Figure 4.1a). Separating the prevalence of KET by PP and MP illustrated a parity effect
(Figure 4.1b). The prevalence of KET for PP animals was highest for those tested at 5
DIM and the prevalence followed a steady decline. The peak prevalence of KET for MP
animals was at 11 and 12 DIM. Prevalence also varied by season (Figure 4.2); summer
(20%; CI95%: 19.6 to 20.3) and autumn (18%; CI95%: 17.3 to 17.9) had lower KET
prevalence when compared to winter (26%; CI95%: 25.5 to 26.5) and spring (25%;
CI95%: 24.5 to 25.4).
The average within-herd KET prevalence in dairy herds in Ontario was 21%
(SD = 10.7) (Figure 4.3) based on each herd’s average prevalence between June 2014 and
December 2015. Within-herd KET prevalence ranged from 0% to 59%. A subset of herds
(791) was used for the within-herd prevalence estimate. To be included in the within-herd
prevalence estimate, herds were required to have a minimum of 61 animals with a DHIA
test occurring within the first 30 DIM. Twenty-six percent of the herds included in the
main database had ≥ 61 animal tests. For those included in the within-herd prevalence
estimate, the number of first tests per herd over the 19 mo period ranged from 61 to 710,
with a mean of 113 (SD = 76). The herd demographics between the main dataset and the
within-herd prevalence subset differed. The average lactating herd size for those included
in the within-herd KET prevalence estimate (791 herds) was 127 cows (SD = 99; range
39 to 1184) compared to 68 cows (SD = 62; range 4 to 1184) for all herds in the complete
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database. The full dataset had a higher proportion of tie-stall herds (62%) compared to
the herds included in the within-herd prevalence estimation (30%) (Table 4.1). The
proportion of free-stall herds was lower in the complete dataset (28 %) than in the
within-herd prevalence dataset (60 %).
Within-herd prevalence
In univariable analysis, barn type (P = 0.03), having AMS (P < 0.001), having
more than 33% of tests during the summer (P < 0.001), proportion of first parity animals
(P = 0.002), and average herd M305 (P = 0.01) were associated with the transformed
within-herd KET prevalence. Predominant breed (P = 0.11), herd size (P = 0.46),
average DIM at first test (P = 0.57) and average herd parity (P = 0.59) were not
associated with the within-herd prevalence. Two variables were retained in the
multivariable linear regression model; having AMS (P < 0.001) and having more than
33% of first tests in the summer (P < 0.001). Herds with more tests occurring in the
summer were were estimated to have a 2% lower within-herd KET prevalence. Herds
with AMS were estimated to have a 5% increase in within-herd prevalence of KET
(Table 4.3).
Risk Factors for Ketosis in Primiparous and Multiparous Animals
Several variables associated with KET at first DHIA milk tests were similar in PP
and MP animals (Tables 4.4 and 4.5). Month of test and DIM at first test were associated
with KET in all parities. The highest prevalence of KET for both groups occurred in May
and February. The odds of KET at first test were lowest in October, compared to June.
The odds of KET remained low from July through November. In both groups DIM at
first test was associated with KET, with the odds of KET at first test decreasing as DIM
increased. The odds of KET were 2.57 (CI95: 2.42 to 2.73) times greater for PP and 1.45
(CI95: 1.40 to 1.50) times greater for MP animals that had milk sampled in the first 2 wk
of lactation compared to those sampled in the fourth wk.
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Breed was associated with KET at first DHIA test in both parity models. Jerseys
had odds of KET 1.45 (CI95 PP: 1.23 to 1.72; CI95MP: 1.30 to 1.63) times greater than
Holsteins, for PP and MP animals respectively.
The herd average M305 was associated with the odds of KET in PP and MP
animals but the direction of the relationship differed. The lowest 25% of herds had an
average herd M305 below 8,136 kg. Having a herd average M305 above the median
compared to the lowest quartile in PP animals decreased the odds of KET by from 0.83
(CI95: 0.73 to 0.94) to 0.73 (CI95: 0.64 to 0.83). In MP animals, having a herd average
M305 in the lowest quartile was protective for KET when compared to animals in herds
with higher average M305. Multiparous animals from herds with the highest herd average
M305 had the highest odds of KET compared to the lowest quartile (OR: 1.28; CI95: 1.17
to 1.40). The ICC at the herd-level for PP animals was 16%, whereas the ICC for MP
animals at the herd-level was 10% based on the null models.
Contrary to the herd average milk production, increased milk yield at the last
DHIA test of the previous lactation was associated with decreased odds of KET at the
first DHIA test of the current lactation for MP animals (Table 4.5). Animals producing
≥ 26 kg of milk at the last test of the previous lactation had odds of KET of 0.54
(CI95: 0.52 to 0.57) compared to animals that produced < 16 kg. After controlling for
milk yield, the fat percentage at the last milk test of the previous lactation was also
associated with KET risk for MP animals. Producing a higher milk fat percentage at the
last test of the previous lactation also decreased the odds of KET in the current lactation.
Animals with ≥ 4.82 % fat had reduced odds of KET (OR: 0.77; CI95: 0.73 to 0.81)
compared to those that produced < 3.87% (lowest quartile).
The number of days dry was associated with the odds of KET at first test, with the
odds of KET increasing with increasing days dry (Table 4.5). Similarly, when compared
to a 12 mo calving interval, a calving interval between 13 and 15 mo was associated with
1.39 times greater odds of KET (CI95: 1.33 to 1.45), and if the calving interval was
> 15 mo the odds increased to 1.95 times (CI95: 1.86 to 2.04). For PP animals, age at first
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calving ≥ 25 mo increased the odds of KET to 1.41 fold (CI95: 1.33 to 1.49) relative to
first calving < 25 mo.
Herd size and barn type were not associated with KET at first test for either parity
group. However, having AMS was significantly associated with KET at first test for MP
animals (OR: 1.45; CI95: 1.30 to 1.63). Being in an AMS herd was not associated with
KET for PP animals.
DISCUSSION
Overall KET prevalence at first DHIA test before 30 DIM was 21%, which is
similar to a recent European estimate of 21.8% based on blood BHBA ≥ 1.2 mmol/L
sampled from 2 to 15 DIM (Suthar et al., 2013). Another recent European study
conducted in the Netherlands estimated an overall KET prevalence of over 58% when
testing animals 7 to 14 DIM using serum BHBA (Vanholder et al., 2015). Berge and
Vertenten (2014) also reported a high overall prevalence of KET in Europe of 39%, when
using the KetoTest milk strip (Ketolac test strip; Sanwa Kagaku Kenkyusho Co. Ltd.,
Nagoya, Japan) once between 7 and 21 DIM for diagnosis. The KET prevalence in a
previous cross-sectional survey of 92 dairy farms in Ontario in the early 1990s was 20%
(Duffield et al., 1997). Although the majority of the herds at that time were tie-stall and
component-fed, the prevalence of KET in the present study was very similar. Different
management strategies will impact the prevalence of KET. For example, a lower KET
prevalence, 8.5% (Compton et al., 2014) and 10.3% (Garro et al., 2014), was reported
for grazing herds in New Zealand and Argentina, respectively. The difference in
prevalence between confinement (or partial confinement) herds and grazing herds likely
represents a difference in management systems and milk yield. The large variation in
estimated KET prevalences across various studies may represent some variability in test
methods and thresholds, but also may be due to differences in KET prevention and
management strategies.
The average within-herd KET prevalence for dairy herds in Ontario based on first
test DHIA milk BHBA was 21%. The within-herd prevalence in this study was lower
than the within-herd prevalence reported for European herds (43%) (Berge and
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Vertenten, 2014). Herds in the European study preferential selected herds that did not
utilize KET monitoring or prevention programs, whereas the herds in the current study
may include both those that do and do not have KET prevention strategies in place.
The prevalence of KET was highest in May, with decreased KET prevalence
occurring from July to November. We expected to see an increased prevalence during the
warmer months of July and August, however, European studies have reported a similar
higher prevalence in Spring (Suthar et al., 2013; Berge and Vertenten, 2014; Vanholder et
al., 2015). Factors that may impact the prevalence of KET seasonaly could be related to
feed quality, amount of butyrate in feed or reduced labor spent on fresh cow programs
due to more time-sensitive concerns (e.g. planting). More work is required to investigate
the reason for KET prevalence seasonality.
The peak KET prevalence occurred at 6 and 7 DIM and decreased up to 30 DIM.
This finding is consistent with previous work, indicating a higher prevalence in the first 2
wk of lactation (Duffield et al., 1997; McArt et al., 2012; Rasmussen et al., 1999). Our
results suggest that KET prevalence peaks 1 to 2 d later than what was reported by McArt
et al. (2012) where KET prevalence peaked at 5 DIM, however DHIA does not test
animals < 5 DIM and testing protocols may have prevented finding KET at earlier DIM.
Primiparous animals peaked at 5 DIM and then dropped quickly. The proportion of PP to
MP animals may change the timing of peak prevalence. The pattern of prevalence of
KET for PP and MP animals was similar to the result described by Santschi et al. (2014).
The reason for the difference in peak timing is unclear and warrants further investigation.
While older European (Andersson and Emanuelson, 1985) and Canadian (Martin and
Dohoo, 1984) studies indicated a peak incidence of KET at 3 to 4 wk in lactation, a later
peak in prevalence was not observed in the current population (Andersson and
Emanuelson, 1985; Martin and Dohoo, 1984). The difference in timing compared to
older studies likely represents a change in the ability to manage negative energy balance
as lactation progresses past the first few weeks.
Breed influences KET prevalence. Jersey cattle had higher odds of KET at first
DHIA test compared to Holsteins. A difference in KET prevalence between other breeds
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has been illustrated in previous literature. Another Canadian prevalence study
demonstrated a higher KET prevalence in Jersey and Canadienne cattle than Holsteins
(Santschi et al., 2014). Andersson and Emanuelson (1985) reported that Swedish Red and
White had higher milk acetone concentrations than Swedish Friesians. Another European
study (Berge and Vertenten, 2014) found no association between breed and KET
prevalence, however, the study cited lack of variation in breed as one reason for the lack
of difference between herds. Further work is required to determine the relevance of
elevated KET prevalence in breeds other than Holsteins and whether previously
determined KET thresholds based on disease risk are consistent across breeds.
In PP animals, age at first calving ≥ 25 mo increased the odds of KET at first
DHIA test, similar to previous work by Gordon (2013) who found that calving greater
than 24 mo increased the risk of KET by 1.7 times. Gordon (2013) also reported
increased risk of KET with increasing days dry. Gordon (2013) categorized days dry into
2 groups, in the current study we reported days dry in quartiles and demonstrated, not
only an increase in the odds of KET when days dry were between 56 and 72 d, but that
the odds of KET were even greater when days dry were > 72 d.
Rasmussen et al., (1999) found that higher previous lactation M305 was
associated with higher odds of KET in the current lactation. Gordon (2013) found no
association between previous lactation M305 and the risk of KET in early lactation in 4
American dairy herds. Interestingly, previous lactation total milk yield (kg) was
significant in the univariable analysis in the current study. However when accounting for
calving interval, the previous lactation total milk yield (kg) was no longer a significant
predictor. Having a longer calving interval was associated with higher odds of KET.
Although total previous lactation milk yield was not associated with KET in our study,
milk yield at the last DHIA test of the previous lactation was associated with KET.
Multiparous animals with higher milk yield at last test had lower odds of KET at first
DHIA test of the current lactation, which is opposite to what was expected. As well as
having higher milk yield, having a higher milk fat percentage was also associated with
reduced odds of KET at first test. It is possible that producing more milk with higher fat
content indicates that dietary energy is being partitioned to lactation rather than deposited
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as adipose tissue. Higher body condition prepartum is associated with KET postpartum
(Gillund et al., 2001; McArt et al., 2013). We did not have BCS data in this study and
further work would be required to confirm this hypothesis and to examine the association
between last test milk yield, last test milk fat percentage and BCS or body fat
composition.
The odds of KET at first DHIA test were increased for PP animals in the lowest
quartile for average herd M305. In MP animals, the association of average herd M305
and KET at first test were in the opposite direction. In PP animals, average herd milk
production may be a surrogate measure for management. The PP variation at the herd
level was higher than the herd-level variation of MP animals, suggesting that with
increasing parity there are more cow-level factors impacting the risk of KET. Average
herd milk production may also be affected by the KET prevalence of the herd, and may
be a situation of reverse causation. A higher prevalence of KET within the herd may
decrease the overall herd-average milk production, but also increase an individual’s odds
of having KET.
Herds with AMS were associated with both higher within-herd KET prevalence
and higher odds of KET at first DHIA test for MP animals. This relationship has not been
previously reported. There are several differences between AMS herds and parlour or
pipeline milking systems including milking frequency and feeding management.
Providing some of the dietary intake through pelleted feed may contribute to KET. Berge
and Vertenten (2014), reported herds with a partial mixed ration had the highest KET
prevalence at 50% compared to 33% for component fed herds and 36% for TMR fed
herds. Automatic milking system herds allow more frequent milkings, contributing to an
increased milk yield (Jacobs and Siegford, 2012; Wagner-Storch and Palmer, 2003), an
increase in yield in early lactation may also increase the magnitude of negative energy
balance and may increase the odds of KET. Milking system was not associated with KET
for PP animals. One potential reason for the difference between MP and PP animals
could be that much of transition management occurs prior to lactation, PP animals are
reared similarly in both AMS and non-AMS herds reducing the difference between
groups in the odds of KET in early lactation. There are also ~1/2 the number of PP
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animals compared to MP and with a small proportion of herds (7%) having AMS, there
may not have been enough observations to detect a difference in PP animals.
One of the main limitations of this work was that the within-herd KET prevalence
estimate is based on a small subset (26%) of the herds on DHIA in Ontario. The
exclusion of herds was based on the number of DHIA tests within the first 30 DIM to
provide a reasonably precise estimate of herd-level prevalence. The decision was made to
include only herds with 61 tests or more to estimate within-herd prevalence. The herd
demographics of the complete set of herds compared to those included in the within-herd
prevalence calculation differed (Table 4.2). The average herd size was much larger in the
reduced dataset and the proportion of tie-stall herds was reduced by 50%. The complete
set of herds had a lower M305 milk yield. However, barn type, herd size and M305 were
not associated with KET postpartum in any of the models, including the cow-level
models that incorporated all herds in the dataset. The lack of association in the cow-level
models suggests that it does not likely have a large impact on the within-herd prevalence
estimates. The sample includes DHIA herds only, which may provide a source of bias.
Almost 80% of herds in Ontario, Canada are enrolled in DHIA
The frequency of DHIA sampling (every 4-5 wk) meant that many cows would
not be tested within the critical time period of the first 2 wk in lactation. The impact of
the sampling frequency of the DHIA tests on the within-herd prevalence estimate
compared to a within-herd prevalence of a more regular on-farm monitoring program will
likely underestimate the within-herd prevalence slightly. The impact of the testing
scheme is variable depending on the calving pattern and herd size. If calvings were
equally distributed across 5 wk then the DHIA testing scheme would test 2/5 cows in the
critical period. Thirty-nine percent of cows in this dataset were tested within the first 2
wk of lactation, and 66% of cows tested by 21 DIM. In addition, the reduced frequency
of sampling could potentially reduce the sensitivity to detect risk factors for KET or lead
to a reduced magnitude of effect for those risk factors identified. Although all herds
included in the study were DHIA, the sample represents almost 80% of the herds in
Ontario, Canada.
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CONCLUSIONS
The overall prevalence of KET of cows and the average within-herd prevalence
on Ontario dairy farms enrolled in a DHIA milk program was 21%. Due to the large
number of records available, previously unreported associations with the prevalence of
KET could be explored. Barn type and herd size had no association with herd-level
prevalence or the cow-level odds of KET on dairy farms in Ontario enrolled in a DHIA
program. A marked seasonal effect on KET prevalence and individual risk was present
with the lowest KET prevalence occurring from July to November. This is the first report
of higher within-herd KET prevalence and increased odds of KET in MP animals in AMS
herds. Future work should investigate the potential mechanism for this increase in KET
and indicate areas where management should be adjusted. The decreased odds of KET in
MP animals with high milk yield and milk fat percentage at the final DHIA test of the
previous lactation has not been previously documented. Future work should investigate
the association between last test milk yield and fat percentage and BCS or body fat
composition, with the potential to use last test milk yield and fat percentage as an
indicator for cows at risk for KET in the next lactation.
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Table 4.1. Variables included in examination of risk factors for within-herd prevalence of ketosis (milk BHBA ≥
0.15 mmol/L) at first DHIA milk test for dairy herds in Ontario, Canada on a DHIA program. Prevalence was
modeled separately for parity 1 and parity ≥ 2.
Variable
Herd size†§!

Description
< 50 cows
50 to 100 cows (Referent)
100 to 200 cows
> 200 cows
Barn type‡†§!
Free stall (Referent)
Tie stall
Other
Automatic Milking System‡†§!
No (Referent)
Yes
‡
Predominant breed
Holstein (Referent)
(> 50% of cows in the herd)!
Jersey
Other
Animal breed*†§!
Holstein (Referent)
Jersey
Other
Parity*§!
Parity = 1
Parity = 2 (Referent)
Parity ≥ 3
Mean herd parity‡!
Mean herd parity of all test cows
‡
Proportion of parity = 1 !
Percent of tested herd in parity 1
Proportion of parity = 2‡!
Percent of tested herd in parity 2!
Proportion of parity ≥ 3‡!
Percent of tested herd in parity ≥ 3!
Season of Test*!
Winter: December 22 to March 21
Spring (Referent): March 22 to June 21
Summer: June 22 to September 21
Autumn: September 22 to December 21
‡
Seasonal distribution !
Proportion of tests occurring in each season (cateogorized above and
below the median):
< 33%
≥ 33%
Test Year†§!
2014 or 2015
Month of first test†§!
Categorized by month (Referent = May)
Mean DIM at first test‡!
DIM at first test averaged across the herd
*†§
DIM at first test !
Categorized:
< 14 DIM
14 to 21 DIM
> 21 DIM (Referent)
Calving interval§!
Categorized by quartile for parity ≥ 2:
11 mo to 12 mo
12 mo to 13 mo (Referent)
13 mo to 15 mo
> 15 mo
Days dry§
Days dry in the previous lactation for parity ≥ 2 categorized by quartile:
< 45 d
45 d to 56 d (Referent)
56 d to 72 d
72 d to 365 d
* Included in milk BHBA threshold models
‡
Included in Within-herd KET prevalence univariable analysis and multi-level linear regression model
† Included in the KET at first test for parity=1 univariable analysis and multi-level logistic regression model
§ Included in the KET at first test for parity ≥ 2 univariable analysis and multi-level logistic regression model
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Table 4.1 (continued). Variables included in examination of risk factors for within-herd prevalence of ketosis
(milk BHBA ≥ 0.15 mmol/L) at first DHIA milk test for dairy herds in Ontario, Canada on a DHIA program. Prevalence was
modeled separately for parity 1 and parity ≥ 2.
Variable
Herd Average M305‡

Description
Categorized by quartile:
< 8,648 kg (Referent)
8,649 kg to 9,256 kg
9,257 kg to 9,810 kg
> 9,810 kg

Herd Average M305†§

Categorized by quartile:
< 8,136 kg (Referent)
8,136 kg to 8,913 kg
8,913 kg to 9,575 kg
> 9,575 kg

Previous milk yield§

Total milk yield (kg) of the previous lactation for parity ≥ 2 categorized by quartile:
> 8660 kg (Referent)
8660 kg to 10,386 kg
10,386 kg to 12,301 kg
> 12,301 kg

Milk yield at last test§

Milk yield at the final DHIA test of the previous lactation
> 16 kg
16 kg to 21 kg
21 kg to 26 kg
≥ 26 kg
Percent fat at last test of previous lactation for parity ≥ 2 categorized by quartile:
1.5% to 3.9%
3.9% to 4.3%
4.3% to 4.8%
> 4.8%

Previous fat percentage§

* Included in milk BHBA threshold models
‡
Included in within-herd KET prevalence univariable analysis and multi-level linear regression model
† Included in the KET at first test for parity=1 univariable analysis and multi-level logistic regression model
§ Included in the KET at first test for parity ≥ 2 univariable analysis and multi-level logistic regression model
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Table 4.2. Herd demographics of all Ontario dairy herds enrolled in a DHIA program
collected from June 2014 to December 2015 compared to those herds with ≥ 61 first test
observations over the same period.
Variable
Number of herds

All herds
3,042

Herds with ≥ 61 test days
791

Number of cows

165,197

89,315

Mean (median) number of
lactating cows

67.6 (50.5)

126.7 (99.1)

Mean (median) number of first DHIA tests
per herd

54.3 (40.5)

112.9 (89.0)

868 (28)
1,877 (62)
297 (10)

476 (60)
233 (30)
82 (10)

200 (7)

91 (11)

Breed number (%) of cows
Holstein
Jersey
Other

154,095 (93)
7,518 (5)
3,583 (2)

85,000 (95)
2,950 (3)
1,365 (2)

Average DIM at first test

17.4 (SE = 0.03)

17.4 (SE = 0.03)

Average M305 (kg)

8,759 (SE = 22)

9,127 (SE = 37)

Average F305 (kg)

233 (SE = 0.60)

246 (SE = 1.1)

Barn type by number (%) of herds
Free stall
Tie stall
Other
Number (%) of herds with an automatic
milking system
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Table 4.3. Final linear regression model of factors associated with the square root of the
within-herd prevalence of ketosis (milk BHBA ≥ 0.15 mmol/L) for 155,671 cows in 791
herds in Ontario with ≥ 61 DHIA tests within 30 days in milk.
Variable
Automatic milking system
No
Yes
Proportion of tests in summer
< 33%
≥ 33%

!
!

Estimate

Standard Error

CI95%

P Value

Ref
0.44

0.13

0.19 to 0.69

<0.001

Ref
-0.24

0.08

-0.4 to -0.07

<0.001
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Table 4.4. Final logistic regression model of factors associated with ketosis (milk
BHBA ≥ 0.15 mmol/L) for 55,533 first parity cows in 2,984 herds in Ontario. Herd was
included as a random effect.
Variable
Breed
Holstein
Jersey
Other

N with KET (%)

Estimate

Standard Error

OR

CI95%

P Value

7,823 (15)
472 (21)
175 (16)

Ref
0.37
-0.19

0.09
0.12

1.45
0.83

1.23 to 1.72
0.78 to 1.02

< 0.001
0.10

Month of testing
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

683 (18)
701 (20)
726 (18)
738 (18)
790 (20)
685 (18)
831 (16)
668 (12)
690 (11)
724 (11)
725 (12)
509 (18)

-0.11
0.02
-0.14
-0.12
Ref
-0.07
-0.20
-0.58
-0.66
-0.68
-0.63
-0.11

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06

0.90
1.02
0.87
0.88

0.79 to 1.02
0.90 to 1.16
0.77 to 0.98
0.78 to 1.00

0.09
0.73
0.02
0.05

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.07

0.93
0.82
0.56
0.52
0.51
0.53
0.90

0.82 to 1.05
0.73 to 0.92
0.50 to 0.63
0.46 to 0.58
0.45 to 0.58
0.47 to 0.60
0.78 to 1.02

0.25
0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.10

DIM at first test
< 14
14 to 21
22 to 30

4,228 (22)
2,322 (13)
1,920 (10)

0.94
0.30
Ref

0.03
0.03

2.57
1.35

2.42 to 2.73
1.27 to 1.45

< 0.001
< 0.001

Age at calving (mo)
< 25
25 to 33

3,568 (13)
4,902 (17)

Ref
0.34

0.03

1.41

1.33 to 1.49

< 0.001

Herd average M305 (kg)
< 8,136
8,136 to 8,913
8,913 to 9,575
> 9,575

1,667 (19)
2,254 (16)
2,335 (15)
2,212 (13)

Ref
-0.10
-0.20
-0.32

0.07
0.07
0.07

0.91
0.82
0.73

0.80 to 1.03
0.72 to 0.93
0.64 to 0.83

0.13
0.003
< 0.001
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Table 4.5. Final logistic regression model of factors associated with ketosis (milk BHBA
≥ 0.15 mmol/L) for 100,138 parity ≥ 2 cows in 3015 herds in Ontario. Herd is included
was a random effect
Variable
Automatic milking system
No
Yes

!
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N with KET (%)

Estimate

Standard Error

OR

CI95%

P Value

22,691 (25)
2,289 (30)

Ref
0.37

0.06

1.45

1.30 to 1.63

<0.001

Breed
Holstein
Jersey
Other

22,983 (25)
1,383 (29)
614 (27)

Ref
0.37
0.13

0.06
0.08

1.45
1.14

1.30 to 1.63
0.98 to 1.32

<0.001
0.08

Parity
2
≥3

7,688 (19)
17,292 (29)

Ref
0.50

0.02

1.64

1.59 to 1.70

<0.001

Month of testing
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2,076 (30)
1,924 (31)
1,927 (29)
1,928 (29)
2,095 (31)
1,819 (28)
2,641 (27)
2,336 (22)
2,261 (20)
2,137 (18)
2,469 (21)
1,367 (27)

-0.06
-0.01
-0.15
-0.15
Ref
-0.17
-0.21
-0.53
-0.63
-0.78
-0.59
-0.23

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

0.94
0.99
0.86
0.86

0.87 to 1.02
0.92 to 1.08
0.79 to 0.93
0.79 to 0.93

0.11
0.87
<0.001
<0.001

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

0.84
0.81
0.59
0.54
0.46
0.55
0.79

0.78 to 0.91
0.75 to 0.87
0.54 to 0.63
0.50 to 0.58
0.43 to 0.50
0.51 to 0.60
0.73 to 0.86

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

DIM at test
< 14
14 to 21
22 to 30

9,663 (28)
7,981 (26)
7,336 (22)

0.37
0.25
Ref

0.02
0.02

1.45
1.28

1.40 to 1.50
1.23 to 1.33

<0.001
<0.001

Calving interval (mo)
11 to 12
12 to 13
13 to 15
≥ 15

5,082 (19)
5,283 (22)
6,332 (26)
8,216 (33)

Ref
0.18
0.15
0.25

0.02
0.02
0.02

1.20
1.39
1.95

1.14 to 1.25
1.33 to 1.45
1.86 to 2.04

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Number of days dry
< 45
45 to 56
56 to 72
72 to 365

6,161 (21)
5,388 (23)
5,877 (25)
7,554 (32)

-0.15
Ref
0.06
0.19

0.02

0.86

0.82 to 0.90

<0.001

0.02
0.02

1.06
1.21

1.02 to 1.11
1.15 to 1.27

0.009
<0.001

Herd average M305 (kg)
< 8,136
8,136 to 8,913
8,913 to 9,575
> 9,575

4,650 (26)
6,068 (25)
6,878 (24)
7,384 (24)

Ref
0.18
0.15
0.25

0.05
0.05
0.05

1.19
1.17
1.28

1.09 to 1.30
1.07 to 1.28
1.17 to 1.40

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Previous lactation last test
milk yield (kg/d)
< 16
16 to 21
21 to 26
≥ 26

8,070 (33)
6,274 (26)
5,772 (22)
4,864 (19)

Ref
-0.29
-0.44
-0.61

0.02
0.02
0.03

0.74
0.65
0.54

0.71 to 0.78
0.62 to 0.68
0.52 to 0.57

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Last test milk fat %
1.50 to 3.86
3.87 to 4.31
4.32 to 4.81
≥ 4.82

6,641 (26)
6,284 (25)
5,969 (24)
6,095 (25)

Ref
-0.08
-0.15
-0.26

0.02
0.02
0.02

0.92
0.86
0.77

0.88 to 0.96
0.82 to 0.90
0.73 to 0.81

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
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Figure 4.1a. Prevalence of cow-level ketosis in the first 30 days of lactation by days in
milk (DIM) at diagnosis, for 165,197 cows of all parities in 3042 dairy herds enrolled in a
DHIA program in Ontario, Canada. Ketosis was diagnosed by milk BHBA ≥ 0.15
mmol/L at DHIA test.
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Figure 4.1b. Cow-level prevalence of ketosis in the first 30 d of lactation by days in milk
(DIM) at diagnosis separated into primiparous (N = 55,533) and multiparous (N =
100,138) animals from 3042 dairy herds enrolled in a DHIA program in Ontario, Canada.
Ketosis was diagnosed by milk BHBA ≥ 0.15 mmol/L at DHIA test.
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Figure 4.2. Seasonal variation of cow-level ketosis in the first 30 d of lactation based on
season of first DHIA test for 165,197 cows in 3042 dairy herds enrolled in a DHIA
program in Ontario, Canada. Ketosis was diagnosed by milk BHBA ≥ 0.15 mmol/L at
DHIA test. Superscripts a, b, c, d denote difference (P <0.001) between seasonal prevalence.
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Figure 4.3. Within-herd prevalence of ketosis based on milk BHBA ≥ 0.15 mmol/L at
DHIA first test for 791 herds with ≥ 61 first tests between June 2014 and December
2015. The mean within-herd prevalence of 21% for all tested herds is indicated with the
horizontal black line.
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CHAPTER 5:
A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL OF DEXAMETHASONE AS AN
ADJUNCTIVE THERAPY TO PROPYLENE GLYCOL FOR TREATMENT OF
HYPERKETONEMIA IN POSTPARTUM DAIRY CATTLE
ABSTRACT
Treatment of hyperketonemia (HK) with oral propylene glycol has proven
efficacy, but the cure rate remains moderate. Dexamethasone has long been suggested as
a treatment for HK even though evidence of its efficacy is contradictory. The objective of
this randomized controlled trial was to evaluate the impact of adding a single
intramuscular injection of 20 mg of dexamethasone (DEX) to oral propylene glycol (PG)
therapy for HK (blood beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA) ≥ 1.2 mmol/L). All cows between
3 and 16 d in milk on 4 dairy farms in New York State were tested once weekly for HK
using a handheld ketone meter. All enrolled animals received 312 g (300 mL) PG orally
once daily for 4 d and either a single injection of DEX or an equivalent volume of sterile
saline. A total of 509 animals were enrolled, with 254 and 255 in the placebo and DEX
groups, respectively. Treatment with DEX decreased the odds of being hyperketonemic
in the second wk post-diagnosis, however, the odds of HK in the first wk post-diagnosis
was only decreased in those animals that were treated at a BHBA blood concentration
between 1.2 to 1.5 mmol/L. For the 8% of cows with blood BHBA > 3.2 mmol/L at
enrolment receiving DEX increased the odds of being hyperketonemic the following wk.
There was no difference between treatment groups in the odds of postpartum disease, nor
in milk production. For cows with initial BHBA of 1.2 to 1.5 mmol/L treatment with
DEX tended to reduce the odds of pregnancy at first insemination. Based on the small
and conditional benefits of DEX and a lack of difference in milk yield or disease
incidence, we do not recommend the use of DEX to treat HK.
INTRODUCTION
Hyperketonemia (HK), a blood beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA) concentration of
1.2 mmol/L or greater, is associated with impaired health and performance and is a
!
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common and costly disease (McArt et al., 2015). Despite its high incidence in North
America (McArt et al., 2012a; Gordon, 2013), several commonly used treatment
protocols for HK remain unproven (Gordon et al., 2013). Treatment of HK with oral
propylene glycol (PG) has been recognized to decrease the risk of displaced abomasum
(DA), clinical ketosis (CK) and removal from the herd before 30 DIM, as well as increase
the risk of conception at first insemination and improve milk yield (McArt et al., 2012b;
McArt et al., 2011). In a recent study, the rate of cure from HK was improved with PG
treatment, however, even with 5 d of therapy, approximately 40% of cows remained
hyperketonemic (McArt et al., 2012a).
Glucocorticoids have been used for the treatment of HK since the 1950s
(Hatziolos and Shaw, 1950), however the efficacy of glucocorticoid therapy remains
controversial. Studies evaluating glucocorticoids in healthy animals (Neff et al., 1960;
Hartmann and Kronfeld, 1973) and those that did not include a control group (Jonsgard et
al., 1974; Kauppinen, 1984; Shpigel et al., 1996) make the results difficult to interpret.
Studies that included control groups and were tested in hyperketonemic, or high risk
populations, have contradictory results. Robertson (1966) found that treatment of CK
with intramuscular (IM) dexamethasone (DEX) or flumethasone improved clinical signs
40% faster and improved milk yields over treatment with a placebo. However, the sample
size was small and the difference between groups was not tested statistically (Robertson,
1966).
Since that time, other researchers have questioned the benefit of corticosteroid use
in HK. In one study, postpartum cows with unknown HK status at treatment were treated
with isoflupredone within 8 d of calving. Treated animals had increased blood
concentrations of BHBA, decreased concentrations of glucose and a higher prevalence of
HK 1 wk post-treatment when compared to placebo-treated controls (Seifi et al., 2007).
Another study found that cows in the early postpartum period with elevated urine ketones
treated with oral PG, intravenous dextrose, vitamin B12 and DEX were 40% more likely
to be removed from the herd compared to cows that received no treatment (Carrier et al.,
2011).
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The objective of this randomized controlled trial was to evaluate the impact of a
single dose of 20 mg DEX, in conjunction with oral PG therapy, on the reduction in the
persistence of HK, the incidence of subsequent disease, milk production and pregnancy at
first insemination.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Enrolment
Four herds in New York State milking between 900 and 3,100 cows were visited
weekly from May until August 2014. Herds were a convenience sample based on
willingness to participate and proximity to the participating veterinary clinic. To
participate herds were required to have Dairy Comp 305 (DC305; Valley Agricultural
Software, Tulare CA), be enrolled in a Dairy Herd Improvement Association (DHIA)
service and routinely monitor for, and record, disease events in fresh cows.
All cows between 3 and 16 DIM were tested once weekly for HK with the
Precision Xtra handheld ketone meter (Abbott Diabetes Care, Canada Mississauga
Ontario). Each herd was visited at the same time and day each week. Cows with a blood
BHBA concentration of ≥ 1.2 mmol/L were determined to be hyperketonemic and were
enrolled in the study. All cows not enrolled at the first sample between 3 and 9 DIM were
tested again the following week and enrolled if blood BHBA was ≥ 1.2 mmol/L. Cows
with recorded disease events prior to the day of testing, and those with visible signs of
disease were excluded.
Randomization, Random Allocation and Sample Size
Enrolled cows were randomly allocated to either the treatment or placebo group.
Randomization was blocked by farm, balanced in sets of 6, using a random number
generator in Excel (Excel for Mac version 15.5.4, Microsoft Redmond, WA). Allocation
was concealed until the time of treatment. Those responsible for treatment allocation and
outcome assessment, research assistants and farm employees, were blinded to treatment
group.
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The sample size was calculated to detect a further decrease in HK at follow-up
from 50 to 65% with DEX treatment, assuming 80% power and a confidence of 95%.
The sample size was increased to allow for a 10% loss to follow-up. At a sample size of
250 cows per treatment group with a standard deviation of 1.8 kg per test, a 1 kg
difference in test-day milk production could be detected.
Treatments
The treatment group received a single 20 mg IM injection of DEX solution
(Dexaject 2mg/mL, Henry Schein Animal Health, Dublin Ohio). The control group was
given a placebo of an equivalent volume (10 mL) IM injection of sterile 0.9% NaCl
solution (Butler Schein Animal Health, Dublin Ohio). A research assistant blinded to
treatments gave the IM injections at the time of enrolment. Farm employees administered
312 g (300 mL) of oral PG once daily for 4 d to all enrolled cows starting on the day of
enrolment. All treatments were recorded.
Data Collection and Follow-up
Enrolled cows were followed for 2 wk after treatment. At each weekly visit blood
BHBA and glucose concentrations were measured using the handheld meter and
recorded. Body condition score (BCS) at enrolment was measured on a scale of 1 to 5,
with increments of 0.25 (Elanco Animal Health, 1996). Test-day milk yield and milk
components were collected for the first 90 DIM. Milk production data, number of
inseminations, date of pregnancy and disease events were retrieved from DC305. An
animal use protocol for the study was submitted and approved by the University of
Guelph Animal Care Committee (AUP# 2918).
Statistical Analysis
Data input and management were completed in Excel and all statistical analysis
was completed in SAS (SAS 9.3, SAS Institute, Cary NC). For the outcomes of HK at 1
or 2 wk post-diagnosis, disease events (metritis (MET), DA, CK) within the first month
of lactation (but subsequent to enrolment) and pregnancy at first insemination, multi-level
logistic regression models were constructed using the PROC GLIMMIX function,
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controlling for herd as a random effect. The impact of treatment on milk production was
explored using the outcomes of projected mature equivalent 305 d (305ME) yield at third
DHIA test, as well as milk yield at the first three DHIA test-days. The 305ME was
modeled using the PROC MIXED procedure of SAS with herd as a random effect. A
repeated measures model (PROC MIXED) was constructed for milk yield at the first
three DHIA test-days using a heterogeneous toeplitz correlation structure, chosen based
on data structure and the lowest Akaike Information Criterion. The outcome was modeled
by cow, and nested by herd and treatment group. Herd 1 was missing milk data for 1/3 of
enrolled cows. The cows without milk data were missing transponders, but no systematic
reason existed for not having a transponder tag. Missing data was not related to lactation,
disease or HK status. Because information was presumed to be missing at random,
production data from herd 1 was included in the analysis.
The variables offered to all models included parity group, BCS, BHBA and blood
glucose concentration at the time of initial treatment and week at enrolment (1 or 2). The
model of pregnancy at first insemination also included DIM at first insemination as a
covariate. Production models included a variable for test number or DIM at test. Body
condition was categorized into three groups based on previously reported HK risk
(Duffield et al., 2000; Gillund et al., 2001): ≤ 3.0, 3.25 to 3.50, and
≥ 3.75. Parity was categorized into first, second and third or greater lactation. The
covariate for blood BHBA concentration at enrolment was transformed with the natural
logarithm to satisfy the assumption of linearity. The quadratic of blood glucose was
tested in all models and retained in the milk production models due to significance.
Univariable associations of predictors and the outcomes were explored. Variables
deemed significant with a P ≤ 0.2 were then tested in the multivariable model. Treatment
group was forced into all models regardless of significance. Multivariable models were
constructed in a backward stepwise manner, removing those with a
P > 0.05. Before removal, all non-significant variables were assessed for confounding,
determined by a change in the model estimates for treatment of 20% or more. Interactions
of significant covariates with treatment group were tested. The best linear unbiased
predictors (BLUPs) were evaluated for outliers or data patterns. Outliers were examined
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for data recording errors and their impact on model outputs assessed. All observations
were retained in the models presented.
RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics
A total of 2002 animals were screened for HK with 509 (25.4%) enrolled in the
trial; 254 were allocated to the placebo group and 255 to the DEX-treated group (Figure
5.1). Herd sizes ranged from 900 to 3,100 milking cows (mean=1,855; SD=1,073). The
mean 305ME was 12,344 kg (SD=780). The mean weekly HK prevalence across herds
was 28% (SD=14%), however, the herds varied from a mean weekly prevalence of 15%
in Herd 4 to 47% in Herd 3. Treatments were evenly distributed in each herd and there
was no difference in parity (P = 0.63) or BCS (P = 0.92) distributions between treatment
groups (Table 5.1).
Hyperketonemia at 1st Wk Post-Diagnosis
One wk after diagnosis, 52% of the placebo group and 47% (P = 0.23) of the
DEX treated group still had HK (Table 5.1). When controlling for herd, BCS and blood
glucose at enrolment, there was an interaction of the blood BHBA concentration at
enrolment with treatment (Table 5.2). At blood BHBA = 1.2 mmol/L (19% of cows with
HK), the DEX treated group had an odds of HK one wk post-diagnosis of 0.48 compared
to the placebo treated group (P = 0.004) (Figure 5.2). However at higher blood BHBA
concentrations at the time of treatment, the DEX-treated cows had higher odds of HK
than the placebo group. At a blood BHBA of ≥ 3.2 mmol/L (8% of cows) the odds of HK
one wk post-treatment was 1.95 times greater when treated with DEX than those that
received the placebo (P = 0.05) with the difference between the two groups increasing
with increasing BHBA at treatment. There was no difference between treatments in HK
one wk post-diagnosis for BHBA > 1.5 mmol/L and < 3.2 mmol/L at treatment. Cows
with HK with BCS ≤ 3.0 at diagnosis (7% of cows) were less likely to have HK in the
first wk post-diagnosis than hyperketonemic cows with a BCS of 3.25 to 3.50 (OR: 0.33,
CI95%: 0.13 to 0.85) and there was no difference between odds of HK for cows with an
ideal BCS (3.25 to 3.50) and over-conditioned cows (≥ 3.75) (P = 0.15).
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Hyperketonemia at 2nd Wk Post-Diagnosis
At 2 wk after treatment 35% of the control group, and 24% of the DEX group had
HK. In contrast to HK at 1 wk post-diagnosis, DEX treatment was associated with lower
odds of HK at the 2nd wk after diagnosis regardless of BHBA blood concentration at the
time of diagnosis. The odds of HK 2 wk after diagnosis (10 d after the end of PG
treatment) in the DEX treated group were 0.54 (CI95%: 0.35 to 0.84) when compared to
the placebo-treated group (P = 0.007) (Table 4.3). Over-conditioned cows (BCS ≥ 3.75)
and cows in parity ≥ 3 had higher odds of having HK at the 2nd wk post-diagnosis.
Hyperketonemia at Both Wks Post-Diagnosis
Similar to HK at 1 wk post-treatment, the impact of treatment on having HK at
both wk 1 and wk 2 after diagnosis and treatment with DEX was modified by blood
BHBA concentration at the time of diagnosis (Table 5.4). The proportion of the animals
with HK at both follow-ups was 30% for the placebo group and 19% for the DEX group.
A difference between treatment groups could only be detected at lower blood BHBA
concentrations (Figure 5.3).
Postpartum Disease
The odds of having one or more of MET, DA or CK subsequent to treatment was
not associated with treatment (P = 0.98). The odds of disease were higher for cows
diagnosed with HK in the first wk of lactation compared to the second wk (OR: 3.80,
CI95%: 1.13 to 12.71) and with higher blood BHBA concentrations at diagnosis
(P = 0.001) (Table 5.4).
Pregnancy at First Insemination
The average DIM at first breeding was 65 (SE = 0.39). One hundred and
forty-one of the 509 (28%) cows were diagnosed pregnant to the first AI. Twenty-seven
percent of the DEX-treated cows were diagnosed pregnant to first AI compared to 32% of
the cows receiving the placebo (P = 0.17). There was a tendancy towards an interaction
of treatment with blood BHBA at diagnosis (P=0.06). At blood BHBA 1.2 to 1.5
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mmol/L at diagnosis, cows treated with DEX had lower odds of pregnancy at first AI
(Figure 5.4). At blood BHBA = 1.2 mmol/L the odds of pregnancy were
0.50 (CI95%: 0.29 to 0.89) times lower in the DEX treated group than in the placebo
group.
Milk Yield
There was no overall difference between treatment groups in milk yield across the
first 3 test-days. There was an interaction of treatment and test-day such that cows in the
DEX group produced 3.4% more milk at the third DHIA test-day, however it was not
significant (P = 0.38) (Figure 5.5). Treatment group did not affect projected 305ME
based on the first 3 milk tests (P = 0.23).
All models, except for the outcome for pregnancy at first insemination, had an
association between blood glucose concentration at the time of diagnosis and the outcome
of interest. Having lower blood glucose concentration was associated with poorer
outcomes, increased odds of HK at all follow-ups and increased odds of postpartum
disease (Tables 5.2 to 5.4). Blood glucose concentrations had a quadratic association with
milk production outcomes. Milk yield at the first three test-days and estimated 305 ME
were decreased at low and high glucose concentrations at diagnosis.
Examination of the BLUPs identified an obvious outlier animal with a blood
glucose concentration at enrolment of 6.8 mmol/L, which was over 3.0 mmol/L higher
than the next highest recorded concentration. There was no change in model estimates for
any outcome when the outlying animal was removed from the analysis, and therefore the
animal was retained in all models.
DISCUSSION
Treatment of HK with 4 d of PG and a single 20 mg IM injection of DEX was
conditionally associated with decreased persistence of HK at 1 and 2 wk after diagnosis.
For cows with blood BHBA 1.2 to 1.5 mmol/L blood BHBA at initial diagnosis, the odds
of persistent HK were decreased at the first wk after treatment whereas the odds of HK at
2 wk after diagnosis were lowered for all cows that received DEX. The association
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between treatment and HK at the 2nd wk after diagnosis is different than wk 1 or both wk.
The other significant covariates explaining increased odds of HK in wk 1 differed from
HK in wk 2 and HK in both weeks. The odds of having HK in wk 2 after diagnosis, and
both weeks after diagnosis, were higher for over-conditioned (≥ 3.75) cows and cows in
parity ≥ 3. Parity was not associated with odds of having HK in wk1 after diagnosis and
there was no difference between cows with an ideal BCS (3.0 to 3.5) and those with a
BCS ≥ 3.75. The difference in treatment effect and population characteristics may
represent a difference in underlying pathophysiology. Future work should examine the
interplay of ketones, inflammatory mediators and liver function to better describe the
underlying pathophysiology of cows we are diagnosing with HK using blood alone.
Although it is a convenient method for identifying the at-risk population for subsequent
treatment with PG, better understanding the pathophysiology will inform our research
into other potential diagnostic criteria and treatment options.
Notwithstanding the effects of treatment with DEX in reducing the prevalence of
HK 1 and 2 wk after treatment, there was no effect of treatment on production, the odds
of postpartum disease or pregnancy at first AI. The incidence of disease within 30 DIM
was low in both treatment groups (DEX: 10%, placebo: 9.3%). The incidence of metritis
was lower than expected (6.3% in both groups) (Kelton et al., 1998; Ospina et al., 2010),
however, that is likely due to excluding cows with retained placentas and evidence of
metritis prior to enrolment. With a sample size of 250 cows per treatment group, a 9%
difference in disease incidence would be detected with 80% power and 95% confidence.
The difference in disease incidence between treatment groups was 1.4%. Although the
incidence of postpartum disease was low, the lack of numerical difference between the
treatment groups suggests that treatment truly had no effect.
The mean weekly HK prevalence in this study (28%) was similar to that reported
by McArt et al. (2012b), where the peak prevalence at 5 DIM was 29%. McArt et al.
(2011, 2012b) treated with oral PG from initial HK diagnosis (BHBA ≥ 1.2 mmol/L)
until BHBA <1.2 mmol/L. After 4 d of PG therapy 50% still had HK. In the current
study, although sampling occurred less frequently (1x/wk compared to 3x/wk), 7 d after
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the start of therapy a similar proportion of both groups remained hyperketonemic
(placebo: 52%; DEX: 47%).
Consistent with previous research, being diagnosed with HK in the first 3 to 9
DIM, being over-conditioned and having a higher blood BHBA concentration increased
the odds of having postpartum disease within the first 30 DIM (Duffield et al., 2009).
Treatment was not associated with pregnancy at first insemination but there was a
tendency for BHBA concentration at diagnosis to modify the treatment effect. Contrary
to the other models with a treatment by initial BHBA concentration interaction, for cows
with lower initial BHBA being treated with DEX was associated with lower odds of
pregnancy at first insemination. Treatment with a glucocorticoid alters peripheral glucose
utilization (Baird and Heitzman, 1971; Hartmann and Kronfeld, 1973). The reason for
decreased odds of pregnancy after treatment with DEX is unclear and may warrant
further research.
Treatment with DEX was not associated with milk production outcomes. Previous
studies evaluating glucocorticoids suggested that they had a negative effect on milk
production due to a reduction in glucose uptake by the udder (Baird and Heitzman, 1971;
Hartmann and Kronfeld, 1973). However, decreases in milk production with
glucocorticoid treatment in previous studies occurred only in healthy animals and not in
those with HK (Neff et al., 1960; Seifi et al., 2007; Wierda, 1987)."The lack of difference
in milk production between treatment groups in this study confirms that glucocorticoids
do not impact milk production in HK animals.
The main limitation of this work is the sampling frequency. Due to labor and
financial constraints sampling could only be completed 1x/wk. By sampling less
frequently, HK animals may have been missed, both at enrolment and in follow-up
weeks. Missing HK animals contributes to a non-differential misclassification bias. Due
to the equal probability of misclassification between groups the bias would be towards
the null and therefore the associations identified are likely to be true. However, there
could be existing associations that were not discovered with this design. All animals had
HK at enrolment and treatment groups did not differ in time at enrollment, parity or BCS
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distribution, therefore the effect on disease incidence and milk production between
treatment groups should be comparable. The effect of treatment on HK 1 and 2 wk after
treatment is more difficult to interpret based on the sampling frequency, as it is unknown
whether the decrease in HK prevalence is due to an increase in overall cure rate or a
decrease in relapses.
The contradictory findings in previous research into the use of glucocorticoids to
treat HK may be due to the varying impact of glucocorticoids depending on cow-level
factors (eg. BHBA concentration at diagnosis as shown here, but not accounted for in
many earlier studies) and the dose and frequency of glucocorticoid used.
Of particular interest are the increased odds of HK in the first wk post-treatment
in the 8% of animals with high (> 3.2 mmol/L) blood BHBA concentrations at the time of
treatment. Future research should evaluate the use of DEX in cows with high BHBA
especially as a treatment for CK, as this may represent a different pathophysiology to
cows with less elevated BHBA and may be detrimental.
CONCLUSION
The use of DEX as an adjunctive therapy to oral PG had short-term conditional
effects to reduce the prevalence of HK, depending on the blood BHBA concentration at
the time of diagnosis. However, with no effects on postpartum disease or milk production
and with a tendency towards a negative association with pregnancy at first AI, we do not
recommend one 20 mg IM injection of DEX at the time of HK diagnosis as an adjunctive
therapy to PG for treatment of HK.
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Table 5.1. Description and outcomes of cows enrolled in a randomized controlled trial of a single
dose of dexamethasone for treatment of HK. All cows received 4 d PG. All postpartum diseases
and removal from the herd was measured within 30 d from calving
Treatment Group
Placebo n (%)

Dexamethasone n (%)

P Value

Parity group
1
2
≥3

36 (14.2)
81 (31.9)
137 (53.9)

44 (17.3)
80 (31.4)
131 (51.4)

0.63

Body condition score
≤ 3.0
3.25 to 3.5
≥ 3.75

17 (6.7)
71 (28.1)
165 (65.2)

18 (7.1)
75 (29.4)
162 (63.5)

0.92

Time of enrollment
3 to 9 DIM
10 to 16 DIM

211 (83.1)
43 (16.9)

205 (80.4)
50 (19.6)

0.43

HK 1 wk after treatment
HK 2 wk after treatment
HK both wk after treatment
Displaced abomasum
Metritis
Clinical ketosis
Removal from herd

132/248 (53.2)
87/246 (35.4)
71/241 (29.5)
8/254 (3.1)
16/254 (6.3)
4/254 (1.6)
7/254 (2.8)

120/251 (47.8)
58/244 (23.8)
45/242 (18.6)
8/253 (3.2)
16/253 (6.3)
10/253 (4.0)
5/253 (2.0)

0.23
0.005
0.005
0.99
0.99
0.11
0.55
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Table 5.2. Multivariable model estimates for having HK 1 wk after treatment with 4 d PG and a
single IM dose of 20 mg of dexamethasone (DEX) or equivalent volume sterile saline (placebo).
Herd was controlled for as a random effect
Variable
Treatment
Placebo
Dexamethasone

Estimate

SE

OR

OR CI95

P Value

Ref
-1.15

0.38

0.82

0.55 to 1.21

0.003

Treatment*BHBA at diagnosis interaction
Placebo*BHBA
DEX*BHBA

Ref
0.18

0.06

1.08
1.28

0.99 to 1.17
1.16 to 1.42

0.003

Body condition score
≤ 3.0
3.25 to 3.5
≥ 3.75

-1.10
Ref
0.33

0.33

0.13 to 0.85

0.02

0.22

1.38

0.89 to 2.15

0.15

Natural log BHBA at diagnosis (0.1 unit)
Blood glucose (0.1 mmol/L)

0.74
-0.53

0.41
0.22

0.59

0.39 to 0.90

0.08
0.02
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Table 5.3. Multivariable model estimates for having HK 2 wk after treatment with 4 d PG
and a single IM dose of 20 mg of dexamethasone or equivalent volume sterile saline
(placebo). Herd was controlled for as a random effect
Variable
Treatment
Placebo
Dexamethasone

Estimate

SE

OR

OR CI95%

P Value

Ref
-0.61

0.23

0.54

0.35 to 0.84

0.007

0.52

1.10

0.39 to 3.08

0.86

0.27

2.03

1.20 to 3.44

0.008

0.38
0.34

1.11
1.97

0.53 to 2.33
1.01 to 3.85

0.78
0.05

Body condition score
≤ 3.0
3.25 to 3.5
≥ 3.75

0.095
Ref
0.71

Parity group
1
2
≥3

Ref
0.11
0.68

Time of enrolment
3 to 9 DIM
10 to 16 DIM

0.24
Ref

0.30

1.27

0.70 to 2.31

0.44

Natural log BHBA (0.1 unit)
Blood glucose (0.1 mmol/L)

0.06
-0.07

0.04
0.03

1.06
0.93

0.99 to 1.14
0.88 to 0.98

0.08
0.007
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Table 5.4. Multivariable model estimates for having HK for 1 and 2 wk after treatment with 4
d PG and a single IM dose of 20 mg of dexamethasone (DEX) or equivalent volume sterile
saline (placebo). Herd was controlled for as a random effect
Variable
Treatment
Placebo
Dexamethasone

Estimate

SE

OR

OR CI95

P Value

Ref
-1.55

0.50

0.45

0.27 to 0.74

0.002

Treatment*BHBA at diagnosis
interaction
Placebo*BHBA
DEX*BHBA

Ref
0.14

0.07

1.20

1.07 to 1.35

0.04

Body condition score
≤ 3.0
3.25 to 3.5
≥ 3.75

-0.18
Ref
0.72

0.61

0.84

0.25 to 2.76

0.77

0.29

2.06

1.16 to 3.68

0.01

Parity group
1
2
≥3

Ref
-0.01
0.78

0.42
0.37

0.99
2.18

0.44 to 2.26
1.04 to 4.54

0.99
0.04

Time of enrolment
3 to 9 DIM
10 to 16 DIM

0.51
Ref

0.36

1.67

0.82 to 3.38

0.16

Natural log BHBA (0.1 unit)
Blood glucose (0.1 mmol/L)

0.04
-0.07

0.04
0.03

0.88 to 0.99

0.33
0.01
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Figure 5.1. Flow chart of total number animals screened for HK and enrolled in the study, the number of observations included in
each analysis and reason for missing data for 2002 dairy cattle on 4 New York dairy herds tested for HK between 3 and 16 DIM

Tatone et al., Figure 1

2002 Animals Screened
509 Enrolled
254 Placebo
255 Dexamethasone

HK Week 1 Model
n = 498
(10 HK outcomes,
1 BCS missing)

HK Week 2 Model
n= 489
(20 HK outcomes
missing)

Disease Model
n = 508
(1 BCS missing)

Pregnancy at 1st AI Model
n = 474
(35 pregnancy outcomes
missing)

Milk Production Models

Test-Day Milk
n = 1384
(154 milk tests missing)

M305 Milk
n = 447
(62 M305 missing)

HK Both Weeks Model
n = 482
(27 HK outcomes missing)
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Figure 5.2. Predicted natural logarithm odds of having HK in wk 1 after treatment with 4 d
of oral PG and a single IM injection of 20 mg dexamethasone on day 1 (black circles) or an
equivalent volume of sterile saline (placebo, grey diamonds). The treatment effect was
modified by BHBA blood concentration at the time of diagnosis. LS means account for BCS
and blood glucose concentration at diagnosis.
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Figure 5.3. Predicted natural logarithm odds of having HK in wk 1 and wk2 after treatment
with 4 d of oral PG and a single IM injection of 20 mg dexamethasone on day 1 (black
circles) or an equivalent volume of sterile saline (placebo, grey diamonds). The treatment
effect was modified by BHBA blood concentration at the time of diagnosis. LS means
account for BCS and blood glucose concentration at diagnosis.
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Figure 5.4. Predicted natural logarithm odds of pregnancy at first insemination after
treatment with 4 d of oral PG and a single IM injection of 20 mg dexamethasone on day 1
(black circles) or an equivalent volume of sterile saline (placebo, grey diamonds). There is a
tendency
(P = 0.06) for a treatment by BHBA at diagnosis interaction.
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Figure 5.5. Predicted estimates for milk yield (kg) at the first 3 DHIA test-days. Treatment
for HK with 4 d of oral PG and a single 20 mg dexamethasone injection or an equivalent
volume of sterile saline (placebo) had no effect on milk y!

Tatone et al., Fig 4

Dexamethasone

Placebo

Predicted test day milk (kg/d)

48

44.75

41.5

38.25

1

2

DHIA test number
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CHAPTER 6:
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this research is to broaden the understanding of the risk factors,
detection and treatment of ketosis (KET) in an effort to provide informed and practical
approaches to producers and veterinary practitioners for the management of KET
on-farm. The specific objectives were to evaluate the accuracy of various KET
diagnostic tests and opportunities for earlier detection; to estimate the scope of KET in
the province of Ontario, Canada; to identify both herd-level and cow-level risk factors for
KET; and to build on our current evidence-based treatment protocol for KET. To better
understand the available on-farm tests for KET a diagnostic test accuracy (DTA)
systematic review (SR) and meta-analysis (MA) was performed (Chapter 2). Diagnostic
test accuracy SR and MA are relatively new to veterinary medicine. One of the benefits
of DTA MA is to provide summary estimates for test sensitivity and specificity across
various study populations. The Precision Xtra (Abbott, Mississauga, ON, Canada)
handheld device for measuring blood ß-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA) was shown to be the
most accurate across the common thresholds employed (1.1 to 1.4 mmol/L). Due to a
small number of studies evaluating semi-quantitative urine strips, it is unclear how they
rank compared to other available tests. More work is required to clarify if there is a
diagnostic advantage to urine strips over semi-quantitative milk strips based on the
combined sensitivity and specificity. A benefit of the SR portion is to identify areas that
lack research. One area with a paucity of information is the DTA of milking technologies,
for example the use of Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR; MilkoScan FT600,
Foss Analytical A/S, Hillerød, Denmark) to detect milk BHBA. Several on-farm and
Dairy Herd Improvement Association (DHIA) milk testing technologies utilize FTIR,
however there is little evidence for its accuracy in diagnosing KET. More research on inline and on-line milk technologies is needed to help inform purchasing and protocol
decisions.
One of the limitations of DTA MA is that there are 2 competing analytic
techniques to account for heterogeneity between studies by including a random error
term: hierarchical summary receiver operator characteristic curves (HSROC), and
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bivariate analysis (Macaskill et al., 2010). The two methods often provide similar
answers (Harbord et al., 2007), with the bivariate analysis considered better to estimate
summary sensitivity and specificity and the HSROC method preferred for visualizing the
change in diagnostic accuracy as the test threshold changes (Macaskill et al., 2010). One
of the main limitations to the analysis completed in Chapter 2 was the small number of
contributing studies. The variation between study results and the small number of studies
caused convergence issues when using the bivariate method and therefore the HSROC
method was used for both visualizing the change in accuracy over a range of thresholds
and to estimate summary values for sensitivity and specificity. Not only did the bivariate
method create convergence issues, but it also lacks supporting literature. The HSROC
method had more published support, including suggestions on simplifying the model to
avoid convergence problems due to small sample size, as this is a common issue for
diagnostic test MA (Takwoingi et al., 2015). One of the other issues is the small number
of eligible studies. Performing a DTA SR and MA illustrates the need for repetition in
scientific literature to verify results and clarify variation. A registry of test validation
studies or access to company data would increase available information and increase the
precision of the summary estimates for sensitivity and specificity.
The Precision Xtra had excellent test accuracy for the detection of blood BHBA
≥ 1.2 mmol/L postpartum (95% sensitivity; 98% specificity based on the results of
Chapter 2). The objective of Chapter 3 was to determine if the device could be used to
detect animals at risk for postpartum disease based on previously identified prepartum
thresholds, blood BHBA 0.6 to 0.8 mmol/L (Ospina et al., 2010; Chapinal et al., 2011;
Roberts et al., 2012). The handheld device was moderately well correlated (r = 0.77) with
laboratory serum BHBA and at a threshold of BHBA ≥ 0.8 mmol/L the device agreed
substantially with laboratory serum NEFA ≥ 0.5 mEq/L for identifying animals at risk for
metabolic problems postpartum. Animals with blood BHBA ≥ 0.6 mmol/L had 2.2 times
greater odds of having hyperketonemia (HK; blood BHBA ≥ 1.2 mmol/L) in the first wk
postpartum than animals with blood BHBA < 0.6 mmol/L during the last 2 wk of
gestation. Given these results, we were able to identify animals at risk even before
calving, however, it is unclear if earlier intervention, for example with oral propylene
glycol therapy, would reduce the incidence of postpartum HK or decrease the severity of
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the consequences.
One limitation of this work was the small number of cows (12%) with BHBA
≥ 0.7 mmol/L. Since the ≥ 0.6 mmol/L threshold was associated with HK postpartum, it
would be reasonable to assume that using a higher threshold would be more strongly
associated with a risk of HK postpartum however that was not found in this work. The
small number of animals with blood BHBA ≥ 0.7 mmol/L and ≥ 0.8 mmol/L likely led to
a Type II error. A larger sample of animals with blood BHBA ≥ 0.7 mmol/L would be
required to verify if higher thresholds prepartum are associated with increased odds of
HK postpartum.
One of the newer tests available for the detection of KET is the Ketoscreen test
offered by CanWest DHIA, using FTIR technology (MilkoScan FT600, Foss Analytical
A/S, Hillerød, Denmark). With the introduction of the test, early lactation test-day milk
BHBA concentrations were available from 165,197 cows from 3042 herds (80% of dairy
herds in Ontario, Canada), as described in Chapter 4. The within-herd and cow-level
prevalence of KET in Ontario, Canada was estimated for test-day milk samples collected
before 30 days in milk (DIM). The within-herd and cow-level KET prevalence for the
province of Ontario, Canada were both 21%. The prevalence is similar to the 20%
estimated by Duffield et al. (1997) although the two studies were performed using a
different sampling method and protocol. The similarity in prevalence estimates despite
the time lapsed between studies could indicate little improvement in the management of
KET risk on farm. More likely, management has met the increased risk of KET with
increasing milk production. There are obviously continued improvements to be made.
Herds with an automatic milking system (AMS) and those with a lower proportion of
tests performed in the summer months were associated with higher within-herd KET
prevalence. The difference in the prevalence of KET between AMS and parlour or
pipeline herds has not been previously described and more work is required to examine
potential reasons for the difference. The main limitation of the prevalence estimate based
on DHIA is due to the testing schedule. Most herds have DHIA tests every 5 wk,
meaning that many animals are not tested in the critical period as the majority of KET
occurs in the first 2 wk of lactation (Duffield et al., 1997). The testing protocol may
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underestimate the prevalence of KET if the majority of cases are occurring in the first 2
wk of lactation; 3/5 of the tests will occur outside of the critical window. The exact
amount of underestimation will be dependent on the calving pattern and testing schedule
of the individual herd. How well this scheme estimates prevalence in comparison to an
on-farm monitoring program is unknown.
The pattern of KET prevalence, as discussed in Chapter 4, was different between
primiparous (PP) and multiparous (MP) animals. The peak in KET prevalence for PP
cattle occurred at 5 DIM and declined rapidly, whereas for MP animals the peak occurred
at 11 DIM. The prevalence of KET in MP animals also had less variation between the
peak and the lowest prevalence up to 30 DIM. A similar pattern was presented by Santchi
et al. (2014) however it isn’t clear if this pattern is unique to milk BHBA based on
test-day samples or if the same pattern would be present when testing occurs more
frequently with blood or urine diagnostic tests. The difference in pattern may represent a
different disease process in PP compared to MP animals, where the PP were managing
the stress of entering the milking herd and the MP animals were adapting to increasing
milk production at increasing DIM. The individual risk factors associated with the odds
of KET at first test were different for PP and MP animals, in part because parity dictates
degree of negative energy balance and challenges faced immediately pre- and postpartum
(Goff and Horst, 1997; Adewuyi et al., 2005). There were increased odds of KET in MP
animals with longer days dry and a longer calving interval, and in PP animals that were
older at first calving. In MP animals, having higher fat percentage and higher milk yield
(kg/d) at the last test of the previous lactation was associated with lower odds of KET at
first test of the next lactation. These variables are all likely related to BCS, however, BCS
was not directly measured in this study. Similar to Santschi et al., (2014), Jersey cows
had a higher odds of KET at first test. Breed associations with KET have rarely been
evaluated and it isn’t known whether it represents an increased risk of consequences due
to KET or if it represents a shift in KET threshold. Being on a farm with AMS was
associated with increased odds of KET for MP animals, but not PP. The reasons for the
increased risk of KET were unclear, but were likely due to feeding management. In PP
animals, the prepartum management between AMS herds and non-AMS herds is similar
and therefore the lack of difference in odds of KET is unsurprising. There was an obvious
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seasonal pattern to the prevalence of KET with the lowest prevalence in summer and
autumn. The odds of KET for both MP and PP animals were lower in August and
September than in May, which was surprising given the increased risk of heat stress in
Ontario in late summer in comparison to the spring. Other work has shown a similar
seasonal pattern (Suthar et al., 2013; Berge and Vertenten, 2014; Vanholder et al., 2015),
but it has never been explored.
One of the limitations of using test-day milk BHBA for identifying risk factors is
the lack of published work using the FTIR milk test and the testing scheme. The current
milk KET threshold set by DHIA is BHBA ≥ 0.15 mmol/L. Having a first test-day milk
BHBA above the threshold was associated with a decreased test-day milk yield of 1 kg/d,
however, milk BHBA thresholds should be identified that are associated with other
clinically relevant outcomes, for example displaced abomasum (DA), metritis (MET),
clinical ketosis (CK), and early removal from the herd.
After KET is diagnosed, it is necessary to implement a treatment protocol.
Treating HK with 3 to 5 d of oral propylene glycol (PG) has been proven beneficial
(McArt et al., 2011; Gordon, 2013). In Chapter 5, we sought to determine if there was a
benefit to including a single dose of intramuscular injection of 20 mg dexamethasone
(DEX) to the protocol using a randomized controlled trial design with PG alone as a
control. Although PG and DEX-treated animals diagnosed with HK at moderate blood
BHBA (1.2 to 1.5 mmol/L) had a lower prevalence of HK in the first and second wk
post-diagnosis, when blood BHBA ≥ 3.2 mmol/L at diagnosis the prevalence of HK at
follow-up was higher when including DEX in the treatment than when treated with PG
alone. The negative impact of DEX at higher blood BHBA concentrations suggests it
may not be of benefit in treating CK. There was no difference between PG and PG with
DEX on milk production or incidence of postpartum disease (DA, MET, and CK).
The main limitation of the study was the frequency of testing for blood BHBA.
Sampling only once a wk may have reduced the number enrolled, but more importantly it
is not possible to determine the impact of DEX treatment between enrolment and the first
follow-up visit 7 d later. The impact of including DEX in the treatment protocol was
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modified by the concentration of blood BHBA at diagnosis and the short-term effects on
blood metabolites; DMI would provide more insight into the mechanism of action.
Another limitation is that the sample size was designed to detect a difference in the
proportion of HK at follow-up and a change in milk production. Reproductive and
disease incidences were secondary outcomes and may have lacked power to detect a
difference between treatment groups.
FUTURE WORK
In general, more work is required to chart the pattern of blood BHBA and its
relationship with disease and negative consequences. For example, what is the
consequence of the amount of time above the threshold for blood BHBA? Is the amount
of time above the threshold more/less important than the peak concentration of blood
BHBA? Is there a difference in blood BHBA pattern based on the DIM at onset or parity?
Is it necessary to adopt different testing frequencies for PP compared to MP animals due
to the timing of KET prevalence? To investigate the association between pattern of
BHBA and downstream consequences, a larger study should be conducted with daily
blood BHBA concentrations (at the same time daily) on herds that do not employ an early
detection and treatment protocol, recording disease incidence (DA, MET, CK, mastitis)
and milk production data. It would be interesting to also examine the impact of the KET
pattern on reproduction; however, the sample size required may be prohibitive.
One of the challenges in using blood, urine, or milk for KET diagnosis and
monitoring is that it is unknown how milk and urine ketone concentrations change with
changing blood BHBA concentrations. Although there has been some work comparing
ketone values in the various fluids (Shultz and Myers, 1959; Menahan et al., 1967;
Schultz, 1971), comparisons of blood BHBA to milk BHBA and to urine acetoacetate
(AcAc) have not been conducted using the currently available tests. The values should
not only be compared directly (correlation), but the time between reaching thresholds in
the various fluids should be noted as that is more clinically relevant. Blood, urine, and
milk samples would need to be collected 2x/d continuously for the first 14 DIM. Semiquantitative urine strips may have better combined test accuracy (combination of
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sensitivity and specificity) than the semi-quantitative milk strips. This may be, in part,
because BHBA in milk can be utilized to form milk fats and therefore may make milk
BHBA more variable between cows when compared to blood BHBA. Urine strips are
also less expensive than milk strips and may provide an acceptable alternative to
measuring blood BHBA for on-farm KET monitoring and treatment programs. To
evaluate the utility of urine strips it is necessary to identify cut points not only associated
with blood BHBA, but also to clinically relevant outcomes, as the strips were developed
for use in humans and not in cattle. Additional studies utilizing urine strips would also
improve the precision of the summary sensitivity and specificity, as estimated in Chapter
2.
The DHIA milk BHBA test provides a convenient way to monitor herd
prevalence of KET, however it is unclear how testing every 5 wk impacts the prevalence
estimate. A study comparing the difference in KET prevalence estimates between weekly
on-farm monitoring and DHIA test-day milk BHBA schemes, and the herd-related factors
that may impact the magnitude of the difference would improve our understanding. The
results could be used to inform criteria for monitoring programs and interventions based
on herd-related factors such as lactating herd size, calving pattern, predominant breed,
DHIA testing scheme, and parity distribution. For example, is there a minimum herd size
for using the DHIA testing protocol compared with on-farm weekly or bi-weekly
monitoring? Performing such a study may prove difficult based on the small number of
herds employing on-farm monitoring.
The risk factors identified in Chapter 4 have highlighted some areas of potential
research. The association of breed with odds of KET has been presented previously, but
never explored (Santschi et al., 2014). The threshold for disease should be investigated in
various breeds, for example in Jersey cattle. Postpartum Jersey cattle have higher odds of
KET based on thresholds that were indicated by downstream consequences in
predominantly Holstein herds. The impact of season has often been reported (Suthar et
al., 2013; Berge and Vertenten, 2014; Vanholder et al., 2015), but also never explored.
For example, why are cows calving in the spring at higher risk of KET compared to those
who are calving in late summer when the risk of heat stress is much greater? A study that
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includes regular feed samples (fresh and orts), a survey of management practices,
recording calving patterns and KET prevalence over the course of 1 year would help
identify management areas of concern. Having AMS was also associated with a higher
within-herd KET prevalence and increased odds of KET in MP animals. To identify
areas within an AMS herd that are associated with a higher prevalence of HK a casecontrol study of AMS herds based on KET prevalence could be performed to compare
management techniques including feeding management, milk production, and cow
comfort factors.
Prepartum blood BHBA is associated with HK postpartum, however it is unclear
if earlier detection and treatment is worthwhile. A randomized controlled trial should be
completed evaluating early detection using prepartum blood BHBA and treatment with
oral PG at calving compared to no treatment. Outcomes of interest would be the
incidence of postpartum HK in the first 30 d of lactation, incidence of postpartum disease
and the impact on milk production in early lactation. If there is an improvement between
treatment and control, an economic analysis should be completed to determine if there is
enough evidence for a treatment benefit, both biologically and economically.
Adding 20 mg of IM DEX to oral PG therapy for HK increased the prevalence of
HK after treatment compared to those who received PG alone when blood BHBA at
diagnosis was 3.2 mmol/L or greater. This introduces some doubt that the treatment of
CK with DEX would be beneficial. A randomized controlled trial of the treatment of CK
would be required to start building an evidence-based treatment protocol for clinical
disease. Assessing the benefit of dextrose treatment at the same time would provide
evidence-based treatment protocols. Treatment groups would include a control group
receiving 5 d of oral PG therapy, treatment group A would receive 20 mg DEX and PG,
treatment group B would receive 20 mg DEX, PG and 250 mL 50% dextrose
intravenously and treatment group C would receive dextrose and PG. The outcomes of
interest would include resolution of clinical signs, blood BHBA post-treatment daily for 7
d, and incidence of disease up to 30 d post-treatment. It would require many herds and a
prolonged study period to obtain the necessary sample size, however, it would also help
answer a clinically important question.
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IMPLICATIONS
This work has practical implications to the dairy industry and important
advancements to dairy research. With the proven benefit of monitoring and treating KET
(McArt et al., 2014) producers and veterinary practitioners should be adopting the most
accurate diagnostic test available. The superior diagnostic test accuracy of the handheld
blood ketone meter, as presented in Chapter 2, compared to both milk and urine semiquantitative strips provides further evidence that it should be adopted as the test of
choice. Blood ketone meters also provide an effective way of identifying cows at-risk of
metabolic disturbance earlier in the disease progression by using a prepartum BHBA
threshold of 0.7 mmol/L based on the evidence presented in Chapter 3. Particularly herds
with a high incidence of KET in the first week postpartum should monitor cows in the
prepartum period and using blood BHBA in the final two wk of gestation is a convenient
and timely method.
Prior to the within-herd prevalence estimates presented in Chapter 4, there was no
good estimation of the within-herd prevalence of KET on dairy herds in Ontario, Canada.
Estimates for the prevalence of KET provide a benchmark of where the dairy industry is
today, but also provides a target. For example, knowing that the top 25% of herds in the
province can have within-herd prevalence less than 13% can act as an incentive on farms
with higher KET prevalence. Three of the risk factors that were identified in Chapter 4,
the breed difference, seasonality and difference in the timing of KET for PP and MP
animals has been previously noted but have never been explored. This work re-iterates
the potential importance of these factors with KET prevalence and represents potential
targets for management intervention. The difference in KET prevalence between AMS
and standard milking herds has not been reported previously and needs to be explored.
There are many reasons that may exist for this difference and may indicate the need for
AMS-specific recommendations for KET prevention and management. For AMS herds, it
becomes even more important to monitor for metabolic disease now that we are aware it
may increase the odds of KET.
The randomized controlled trial presented in Chapter 5 has added to our evidence!
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base for KET treatment and has confirmed that PG alone is adequate for the treatment of
KET. The addition of a glucocorticoid was of only conditional benefit and may actually
be detrimental when administered to animals with BHBA ≥ 3.0 mmol/L. If
dexamethasone is detrimental at higher blood BHBA then it may not be appropriate in
animals with CK. Further work in this area is needed. This also highlights the need for
evidence-based treatment decisions, where evidence exists.
DTA MA is relatively uncommon in veterinary medicine compared to human
medicine. The DTA MA for on-farm ketosis detection methods is the first veterinary
example of DTA MA using the HSROC method, providing a framework for others to
reference and build upon. It highlights the need for the publication of test validation
studies, as well as, the importance of including conference proceedings in the review
process, as many test validations are not being published. Overall, this work has added to
our knowledge of the diagnostic tests that are being used and how to detect disease earlier
in the progression. It has highlighted areas for management intervention or future study to
reduce KET prevalence and it has further solidified our current treatment regime.
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